The Sir Alfred Sherman Papers

In the Summer of 1989 Sir Alfred Sherman presented to Royal Holloway, University of London, thirty-five boxes containing papers relating in particular to his activities at the Centre for Policy Studies in the period from 1974 to 1983. In an article on these papers (Contemporary Record, November, 1990, pp. 14-15) Simon Burgess and Geoffrey Alderman describe Sir Alfred as "the moving force behind the setting up of the Centre for Policy Studies (CPS)" and the release of this set of his working papers as affording "a unique and fascinating glimpse into the making of the Thatcherite era".

Through the generosity of the Nuffield Foundation, funds were made available to Royal Holloway to enable a catalogue of the Papers to be prepared. The task of compiling the catalogue was undertaken by Mr. F.J. Swartz, a graduate of Harvard, under the supervision of Professor G. Alderman, one-time Professor of Politics and Contemporary History at Royal Holloway.

This catalogue has not yet been entered into the Calm database, but you can browse a textual list of the material below. The specific location of the papers within the collection (held in the College Archives) is indicated in the first and second lines of each catalogue entry; subsequent lines of each entry provide a brief description of the papers and their dates.

AN AC 1314 [ = AC 1316-1323]
CN AR M/ SPEECHWRITING 10 [Box 1]
DA 1979
FO Minutes/Press Releases/Notes
TI SPEECHWRITING
SU Minute of speechwriters conferences during the 1979 General Election
KW Speechwriting/General Election, 1979
CO Box number one
LE 3

AN AC 1315 [ = AC 1316-1322]
CN AR M/ SPEECHWRITING 10 [Box 1]/1
DA 1979
FO Minutes/Notes/Press Releases
SU Largely minutes of speechwriters conferences during the 1979 General Election
KW Speechwriting/General Election, 1979
CO Folder number one in box one
LE 4

AN AC 1316
CN AR M/ SPEECHWRITING 10 [Box 1]/1/1
DA 17 April 1979-25 April 1979
FO Minutes
SU Minutes of speechwriters' conferences during General Election
KW Speechwriting/General Election, 1979/Thatcher, Margaret
LE 5

AN AC 1317
CN AR M/ SPEECHWRITING 10 [Box 1]/1/2
DA 25 April 1979
FO Notes
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Speechwriters Conference - Wed 25 April - 11.45 A. M. Room 110 - CCO
SU Handwritten notes on speechwriters' conference
AN AC 1318
CN AR M/ SPEECHWRITING 10 [Box 1]/ 1/ 3
DA 25 April 1979
FO Notes
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Speechwriters/Special Advisers Conference 25 April 1979 Rm 110
CCO
SU Handwritten notes on Thatcher's Brighton speech
KW Speechwriting/ General Election, 1979/ Thatcher, Margaret/Brighton speech
LE 5

AN AC 1319
CN AR M/ SPEECHWRITING 10 [Box 1]/ 1/ 4
DA n. d. (April 1979?)
FO Memo
TO Speechwriters
FR DH * [David Howell]
TI Bolton - Notes From DH to Speechwriters
SU Schedule for developing Bolton speech
KW Speechwriting/ General Election, 1979/ Bolton Speech
LE 5

AN AC 1320
CN AR M/ SPEECHWRITING 10 [Box 1]/ 1/ 5
DA 27 April 1979
FO Note
TI 27th April - Extract from Press Conference - MT at CCO
SU Role of the state under Conservative and Labour Governments
KW State/ Labour Party/ Conservative Party
LE 5

AN AC 1321
CN AR M/ SPEECHWRITING 10 [Box 1]/ 1/ 6
DA April 1979
FO Schedule
TI Mrs. Thatcher's Speech Programme (brief outline)
SU Schedule of Thatcher's speeches 18 April-1 May 1979
KW Thatcher, Margaret/ General Election, 1979
LE 5

AN AC 1322
CN AR M/ SPEECHWRITING 10 [Box 1]/ 1/ 7
DA 3 April 1979
FO Correspondence
TI General Election
SU Notification of Centre for Policy Studies' 'chapel' meetings
KW General Election, 1979
LE 5

AN AC 1323
CN AR M/ SPEECHWRITING 10 [Box 1]/ // 1
DA 1 May 1984
FO Notes
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Notes for Public Lecture at L. S. E. May 1. 1984 Leadership and Advisership
SU Advisers
KW Advisers
CO Paper loose found after folder one in box one
LE 5

AN AC 1324 [=AC 1325-1367]
CN AR M/ MISC 11 [Box 2]
DA 1976-1984
FO Correspondence/ Finance/ Research Materials/ Articles
TI MISC 11
SU Miscellaneous items on a range of subjects
KW Centre for Policy Studies/ Sherman, Alfred / Tourism/ Middle East/ National and Local Government Officers Association/ Wages Council
CO Box number two/ Items originally in random order. Re-ordered by archivist/ Many items are duplicates of those found in other boxes
LE 3

AN AC 1325
CN AR M/ MISC 11 [Box 2]/ 1
DA 1976-1983
FO Correspondence
SU Correspondence related to identifying researchers for Centre for Policy Studies' projects
KW Centre for Policy Studies, research
CO Folder number one box two/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 1326
CN AR M/ MISC 11 [Box 2]/ 2
DA 1983-1984
FO Correspondence/ Finance
SU Miscellaneous items relating to Sherman's finances
KW Sherman, Alfred
CO Folder number two in box two/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 1327
CN AR M/ MISC 11 [Box 2]/ 3
DA 1984
FO Correspondence
SU Miscellaneous items related to Sherman's search for commercial activities after his departure from the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred
CO Folder number three in box two/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 1328
CN AR M/ MISC 11 [Box 2]/ 4
DA 1983
FO Research materials/ Reports
SU Appears to be research materials related to the National and Local Government Officers Association
KW National and Local Government Officers Association
CO Folder number four in box two/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 1329
CN AR M/ MISC 11 [Box 2]/ 5
DA 1981
FO Correspondence
SU Correspondence about organizing a Wages Council Policy Study Group
KW Wages Council
CO Folder number five in box two/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 1330
CN AR M/ MISC 11 [Box 2]/ 6
DA 1983
FO Correspondence
SU Correspondence dealing with activities of the Argonauts, much of it devoted to an honorary dinner for Sherman
KW Argonauts
CO Folder number six in box two/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 1331 [= AC 1332-1346]
CN AR M/ MISC 11 [Box 2]/ 7
DA 1983-1984
FO Correspondence/ Reports/ Notes
SU Miscellaneous items deal with the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies
CO Folder number seven in box two
LE 4

AN AC 1332
CN AR M/ MISC 11 [Box 2]/ 7/ 1
DA 20 February (1983?)
FO Notes
FR Alfred Sherman
TI notes for Grussgot [sic]
SU Grussgott Trust
KW Grussgott Trust
LE 5

AN AC 1333
CN AR M/ MISC 11 [Box 2]/ 7/ 2
DA 18 February 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Grussgott Trust
KW Grussgott Trust
AN AC 1339
CN AR M/ MISC 11 [Box 2]/ 7/ 8
DA 10 May 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Co-operation between Thomas and Sherman
KW Thomas, Hugh/ Sherman, Alfred / Centre for Policy Studies
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 1340
CN AR M/ MISC 11 [Box 2]/ 7/ 9
DA 31 May 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Ian Gow
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Sherman proposes George Raymond Hill for the Chairmanship of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Hill, George Raymond/ Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 1341
CN AR M/ MISC 11 [Box 2]/ 7/ 10
DA 8 April-29 April 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Hugh Thomas/ Norman Fowler
FR Hugh Thomas/ Norman Fowler
SU Health Policy Study Group reports inaccurate assertion that Fowler had not responded to inquires put to him by the group
KW Health Policy Study Group
LE 5

AN AC 1342
CN AR M/ MISC 11 [Box 2]/ 7/ 11
DA 6 September 1983
FO Minutes
TI Meeting of the Directors Minutes of the Meeting held Tuesday 6 September.
SU Minutes largely given over to the report of Elizabeth Cottrell Acting Director of Studies during Sherman's 1983 sabbatical
KW Cottrell, Elizabeth/ Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 1343
CN AR M/ MISC 11 [Box 2]/ 7/ 12
DA 1983
FO Notice
TI Notice of the Eighth Annual General Meeting of the Centre for Policy Studies Ltd
SU Notice of meeting
KW Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 1344
CN AR M/ MISC 11 [Box 2]/ 7/ 13
DA 1983
FO Programme
TI The Centre for Policy Studies Annual Meeting Monday 30 January 1984
SU Programme of meeting
KW Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 1345
CN AR M/ MISC 11 [Box 2]/ 7/ 14
DA n. d. (1983?)
FO Memo
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The Centre for Policy Studies Terms of Reference
SU Aims and objectives of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 1346
CN AR M/ MISC 11 [Box 2]/ 7/ 15
DA January 1984
FO Report
TI The Centre for Policy Studies Reports of the Study Groups 1983 - 1984
SU Brief reports of the past years activities of the Policy Study Groups
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Policy Study Groups
LE 5

AN AC 1347
CN AR M/ MISC 11 [Box 2]/ 8
DA 1979
FO Correspondence/ Report
TI Tourists
SU Correspondence and Draft of Centre for Policy Studies Tourist Study
KW Tourism
CO Folder number eight in box two/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content.
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 1348 [= AC 1349-1355]
CN AR M/ MISC 11 [Box 2]/ 9
DA 1962-1983
FO Articles
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Articles by Sherman on a range of subjects. All of these article are duplicated elsewhere in the Archive
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 1349
CN AR M/ MISC 11 [Box 2]/ 9/ 1
DA 19 April 1982
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "When the patient needs to recover at home", Daily Telegraph, n.p.
SU World recession
AN AC 1355
CN AR M/ MISC 11 [Box 2]/ 9/ 7
RN Channel 4
DA 19 April 1983
FO Speech
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Sham Volunteers
SU Leftwing infiltration of the Citizens' Advice Bureau
KW Citizens' Advice Bureau
LE 5

AN AC 1366
CN AR M/ MISC 11 [Box 2]/ 10
DA 1982-1984
FO Research Materials
SU Miscellaneous research materials dealing with the Middle East and Israel
KW Middle East/ Israel
CO Folder number ten in box two/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 1367
CN AR M/ MISC 11 [Box 2]/ 11
DA 1982-1984
FO Research Materials
SU Miscellaneous research materials on a range of subjects
KW Defence/ Central America/ Soviet Union/ Education/ Land reclamation
CO Folder number eleven in box two/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 2.24
CN AR KJ/M/24 [Box 3]
RN 53
SE B1-1-24
DA 4 Dec 1975
C Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Patricia Kirwan
TI Request for copy of paper by Jock Bruce-Gardyne
CO Paper is requested for Friday afternoon at the latest
KW Bruce-Gardyne, Jock

AN AC 2.25
CN AR KJ/M/25 [Box 3]
RN 56
SE B1-1-25
DA 15 Dec. 1975
FO memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Discussion between Alfred Sherman and Keith Joseph regarding insurance companies and the "purposes and structure" of the
AN AC 2.26
CN AR KJ/M/26 [Box 3]
RN 55
SE B1-1-26
DA 15 Dec. 1975
FO memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Appointment for meeting with Sally Oppenheim
KW Oppenheim, Sally

AN AC 2.27
CN AR KJ/M/27 [Box 3]
RN 57
SE B1-1-27
DA 17 December 1975
FO memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Refers to a piece, not specified, which Raymond Fletcher has agreed to have published in the Common Ground Series.
CO Sherman proposes adding a long forward to the piece.
KW Common Ground Series/ Fletcher, Raymond

AN AC 2.28
CN AR KJ/M/28 [Box 3]
RN 58
SE B1-1-28
DA 19 December 1975
FO memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Cover note to a memo from Patricia [P. K.] with which Alfred Sherman agrees
CO Memo not attached but probably KJ/M/29 [Box 3]

AN AC 2.29
CN AR KJ/M/29 [Box 3]
SE B1-1-29
DA 19 December 1975
FO memo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Patricia Kirwan
TI The Sun
SU Refers to the unfavourable treatment by the Sun of Keith Joseph's Paddington Speech. Suggests that rather than respond to each criticism made Sir Keith approach Larry Lamb for an in-depth interview by one of the paper's staff.
KW Joseph, Keith/ Lamb, Larry/ Akass, J./ Sun/ Hamilton, Colin/ Simon, Rosemary/ Press

AN AC 2.30
CN AR KJ/M/1/30 [Box 3]
SE B1-1-30
DA 29 Dec. 1975
FOnote
TI Notes for Sir Keith Joseph
SU Keynesian economics and growth/exchange rates
CO Handwritten notes, some in shorthand, on two pages of stenographic note paper clipped to this item. Notes are nearly identical to the typed piece.
KW Keynesian Economics/Inflation/Economic Growth

AN AC 2.31
CN AR KJ/M/31 [Box 3]
SE B1-1-31
DA n.d.
FO Draft Correspondence
TO Douglas Hurd
TI Draft Letter to Douglas Hurd
SU Response to a letter from Douglas Hurd to Keith Joseph in response his common ground speech. Letter rejects a middle ground approach which appears to have been urged by Hurd.
CO Letter appears to have been meant appear above Sir Keith's name.

AN AC 1 [=AC 2-123]
CN AR KJ/ M [Box 3]
SE B1-2
DA 1975-1979
FO Memo
TI Memorandums 1975-1979
SU Miscellaneous memoranda, mostly from Alfred Sherman to Keith Joseph.
KW Joseph, Keith/ Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 2 [=AC 2.1-2.31]
CN AR KJ/ M/ 1 [Box 3]
SE B1-1
DA 1975
FO Memo
SU Miscellaneous memoranda from 1975/ mostly from Alfred Sherman to Keith Joseph.
KW Joseph, Keith/ Sherman, Alfred
CO Stored in first of three folders in box three
LE 4

AN AC 3 [=AC 5-42]
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2 [Box 3]
SE B1-2
DA 1976
FO Memo
SU Miscellaneous memoranda from 1976/ mostly from Alfred Sherman to Keith Joseph.
KW Joseph, Keith/ Sherman, Alfred
CO Second of three folders in box three
LE 4

AN AC 4 [= AC 43-123]
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3 [Box 3]
SE B1-3
DA 1977-1979
FO Memo
SU Miscellaneous memoranda from 1977-1979/ mostly from Alfred Sherman to Keith Joseph.
KW Joseph, Keith/ Sherman, Alfred
CO Third of three folders in box three.
LE 4

AN AC 5
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2/ 1 [Box 3]
RN 60
SE B1-2-1
DA 5 January 1976
FO memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Request by Mrs. Harwood for a copy of the Stockton lecture and for unspecified charts and graphs which she wished to reproduce. Sherman suggests that a copy of their press release/summary should also be sent to Mrs. Harwood as well as to the Conservative Press Office. A proposed insertion for the above press release/summary
KW Harwood, / Stockton Lecture/ Conservative Press Office
CO The proposed insertion is attached. See KJ/M/2/1.1
LE 5

AN AC 6
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2/ 1.1 [Box 3]
SE B1-2-1
DA 5 January 1976
FO Press Release
TI Insertion
SU Monetarism
KW Monetarism/ Stockton Lecture/ Mill, John Stuart/ Emminger, * Dr./ Central Bank of the Federal German Republic/ Federal German Republic/ Germany
CO Stapled to KJ/M/2/1. Apparently a proposed insertion for the press release/summary issued by the Centre for Policy Studies regarding the Stockton Lecture.

AN AC 7
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2/ 2 [Box 3]
SE B1-2-2
DA 7 Jan. 1976
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Martin Bendelow
SU Meeting of 6 January 1976 to discuss seminars. Five topics for the seminars were proposed: 1) generation of ideas for publication, 2) Education of 'others', 3) Information of members, 4) Publicity for the Centre for Policy Studies and its aims and
Party policy guides. Format and access to the seminars were discussed.

Proposed topics for the seminars were: 1) Nationalised industries and denationalised industries, 2) Social services, 3) Retraining, 4) Government's responsibility for redundancy, 5) Overmanning, 6) Housing and mobility of labour, 7) Trade Union Monopolies, 8) Keynesian economics, 9) Corrected unemployment.

KW M. B. * / Frost, Gerald/ Wassell, Martin/ P. K. */ Seminars/ Prices and income/ Nationalised industry/ Denationalisation/ Social services/ Retraining/ Redundancy and Government Responsibility/ Overmanning/ Housing/ Labour mobility/ Trade Union Monopolies/ Keynesian economics/ Unemployment/ Congdon, Timothy/ Centre for Policy Studies/ Bendelow, Martin

CO Carbon copies sent to P. K.* and Alfred Sherman. Seminar heading number five "Party Policy Guides" written in by hand.

AN AC 8
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2/ 3 [Box 3]
RN 61
SE B1-2-3
DA 9 Jan. 1976
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Alfred Sherman asks Keith Joseph if he would like him to attend the Stockton Lecture.
KW Stockton Lecture
CO Keith Joseph's reply is written on original which is stapled to this item. See KJ/M/2/3.1
LE 5

AN AC 9
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2/ 3.1 [Box 3]
RN 61
SE B1-2-3
DA 9 Jan. 1976
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Stockton Lecture/ Keith Joseph's response to Alfred Sherman's inquiry in KJK/M/2/3
KW Stockton Lecture.
CO Stapled to KJ/M/2/3
LE 5

AN AC 10
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2/ 4 [Box 3]
RN 62
SE B1-2-4
DA 13 Jan. 1976
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Anecdotal work on unemployment figures produced by Norman Riley.
KW Riley, Norman/ Unemployment
CO This is a cover letter to an item not in this folder.
LE 5

AN AC 11
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2/ 5 [Box 3]
RN 66
SE B1-2-5
DA 22 Jan. 1976
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Publication by the Institute of Public Relations of the report "Towards a Better Understanding: A Report on the Public Relations of the City and Financial Institutions." Proposal to create an informal panel at the Institute Public Relations to recommend public relations consultants to firms and institutions which have been persuaded by the Centre for Policy Studies of the need for 'educational activity.'
KW Public Relations/ Institute of Public Relations/ "Towards a Better Understanding"/ City/ McLeish, Duncan

AN AC 12
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2/ 6 [Box 3]
RN 67
SE B1-2-6
DA 26 Jan. 1976
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU "A Blueprint for an Industrial Society" by Lord Watkinson
KW Watkinson, Lord */ "Blueprint for an Industrial Society"

AN AC 13
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2/ 7 [Box 3]
RN 73
SE B1-2-7
DA 29 Jan. 1976
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Patricia Kirwan *
SU Proposed conference of Conservative students. Patricia Kirwan suggests that the conference be the basis of three films which could be circulated with suitable literature amongst Conservative student groups at universities, polys, sixth forms, etc..
KW Patricia Kirwan */ Conservative Political Centre/ Students/Young
Conservative/ MB *
CO Carbon copies sent to Alfred Sherman, Martin Wassell and MB *. Two copies stapled together
LE 5

AN AC 14
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2/ 8 [Box 3]
RN 73
SE B1-2-8
DA 2 February 1976
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Gerald Frost's preparation of a response to Murkhejee's proposal for government subsidisation of employment. / Alfred Sherman suggests that while the work is being done for Keith Joseph's use it should be possible for Gerald Frost to publish something under his name based on this work.
KW Frost, Gerald/ Mukherjee */ Employment, Governmentsubsidisation
CO Carbon copy assent to Martin Wassell. Postscript to Patricia Kirwan * to "Please monitor"
LE 5

AN AC 15
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2/ 9 [Box 3]
RN 74
SE B1-2-9
DA 2 Feb. 1976
FO Memo
TO Nigel Vinson
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Alfred Sherman proposes increasing Gerald Frost's pay.
KW Frost, Gerald/ Centre for Policy Studies, employee pay scales
LE 5

AN AC 16
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2/ 10 [Box 3]
RN 75
SE B1-2-10
DA 2 February 1976
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Discussions with W. H. Smith on two issues/
Encouraging W. H. Smith to sell Centre for Policy Studies' publications,/ Mobilisation of booksellers and public opinion to act against pornography in cases where the courts appear unable to do so.
KW W. H. Smith's/ Pornography/ Centre for Policy Studies, publications
LE 5

AN AC 17
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2/ 11 [Box 3]
RN 76
SE B1-2-11
DA 2 Feb. 1976
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Proposed candidature of John Wheeler for Parliament and his need for a supplementary income if he is to accept the candidateship.
KW Wheeler, John
CO This is a cover memo for a dossier on John Wheeler prepared by Patricia Kirwan *.
Dossier is not included in this folder.
LE 5
AN AC 18
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2/ 12 [Box 3]
RN 77
SE B1-2-12
DA 3 Feb. 1976
FO Memo
TO MB *
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Re/ the Adam Smith Film
SU Cost for use of projector and screen and operator's fees and travel expenses.
KW Adam Smith Institute, film
LE 5

AN AC 19
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2/ 13 [Box 3]
RN 78
SE B1-2-13
DA 3 Feb. 1976
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Further to memo number 66 of 22 January 1976 in relation to the Institute of Public Relations./ Introduction of facilities for public relations guidance to people in the insurance industry.
KW Howell, Davis/ McLeish, Duncan/ Insurance Industry
CO Carbon copy was sent to David Howell
LE 5

AN AC 20
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2/ 14 [Box 3]
RN 79
SE B1-2-14
DA 3 Feb. 1976
FO Memo
TO Nigel Vinson and RM *
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Arrangements for Lunch with Frank Othick, secretary of the Land Institute, to discuss joint research regarding local authority debt, borrowing and assets.
KW Local authority finance/ Othick, Frank/ Land Institute/ Rating and Valuation Association
LE 5

AN AC 21
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2/ 15 [Box 3]
RN 80
SE B1-2-15
DA 3 Feb. 1976
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Re IRC [Industrial Reorganisation Corporation]
SU Alfred Sherman suggests that opinions on the subject be
obtained from Jock
Bruce-Gardyne and Frank Broadway. He suggests that Frank
Broadway be payed a
small fee for his work on the subject.
KW Industrial Reorganisation Corporation/ Bruce-Gardyne, Jock/
Broadway, Frank
LE 5

AN AC 22
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2/ 16 [Box 3]
RN Your Minute No. 81
SE B1-2-16
DA 4 Feb.1976
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Keith Joseph
SU Response to Alfred Sherman's memo number 81 querying the
use of statistics,
apparently requested by Keith Joseph, on U. K. Corporate Income.
Keith Joseph
suggests that statistics would show that retained profit, from
which most
investment is made, accounts for only a small pat of
corporate revenue.
KW Income, U. K. Corporate/ Profit, retained/ Investment
CO Alfred Sherman's memo number 81 is stapled to this item. See
KJ/M/2/16.1
LE 5

AN AC 23
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2/ 16.1 [Box 3]
RN 81
SE B1-2-16
DA 3 Feb. 1976
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI U. K. Corporate Income
SU Use of statistics on U. K. Corporate Income
KW Income, U. K. Corporate
CO Stapled to KJ/M/2/16
LE 5

AN AC 24
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2/ 17 [Box 3]
RN 82
SE B1-2-17
DA 3 Feb. 1976
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Frank Broadway's UCS [Upper Clyde Shipbuilders]
study/ Professor Sykes comment on Frank Broadway's study/ Note
from Dr. Livingstone
KW Upper Clyde Shipbuilders/ Broadway, Frank/ Sykes, * /
Livingstone, *
CO Refers to enclosure which does not appear in folder.
LE 5
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Draft letter from David Howell [Institute of Public
Relations] to be sent to insurance and pension fund managers.
KW Institute of Public Relations/ Howell, David/ Insurance/
Pensions/ Public relations
CO see KJ/M/2/13
LE 5

FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Re Upper Clyde Shipbuilders paper
SU Probably refers to Frank Broadway's Upper Strathclyde
Shipbuilders study.
Alfred Sherman suggests that Professor Sykes, rather than
himself, writes the
introduction, with a foreword by Keith Joseph to introduce the
series.
KW Upper Strathclyde Shipbuilders/ Sykes, */ Broadway, Frank/
Centre for Policy Studies, publications
CO See KJ/M/2/17
LE 5

FO Memo
TO Martin Wassell
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Letter and comments from the Confederation of British
Industry in response
to an unspecified publication of the Centre for Policy
Studies. Sherman
describes the Confederation of British Industry's response as
being leftwing in character.
/ The Confederation of British Industry is indifferent to whether
Anthony Benn
"stays or goes"
KW Confederation of British Industry/ Benn, Anthony/ ROSLA */
Centre for Policy Studies, publications/ Underprivileged
LE 5
Refers to an unnamed author who writes well and whose work, unspecified, might be worth collecting.

Alfred Sherman believes that when the intake of non-commonwealth immigration is taken into account the need for an inquiry into immigration is apparent.

Initiation of "policy options" activity in cooperation with the Institute of Economic Affairs. Six issues are to be selected. For each issue the Institute of Economic Affairs will provide a team leader to provide economic expertise and opinion. The Centre for Policy Studies will translate economic goals into policy options. / Policy options formulated with the Institute of Economic Affairs will be published as a basis for further party discussion. Alfred Sherman asks Patricia Kirwan to convene the activities.

Published as a basis for further party discussion. Alfred Sherman asks Patricia Kirwan to convene the activities.

Kirwan, Patricia/ Institute of Economic Affairs/ Walker, Peter*/ Joseph, Keith/ Wassell, Martin/ Seldon, Arthur/ Wood, John/ Lewis, Russell/ Webley, Simon
To Keith Joseph

From Alfred Sherman

Subject: Status of airports study

Draft Letter to be signed personally by KJ and typed separately for each recipient.

Form letter inviting recipients to attend a seminar-supper. The purpose of the seminar is to find a common ground with members of the Labour movement. First seminar will discuss an article by Professor John Vaizey, "The Rouletter of Public Spending," New Statesman (13 Feb. 1976). Professor will introduce the article. This seminar is to be part of a series of papers and seminars to find common ground with members of the Labour movement.

Common ground/ Labour movement/ Public spending/ Vaizey, John

Letter refers to an enclosure, not found in folder, which describes the concept of the common ground.

To Alfred Sherman

From Keith Joseph

Subject: Teaching Politics

Refers to pages one through nine of publication "Teaching Politics." Keith Joseph asks if, with the omission of the first of the first two and a half pages, dealing with the Politics Association's defence of the syllabus, it would be suitable as a speech.

Education/ Politics Association

Appears to have been detached from another item. Sherman's catalogue number duplicates that on KJ/M/2/25 although the items appear unrelated.
AN AC 34
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2/ 27 [Box 3]
RN Draft II
SE B1-2-26
DA 16 March 1976
FO Draft paper
TI Incomes Policy
SU Incomes policies. Income policies are not a sensible solution to inflation.
KW Income Policy/ Inflation
CO Fifteen pages heavily amended. Revised version attached with further emendations. See KJ/M/2/27.1

AN AC 35
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2/ 27.1 [Box 3]
RN Draft III
SE B1-2-26
DA 22 March 1976
FO Draft paper
TI Incomes Policy
SU Incomes policy and inflation
KW Incomes policy/ Inflation
CO Nineteen page revised version of KJ/M/2/27
LE 5

AN AC 36
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2/ 28 [Box 3]
RN 154
SE B1-2-27
DA 24 March 1976
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The National Association of Pension Funds
SU Refers to an enclosed Insurance Conference File. Alfred Sherman urges that David Howell or himself go to the conference, on behalf of the Centre for Policy Studies, to make contacts and to have a literature stall. Sherman also suggests that it would not be difficult to have Association invite Keith Joseph to speak.
KW Insurance/ Pensions
CO Public relations/ Howell, David
LE 5

AN AC 37
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2/ 29 [Box 3]
SE B1-2-28
DA 27 April 1976
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman, Martin Wassell, Gerald Frost, R. M., M. B. F Keith Joseph
SU Asks recipients of the memo to read Tom Wilson's paper "Sympathy and Self-Interest" delivered at the Adam Smith bi-centenary celebrations at Glasgow University.
Incomes Policy
Revision of KJ/M/2/27 and KJ/M/2/27.1
Incomes Policy
Only drafts two and three, in addition to this one, are in the folder.

Arrangements for a date for seminar on "The Lessons of French Planning."
Prance, planning/ Sherman, Alfred/ health

Industrial Policy
This memo attempts to provide a structure for further study.
Forms of Government aid to industry/ Comparison of U. K. industrial policy with other European countries/ Proposed improvements in form of government aid to industry.
Aid to industry/ Industrial policy/ Government aid
"France Gambles on Foreign Connexion," Times, 22 June 1976, stapled to item.

Aid to industry/ Industrial policy/ Government aid
"France Gambles on Foreign Connexion," Times, 22 June 1976, stapled to item.
TI A Shadow Advisory Service
SU The need for a corps of economic and other advisors to assist ministers after the election. The need will be greater than ever before because of the entrenchment of socialism and the growth of the state sector as well as a civil service which can no longer be assumed neutral.
KW Centre for Policy Studies and government/ Civil Service/ Government advisors/ Harris, Ralph / Institute of Economic Affairs
LE 5

AN AC 42
CN AR KJ/ M/ 2/ 34 [Box 3]
SE B1-2-33
DA 3 August 1976
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Keith Joseph
TI Incomes Policy Speech
SU Proposed revisions of Incomes Policy speech prepared by Alfred Sherman
KW Incomes policy/ Pay restraints/ Unemployment/ Inflation/ Money supply/ Recession/ T. U. C./ Thatcher, Margaret
LE 5

AN AC 43
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 1 [Box 3]
RN 270
SE B1-3-1
DA 5 Jan 1977
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Centre for Policy Studies' obligation to Norman Straus who is assisting Margaret Thatcher
KW Straus, Norman
LE 5

AN AC 44
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 2 [Box 3]
RN 271
SE B1-3-2
DA 5 Jan. 1977
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The Government's Approach to Industrial Strategy
SU Criticism of Keith Joseph's draft speech on government approach to industrial strategy. Alfred criticises the draft on the grounds that it does not point out that trade union leaders prevent the implementation of any industrial strategy and because it does no urge the dismantling of most
control apparatus.
KW Industrial strategy/ Trade unions/ Trade Union Leaders/
Government aid to industry/ Tax rate/ Price controls/ I. U. C. *
LE 5

AN AC 45
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 3 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-3
DA 10 Jan. 1977
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Draft Letter to the Times
SU Response to Lord Kaldor's letter to the Times (31 December 1976) which claimed, according to Alfred Sherman, that the Federal Republic of Germany is socialist. Sherman claims that all three major German parties hold essentially free market principles and that these principles and the policies of the Central Bank have allowed Germany to successfully cope with recession and world inflation.
KW Kaldor, Lord */ Zweig, Konrad/ Centre for Policy Studies, publications/ Federal Republic of Germany
LE 5

AN AC 46
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 4 [Box 3]
SE B1-2-4
DA 10 Jan. 1977
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman and Martin Wassell
FR Keith Joseph (?)
SU Memo to Request for Alfred Sherman and Martin Wassell to review paragraphs marked A and B in a letter to Keith Joseph from B.J. P. Woods, dated 11 November 1976, so that Keith Joseph can reply. Handwritten comment added to memo by Martin Wassell asks Sherman to draft reply as soon as possible. Note from Sherman agrees to prepare draft any time.
KW Wassell, Martin/ Sherman, Alfred/ Woods, Basil/ Electoral reform
CO Letter from Wood stapled to item. See KJ/M/3/4.1
LE 5

AN AC 47
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 4.1 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-4.1
DA 11 Nov. 1976
FO Correspondence
TO Keith Joseph
SU Woods, Director of Corporate Planning and Economic Affairs at Guest Keen
and Nettlefolds suggests a partial implementation of the Blake proposals for electoral reform. Woods suggests that the Centre for Policy Studies do an unspecified 'series' dealing with spending in the public sector. He believes that he can persuade his colleagues at Guest, Keen and Nettlefolds to make financial contributions to the project. Steel prices

KW Woods, Basil/ Clark, Colin/ Blake Proposals/ Electoral reform
CO Stapled to KJ/M/3/4
LE 5

AN AC 48
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 5 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-5
DA 11 Jan. 1977
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Keith Joseph
SU Schedule of activities for Keith Joseph and Alfred Sherman, agreed on during morning meeting.
KW R. A. P. */ Conservative Political Centre/ Thatcher, Margaret/ Beale, Neville/ Hoskyns, John/ Zweig, F. */ Thorneycroft, Lord */ Class/ McIntosh, Ronald Sir/ FEE */ DAVOS */ Demand/ Supply/ Money supply
CO Two copies attached to each other, neither annotated
LE 5

AN AC 49
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 6 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-6
DA "1.12.77" true date probably 12 Jan. 1977
FO Draft correspondence
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI What is the Purpose of the Financial Times?
SU Draft of a letter of rebuttal, from Keith Joseph to a review, by Rogaly *
KW Rogaly */ Financial Times/ Biffen, John/ Thatcher, Margaret/ Right Approach to the Economy
CO Two copies: one with typed in correction, the other a photocopy of the corrected version
LE 5

AN AC 50
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 7 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-7
DA 12 Jan. 1977
FO Memo
TO M. B. * and Gerald Frost
FR Keith Joseph
TI Trades Unions
SU Research into finding what would persuade union members to co-operate with good management./ Consideration of production of a handbook for management.
KW Trade unions/ management/ Aims for Industry/ Economic League/ Trumin */ de Vigier *
CO Copies sent for information to Alfred Sherman and Martin Wassell
LE 5

AN AC 51
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 8 [Box 3]
RN 275
SE B1-3-8
DA 12 Jan. 1977
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Response to Keith Joseph's memo of 12 January 1977 (attached) about preparing a pamphlet dealing with barriers to enterprise./ Sherman suggests that pamphlet could initiate a new series./ Sherman requests a research assistant.
KW Barriers to enterprise/ Sherman, Alfred/ Centre for Policy Studies, publications
CO Joseph's memo is stapled to this item. See KJ/M/3/8.1 LE 5

AN AC 52
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 8.1 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-8
DA 12 Jan. 1977
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Keith Joseph
SU Publication of a pamphlet about barriers to enterprise/ Co-operation with small business associations in production of pamphlet./ Distribution of pamphlet to shadow cabinet
KW Barriers to enterprise/ Confederation of British Industry/ Small Business Committee/ Chamber of Commerce/ Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors/ Institute of Directors/ McKinseys */ Shadow cabinet/ I. C. I. *
CO Carbon copies sent to Martin Wassell, Gerald Frost and M. B. */ for information to Nigel Vinson. Item stapled to KJ/M/3/8
LE 5

AN AC 53
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 9 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-9
DA 19 Jan. 1977
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Keith Joseph
SU Priority of activities for Alfred Sherman
KW DAVOS */ Industrial Strategy/ Thorneycroft, Lord Peter/ Monetarism/ Woods, Basil/ Penguin Books
CO Items refers to enclosures which are not present in folder.
LE 5

AN AC 54
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 10 [Box 3]
RN 281
SE B1-3-10
DA 20 Jan 1977
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Re: G. K. N. Offer
SU Offer from Guest, Keen and Nettlefolds Ltd. to finance an assessment of government performance./ Subsequent publication of the study.
KW Guest, Keen and Nettlefolds/ Woods, Basil/ Centre for Policy Studies, publications
CO refers to a point made in item KJ/M/3/9
LE 5

AN AC 55
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 11 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-11
DA 31 Jan. 1977
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Keith Joseph
SU Cover note to a copy of a letter from John Hargreaves of I. B. M. (attached). Joseph notes that I. B. M. will not be deterred by an unspecified problem from consideration of future proposals from the Centre for Policy Studies.
KW Centre for Policy Studies/ Hargreaves, B. J. [John] A. */ I. B. M.
CO Carbon copies to M. B. * and Nigel Vinson. Item stapled to KJ/M/3/11.1
LE 5

AN AC 56
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 11.1 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-11
DA 27 Jan. 1977
FO Correspondence
TO Keith Joseph
FR B. J. [John] Hargreaves *
SU Letter from John Hargreaves, Director of Public Affairs for I. B. M.
Praises Joseph’s response to an unspecified report and assures him that I. B. M. will consider future proposals from the Centre for Policy Studies.
KW Hargreaves, B. J. [John] */ I. B. M./ Centre for Policy Studies
AN AC 57
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 12 [Box 3]
RN 285
SE B1-3-12
DA 4 Feb. 1977
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Cover note to a copy of Rhodes Boyson's foreword to an unspecified paper by Max Wilkinson
KW Boyson, Rhodes/ Wilkinson, Max
CO Carbon copy to Patricia Kirwan. Enclosure not present in folder
LE 5

AN AC 58
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 13 [Box 3]
RN 286
SE B1-3-13
DA 9 Feb. 1977
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Social Democratic Alliance
SU Cover note to an anti-trade unions paper (attached) from the Social Democratic Alliance. Sherman asks what kind of working relationship could the Centre for Policy Studies have with the Social Democratic Alliance
KW Social Democratic Alliance/ Trade unions
CO Social Democratic Alliance paper stapled to item. See KJ/M/3/13.1
LE 5

AN AC 59
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 13.1 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-13
DA February 1977
TI Forty Frightening Facts About Our Trade Union Leaders -The Men Who Run Labour
SU Paper attempts to document the relationship between trade union leaders and Eastern Block countries and the Soviet Government.
KW Social Democratic Alliance/ Trade unions/ Trade union leaders/ Soviet Union/ Communism/ Eden, Douglas
CO Handwritten note in upper left corner of first page "With compliments, Douglas Eden." Stapled to item KJ/M/3/13
LE 5
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI RE: McFadzen/Galbraith Foreword
SU Alfred Sherman asks Keith Joseph for his foreword to the McFadzean */
Galbraith * booklet at the earliest possible date.
KW Centre for Policy Studies, publications/ McFadzean */
Galbraith *
LE 5

TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI RE: Lunch Meetings
SU Alfred Sherman suggests that Anthony Powell, David Rees
and Ian Hamilton be invited to the Centre for Policy Studies for lunch
KW Powell, Anthony/ Rees, David/ Hamilton, Ian
LE 5

TO Keith Joseph, Nigel Vinson
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Coaching for Margaret in Radio Techniques
SU Coaching in radio talk and interview response for Margaret
Thatcher to be given by George Gretton./ Remuneration for Gretton/ rate and
method
Refer to the editing of an unspecified article which appears to have been published in the Sun.

KW Sun/ Ross, Alastair K. Ross
LE 5

Alfred Sherman believes that the Centre for Policy Studies may have been libelled and recommends a strong response.

KW Doncaster Evening Post.

CO Copy of article stapled to this item. See KJ/M/3/19.1

SU In an article about disclosures about secret funding of Harold Wilson's political staff a reference is made to the unknown sources of funding of the Conservative Policy Centre.

KW Doncaster Evening Post/ Conservative Political Centre, funding

CO Date unclear but appears to be 14 Feb. 1977. Item stapled to KJ/M/3/19
LE 5

SU Refer to the editing of an unspecified article which appears to have been published in the Sun.

KW Sun/ Ross, Alastair K. Ross
LE 5
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Patricia Kirwan
TI Publishing Date - McFadzean/Galbraith
SU Expected dates of page proofs, final proofs and publishing day.
KW Galbraith */ McFadzean, Sir Frank/ Centre for Policy Studies, publications
CO Carbon copies to Alfred Sherman and Martin Wassell
LE 5

AN AC 68
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 21 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-21
DA 10 March 1977
FO Memo
TO Gerald Frost, Alfred Sherman, Martin Wassell, M. B. *
FR Keith Joseph
TI Student's Seminars
SU Keith Joseph says that he is increasingly attacked at universities on the subjects of the irrelevance of freedom to the poor and the increase of concentration on industry under capitalism. He ask the recipients of the memo to bear these points in mind for their seminar agenda.
KW Student Seminars/ Freedom/ Industry/ Capitalism
LE 5

AN AC 69
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 22 [Box 3]
RN 307
SE B1-3-22
DA 17 March 1977
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Request for permission to send Sir Frank McFadzean a copy of Sherman's original draft on Galbraith.
KW Galbraith */ McFadzean, Sir Frank
LE 5

AN AC 70
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 23 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-23
DA 21 April 1977
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI What Price Controls
SU Cover note for a completed draft.
KW Price controls
CO Enclosure not present in folder.
LE 5
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Request for cover letter or compliment slip to accompany donor copies of the Centre for Policy Studies' recent publications.
KW Centre for Policy Studies, publications
LE 5

TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Goldsmith
SU Proposed offer to send Goldsmith an essay to be read by him, at an unspecified event, on behalf of Keith Joseph.
KW Goldsmith *
LE 5

TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Responsibilities of Institutional Investors/ Sherman requests that his "third arm" be allowed to take up the issue.
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Third Arm/ Institutional Investors, responsibilities of
LE 5

TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI G. D. N. Worswick's letter on Pringle
SU Sherman complains that an unspecified letter [probably KJ/M/2/28] is bad economic policy masquerading as analysis. He rebuts the political expediency
of the letter’s policy.
KW Economic policy/ Worswick, G. D. N./ Pringle */ Centre for
Policy Studies, publications/ Klein, Rudolph/ Germany/
Blackaby *
CO see KJ/M/2/28

AN AC 75
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 28 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-28
DA 10 May 1977
FO Report
FR G. D. N. Worswick
TI Mr. Pringle on Beveridge and Full Employment
SU A criticism of Pringle’s treatment, in an unspecified
publication, of William
Beveridge’s views on full employment.
KW Pringle */ Worswick, G. D. N./ Beveridge/ Employment, full
CO see KJ/M/2/27 for a response by Alfred Sherman
LE 5

AN AC 76
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 29 [Box 3]
RN 322
SE B1-3-29
DA 23 May 1977
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Suggested Articles for the Times
SU A list of eight suggested topics for articles for the
Times.
KW Socialism/ Freedom/ Communist regimes/ Students/ State/
Immigration/ Employment/ Inflation/ Socialism and morality
CO Point eight is handwritten. Pencil not on top of page: "AS to
discuss with
KJ". Two letter from Viscount Caldecote attached: see
KJ/M/2/29.1 and
KJ/M/2/29.2
LE 5

AN AC 77
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 29.1 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-29
FO Correspondence
TO Keith Joseph
FR Lord Caldecote
SU Cover note to accompany copy of a letter on incomes
policy
which Caldecote
sent to the Times.
CO Attached to KJ/M/2/29, "Times File" written on copy.
LE 5

AN AC 78
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 29.2 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-29
DA 28 Feb. 1977
FO Correspondence
TO Times
Incomes Policy

Response to a letter by Keith Joseph published in the Times

24 February 1977. This part of a series of letter initiated by Caldecote. Caldecote is concerned that the immediate abandonment, as advocated in Joseph's letter, of the government's pay policy will result in increased inflation and unemployment.

KW Bullock Committee/ Price Commission/ Pay policy/ Jenkins, Clive/ Fisher, Alan/ Social Contract

Attached to KJ/M/29. Handwritten comment on letter/ appears to be Sherman's hand.

Belief, of an unspecified source, that the T. U. C. and the government are intentionally keeping police wages down to encourage leftist radicalism on the force./ Sherman believes that the police are undergoing a "middle class radicalisation" which can lead them either to the right or the left./ Sherman believes that if the police are not made allies the power base of a Conservative government will be eroded.

KW Police

Response to an item, not found in the folder, regarding student radicalism.

KW Nuttall */ Students/ Student radicalism/ Macmillan */ Moser, Robin

Student radicalism.
Donahue Unit: Ridley says that his source Dr. Cardona, informs him that the Donahue Unit is now spending less time on economic analysis and more time on devising concessions for sections of the community./ Central Policy Review Staff: For the first time in two years the Central Policy Review Staff has prepared a strategy paper for the Cabinet. Emphasis is political rather than economic./ Speculation that the government may be planning an early election.

KW Donahue Unit/ Central Policy Review Staff/ Cardona */
Policy
CO Carbon copies sent to Keith Joseph, Lord Thorneycroft, Mr. Maude, Mr. Patten
LE 5

Joseph argues that all socialist states must be tyrannic to the extent they exclude the market.

KW Wooton, Lady */ Socialism/ Communism/ Tyranny/ Heffer, Eric
CO Copy sent to Alfred Sherman and initialled by him.
LE 5

Joseph feels that the article does not adequately take into account issues of entrepreneurial and worker motivation, surplus labour and nationalised industry. Joseph wonders if some of these points should be made to NIER.

KW NIER */ Unemployment/ Motivation/ Nationalization
CO Marked "attach." but no enclosure is present in the folder
LE 5
AN AC 84
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 35 [Box 3]
RN 326
SE B1-3-35
DA 13 June 1977
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Re: Hugo Young article (S. Times 12.6.77)
SU Sherman urges a direct and explicit response to Hugo
Young's article in the
Sunday Times of 12 June 1977 [attached].
KW Young, Hugo/ Sunday Times/ Hailsham, Lord
CO Photocopy of article attached. See Kj/M/2/35.1
LE 5

AN AC 85
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 35.1 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-35
DA 12 June 1977
FO Press Clipping
FR Hugo Young
TI Inside Politics: is this Lord Hailsham's Final Hour?
SU Young's suggestion that Lord Hailsham, as Lord
Chancellor
in a
future Thatcher
Cabinet, would help to offset the influence of extremists
amongst her
advisors.
KW Young, Hugo/ Hailsham, Lord/ Extremism
CO Stapled to Kj/M/2/35. Sherman has marked some paragraphs with
pen.
LE 5

AN AC 86
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 36 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-36
DA 17 June 1977
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Speech-writing. The range of service.
SU Sherman identifies the skills required of a speech
writer
and offers to
provide more help.
KW Thatcher, Margaret/ Sherman, Alfred/ Speech-writing
CO Carbon copy sent to Keith Joseph
LE 5

AN AC 87
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 37 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-37
DA 30 June 1977
FO Speech
FR Alfred Sherman (?)
TI Insert to Hold for Future Reference
SU A dictatorship of the proletariat is being
established in
Dictatorships of the proletariat become dictatorships by functionaries over the proletariat and everyone else.

KW Dictatorship of the proletariat/ British proletariat
LE 5

AN AC 89
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 38 [Box 3]
DA 13 July 1977
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Territorial Army of Advisors
SU Alfred Sherman reports on a conversation with Arthur Seldon about providing a "reserve army of advisors" for ministers of a future Conservative Government. Memo deals with number required, function, remuneration and recruitment.
KW Territorial Army of Advisors/ Seldon, Arthur/ Advisors/ Civil Service
LE 5

AN AC 90
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 39 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-39
DA 19 July 1977
FO ?
SU Appears to be notes on an article or draft speech dealing with labour
KW Labour
CO Does not agree with notation in Sherman's card index.
LE 5

AN AC 91
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 40 [Box 3]
RN 331
SE B1-3-40
DA 20 July 1977
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The 'British National Committee of the International Chamber of Commerce - Conference on 'European Business in World Development' 31st Oct - 1st Nov. 1977
SU Whether or not Keith Joseph should attend the British National Committee of the International Chamber of Commerce - Conference on 'European Business in World Development'
KW Chamber of Commerce/ World development
LE 5
AN AC 92  
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 41 [Box 3]  
SE B1-3-41  
DA 25 July 1977  
FO Press Clipping, Memo  
TO Keith Joseph  
FR Alfred Sherman  
TI For your information  
KW Labour Party/ Watt, David/ Haseler, Stephen/ Communism/ Financial Times  
LE 5

AN AC 93  
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 42 [Box 3]  
SE B1-3-42  
DA 27 July 1977  
FO Memo  
TO Keith Joseph  
FR Alfred Sherman  
TI National Service  
SU Request for clarification about Keith Joseph's request for Sherman to write a note on national service  
KW national service  
LE 5

AN AC 94  
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 43 [Box 3]  
SE B1-3-43  
DA 10 August 1977  
FO Memo  
TO Gerald Frost  
FR Elizabeth *  
SU Cover note asking Frost, on Keith Joseph's behalf, to look at Alfred Sherman's paper "The Demand/Supply Gap" [attached] with an eye to editing it.  
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Demand/ Supply  
CO See KJ/M/2/43.1  
LE 5

AN AC 95  
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 43.1 [Box 3]  
SE B1-3-43  
DA 8 August 1977  
FO Paper  
FR Alfred Sherman  
TI The Demand/Supply Gap  
SU Supply-side explanation of inflation.  
KW Inflation/ Demand/ Supply/ Government controls/ Unemployment/ Incomes policy/ Taxation
TO Keith Joseph

SU Keith Joseph asks Alfred Sherman if it is necessary to decrease domestic demand in order to "make room" for increased exports.

KW Exports/ Demand

TO Alfred Sherman

SU Joseph reports that he had a meeting with Bill Letwin on 22 August 1977. Letwin raised the issue of the different effects of inflation on different groups. Letwin suggested that while he did not have a time to do a study there was sufficient statistical material available to make one possible. The absence of such a study, Letwin suggested, had allowed trade union leaders to claim that their members had been sacrificed. Joseph asks if the differential effects of inflation could form the basis of a periodical publication similar to the Centre for Policy Studies' publications on unemployment.

KW unemployment/ inflation/ trade unions/ Letwin, William/ Centre for Policy Studies, publications

TO Keith Joseph

SU Criticism of an unspecified work by Nicholas Kaldor.

KW Economic History/ Marxism/ Kaldor, Nicholas
Sherman encloses two draft speeches [not found in folder] which had been rejected by Margaret Thatcher but which he thinks might be of use to Keith. One speech was for ABCC and the other for Houston.

KW Thatcher, Margaret/ Speech-writing/ ABCC */ Houston *
CO "ABCC" and "Houston" underlined in red pen.

LE 5

AN AC 100
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 48 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-48
DA 14 September 1977
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Cover note to a photocopy of David Steel's letter to the Times (14 September 1977) regarding the Grunwick dispute and the Scarman Report and a draft letter to the Times in response.

KW Steel, David/ Grunwick dispute/ Scarman Report
CO Photocopy of the Steel letter and the draft letter attached/ see KJ/M/2/48.1 and KJ/M/2/48.2. "K. J. seen" marked in pen in upper right hand-corner.

LE 5

AN AC 101
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 48.1 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-48
DA 14 September 1977
FO Letter/ Letter to the Editor/ Press Clipping
TO Times
FR David Steel
TI Grunwick and the Scarman report
SU A response to a letter or article by Keith Joseph in the Times (12 September 1977),/ Closed shops/ Collective bargaining

KW Steel, David/ Grunswick dispute/ Scarman Report/ Collective bargaining/ Trade unions/ Joseph, Keith/ Gorst, John/ Prior */ Hayhoe */ Heath, Edward
CO Attached to KJ/M/3/48

LE 5

AN AC 102
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 48.2a [Box 3]
SE B1-3-48
DA 14 September 1977
FO Letter/ Letter to the Editor/ Draft Letter
TO Times
FR Keith Joseph
TI Draft Letter to the Times
SU Response to Times leader and lead story, of
date, and David Steel's letter (14 September 1977) on Closed shop/Trade unions
KW: Closed shops/Trade unions/Steel, David/Socialist Workers Party

CO: Attached to KJ/M/3/48/one of two identical copies.
LE 5

AN AC 103
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/48.2b [Box 3]
SE B1-3-48
CO: Attached to KJ/M/2/48/Identical copy of KJ/M/3/48.2a
LE 5

AN AC 104
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/49 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-49
DA 27 September 1977
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI RE: Mr. Nicholas Scott, M.P.
SU: Link between Nicholas Scott, Alfred Sherman and the Centre for Policy Studies regarding the "Nick Scott affair."
KW: Scott, Nicholas/Sherman, Alfred/Centre for Policy Studies/Beale, Neville/ TRG*/ European Economic Community/Liggins, David/Rost, Peter
CO: Several patches of whitened out text which can be read from reverse
LE 5

AN AC 105
CN AR KJ/ M/ 50 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-50
DA 18 October 1977
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI British United Industrialists - Letter of 13th October 1977
SU: Reasons why the Centre for Policy Studies cannot accept funds from Conservative Central Office.
KW: Centre for Policy Studies, funding/Conservative Central Office/British United Industrialists
LE 5

AN AC 106
CN AR KJ/ M/ 51 [Box 3]
RN 349
SE B1-3-51
DA 21 October 1977
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU: Sherman believes that he should attend the
Confederation of British Industry's National Conference.

KW Confederation of British Industry, National Conference/
Sherman, Alfred

LE 5

AN AC 107
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 52 [Box 3]
RN 355
SE B1-3-52
DA 9 November 1977
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Manpower Wastage - Robert Clements' letter 3.11.77
SU Response to Robert Clements' letter of 3 November 1977
[not present in folder]./ Overmanning
KW Clements, Robert/ Overmanning

LE 5

AN AC 108
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 53 [Box 3]
RN 356
SE B1-3-53
DA 9 November 1977
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI RE: British Leyland
SU Sherman does not believe that Joseph's position on
British Leyland has been
thought through./ Sherman believes that British Leyland
Motors is a political
creation/ Sherman believes that British Leyland should be broken
down into smaller
units and that British Leyland Motors should become a holding
company/ Sherman believes that only after British Leyland has
been
broken down into
smaller firms can subsidies be phased out without fear of
effective union
action.
KW British Leyland Motors/ Trade Unions

LE 5

AN AC 109
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 54 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-54
DA 22 November 1977
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Finlandising the British Conservative Party"/ Re: Letter
on "Finland" on Parliament notepaper, signature
unreadable.
SU Sherman rejects a suggestion, on ideological grounds, in the unsigned letter referred to in the title that the Conservative Party affiliate itself with the National Coalition Party of Finland./ Discussion of Spanish election./ Discussion of principles of policy of affiliation with other European parties.

KW Finland/ National Coalition Party of Finland/ Spain/ Fraga */ European Economic Community/ Communism/ Marxism
CO attached to KJ/M/3/54.1, KJ/M/3/54.2 and KJ/M/3/54.3. c.c. M. B.*
LE 5

AN AC 110
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 54.1 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-54
DA 21 November 1977
FO Letter
TO Keith Joseph
FR signature illegible
TI Finland
SU Alliance of the Conservative Party with the National Coalition Party of Finland./ Support of Fraga in Spain by Conservative Party./ Policy of the Conservative Party regarding alliances with other European conservative parties.

KW Europe/ National Coalition Party of Finland/ Marxism/ Thatcher, Margaret/ Fraga */ Suarez *
CO Attached to KJ/M/3/54
LE 5

AN AC 111
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 54.2 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-54
FO Paper
FR Author of KJ/M/3/54.1
TI The National Coalition Party of the Constitutional Party of Finland
SU A report on The National Coalition Party of the Constitutional Party of Finland: ideology, popular support and international relations.

KW The National Coalition Party of the Constitutional Party of Finland/ Finland
CO Attached to KJ/M/3/54
LE 5

AN AC 112
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 54.3 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-54
FO Letter
CO Attached to KJ/M/3/54. Appears to be original typescript of KJ/M/3/54 with whitened out corrections. Marked "Archive" in pen on upper right corner.
LE 5
AN AC 113
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 55 [Box 3]
RN 358
SE B1-3-55
DA 22 November 1977
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI British Steel
SU Effects of nationalisation on the steel industry
KW Nationalisation
CO Steel industry
LE 5

AN AC 114
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 56 [Box 3]
DA 7 June 1978
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Sherman discusses the benefits and liabilities of a
political alliance with
Enoch Powell before the next election.
KW Powell, Enoch/ Flood Street Declaration
CO Attached to KJ/M/3/56.1 and KJ/M/3/56.2. Headed
"Confidential"
LE 5

AN AC 115
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 56.1 [Box 3]
DA 6 June 1978
FO Paper
FR Alfred Sherman
TI INSERT: Britain and the EEC - The Flood Street
Declaration
SU Nationhood and the European Economic Community
KW European Economic Community
CO Attached to KJ/M/3/56. "by AS.. following dinner KJ. A.S.,
Enoch Powell The
Flood St." meeting never took place." marked in pen in upper
right corner.
Appear to be photocopy of KJ/M/3/56.2.
LE 5

AN AC 116
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 56.2 [Box 3]
FO Paper
CO Attached to KJ/M/3/56. Appears to be original typescript of
KJ/M/3/56.1.
LE 5

AN AC 117
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 57 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-57
DA 18 August 1978
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Keith Joseph
SU Cover note to a copy of a letter from John Wakeham
[attached] on trade union funds. Joseph asks Sherman to be circumspect in using any of the material described in the letter.

KW Wakeham, John/ Trade unions, funds
CO Attached to KJ/M/3/57.1
LE 5

AN AC 118
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 57.1 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-57
DA 27 April 1978
FO Letter
TO Keith Joseph
FR John Wakeham
SU Wakeham describes trade union accounts as badly reported and suggest that this disguises conditions which would otherwise disallow their favourable tax status.

KW Wakeham, John/ Trade unions, funds/ Story, Christopher
CO Attached to KJ/M/3/57. Marginal notes in Sherman's hand
LE 5

AN AC 119
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 58 [Box 3]
RN 400
SE B1-3-58
DA 14 March 1979
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Politicisation of the civil service
KW James, Henry/ civil service/ Deedes, William/ Howell, David/ Hoskyns, John/ Conservative Research Department/ CPRS *
LE 5

AN AC 120
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 59 [Box 3]
SE B1-3-59
DA 16 May 1979
FOMemo
TI The Centre for Policy Studies Programme of Activities 1979 - 84
SU Role of the Centre for Policy Studies under the new Conservative Party Government/ Strategy of the Centre for Policy Studies under the new Conservative Party Government
KW Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5
AN AC 121
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 60 [Box 3]
RN PMO AS Policy Unit
DA 5 February 1979
FO Paper
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman (?)
TI Advisors and Auxiliaries for the 1979 -? Conservative
Government (The
Donahue Unit and the Shape of Number Ten) Introduction
SU An analysis of both Labour and Conservative
Government
approaches to policy
research, with special emphasis on the Donahue Unit./
Suggested structure and activities for research organisation
under the new
Conservative Party Government
KW Donahue Unit/ Victorianism/ Civil Service/ Government, growth
of/ Socialism/ Fulton */ Hunt Norman/ Wilson, Harold/ Britain,
Samuel/ Robinson, Geoffrey/ Heath, Edward/ CPRS */ Donahue,
Bernard/ Callaghan, James/ McNally */ Conservative Research
Department/ Thomas, Hugh/ McFadzean, Frank/ Johnson, Paul/
Bethell, Lord */ Clark, Colin/ Beloff, Max
CO Attached to KJ/M/3/60.1 and KJ/M/3/60.2. Marked "Highly
Confidential" and
"(Not to be shown to third parties)
LE 5

AN AC 122
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 60.1 [Box 3]
FO Draft (?)
FR Alfred Sherman (?)
SU Professionalisation of politics and the growth of the
civil service
KW Victorian government/ Civil service/ Government, growth of
CO Attached to KJ/M/3/60. Marked "AS. PMO & [illegible]"
LE 5

AN AC 123
CN AR KJ/ M/ 3/ 60.2 [Box 3]
RN Donahue
FO Reference material
SU Appears to be a cut and pasted photocopy from an
unidentified memoir by a
colleague of Bernard Donahue./ Description of the
inauguration of the Donahue Unit.
KW Donahue, Bernard/ Donahue unit/ Wilson, Harold
CO Attached to KJ/M/3/60
LE 5

AN AC 124 [= AC 126-134]
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 1 [Box 4] [Box 4] [Box 4]
DA 1975
FO Speeches
TI Speeches - 1975 - Open University - Patterns of
Inequality
SU Folder containing materials, correspondence and
drafts for
Patterns of
Inequality speech
KW Joseph, Keith/ Open University/ Speech-writing
LE 4

AN AC 125 [= AC 134-177]
CN AR KJ/ SA [Box 4]
DA 1975-1979
FO Speeches/ Articles
FR Keith Joseph
TI K. J. Speeches and Articles 1975 - 1979
SU Box containing speeches, articles and related materials for Keith Joseph.
KW Joseph, Keith/ Speeches/ Articles
CO Box marked "B 1 2"
LE 3

AN AC 126
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 1/ 1 [Box 4]
DA 30 October 1975
FO Correspondence
TO Keith Joseph
FR Charles Pascoe
SU Letter from Charles Pascoe, Producer - Social Sciences
University inviting Joseph to participate in a programme forming part of the Open University Course "Patterns of Inequality." Letter describes the course and the parameters of the programme presentation.
KW Open University/ Patterns of Inequality/ Blowers, Andrew/ Liberty
CO Pen notation on page one/ illegible
LE 5

AN AC 127
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 1/ 2 [Box 4]
DA 21 Nov. 1977
FO Memo
TO RAP *
FR EW * Unsigned, handwriting on face of item indicates that it is from Alfred Sherman
TI Note to RAP
SU List of fourteen speeches by Keith Joseph to be discussed at next RAP meeting
KW RAP */ Speech-writing/ Joseph, Keith
CO Handwriting on face of item, apparently Sherman's, seems to comment on points of presentation
LE 5

AN AC 128
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 1/ 3 [Box 4]
SE A 11
DA 25 July 1975
Correspondence
TO Peter Collison
FR Keith Joseph
SU Letter to Professor Collison, Department of Social Studies, Newcastle
University thanking him for his letter of 22 July 1975 [attached] commenting on a draft of Joseph's paper "Equity and Equality."
KW Collison Peter/"Equity and Equality."
CO Stapled to KJ/SA/1/3.1 Handwriting on face: "AS. plse read & return to JSB."
LE 5

Correspondence
TO Keith Joseph
FR Peter Collison
SU Critique of draft of Keith Joseph's paper "Equity versus Equality."
KW Collison, Peter/Equity/Assimilation/Positive discrimination
CO Stapled to KJ/SA/1/3
LE 5

Correspondence
TO Rosemary Mills
FR Keith Joseph
SU Letter thanking Dr. Mills, of the Social Services Department of the London Borough of Merton, for her comments [attached] on Keith Joseph's presentation at the Social Administration Association Conference in Edinburgh.
KW "Equity versus Equality"/Mills, Rosemary/Speech-writing
CO Stapled to KJ/SA/1/4. Handwriting on face:"Please see & return to JSB."
LE 5

Correspondence
TO Keith Joseph
FR Rosemary Mills
TI Equity v. Equality - Social Administration Association Conference in Edinburgh.
SU Critique of points in Keith Joseph's presentation to the Social Administration Association Conference in Edinburgh.
KW Mills, Rosemary/ Social Administration Association
Conference, Edinburgh/ "Equity versus Equality"/ Women/
Children/ Power structure
CO Attached to KJ/SA/1/4
LE 5

AN AC 132
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 1/ 5 [Box 4]
FOSpeech
TI add Equality
SU appears to be insertions or emendations to Keith
Joseph's
Equity versus
Equality.
KW Socialism/ equality/ Supply and demand
CO Handwriting on face: "Equality file."
LE 5

AN AC 133
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 1/ 6 [Box 4]
FOCorrespondence
TO Charles Pascoe
FR Keith Joseph
TI Draft Reply to Mr. Pascoe
SU General acceptance of Pascoe's invitation to give an Open
University talk.
[see KJ/SA/1/1]/ Criticism, based on information from the Course
Guide
[attached], of the
course, "Patterns of Inequality," for pre-judging issues./ Offer
to help revise the presentation in the Course Guide.
KW Pascoe, Charles/ Open University
CO Attached to KJ/SA/1/6.1
LE 5

AN AC 134
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 1/ 6.1 [Box 4]
FOPaper
FR Open University
TI Patterns of Inequality, Extract from the Course Guide
SU Course description of course D302, "Patterns of
Inequality."
KW Open University
CO Attached to KJ/SA/1/6
LE 5

AN AC 135 [= AC 136-141]
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 2 [Box 4]
DA 1976
FO Speeches
TI Speeches - 1976
SU Folder in box four of speeches by Keith Joseph
KW Joseph, Keith/ Speeches
LE 4

AN AC 136
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 2/ 1 [Box 4]
SE 5
FO Speech
TO Bow Group
FR Keith Joseph
TI Speech to the Bow Group at the C. P. C.
SU A speech, partially in note form, dealing with the function of business and the impediments to its functioning freely in Britain.
KW Bow Group/ Conservative Party Conference/ Business/ Unemployment/ Government intervention
CO Date and the word “draft” marked out in pen. “1976” appended in pen at end of title.
LE 5

AN AC 137
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 2/ 2 [Box 4]
SE 5
FO Speech
TO Bow Group
CO Identical copy of KJ/SA/2/1
LE 5

AN AC 138
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 2/ 3 [Box 4]
FO Speech/ Notes for speech
FR Keith Joseph
SU Statement of what appears to be party or some other political organization’s objectives/ Economy/ Social Services/ Housing
KW Political objectives/ Housing/ Economy/ Social services/ Law/ Family/ Taxes/ Tax credit scheme
CO Headed "Private and Confidential
LE 5

AN AC 139
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 2/ 4 [Box 4]
SE 14
DA 6 October 1976
FO Press Release/ Speech
TO Bow Group
FR Conservative Party Conference/ Keith Joseph
TI Focus on Industry: A Political View
SU Function of business
KW Business/ Bow Group/ Conservative Party Conference/ Unemployment/ Government Intervention
CO Two copies. A finished version of KJ/SA/2/1
LE 5

AN AC 140
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 2/ 5 [Box 4]
SE 13
DA 21 October 1976
FO Press Release/ Speech
TO Annual Conference of the Institute of Personnel Management F Conservative Central Office/ Keith Joseph
SU Wage Bargaining/ Monetary policy
KW Wage bargaining/ Monetary policy
LE 5

AN AC 141
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 2/ 6 [Box 4]
SE 3
DA 13 November 1976
FO Press Release/ Speech/ extracts
TO National Union of Conservative and Unionist Associations, Yorkshire Area
Council's half-yearly Conference
FR Keith Joseph
SU Social Contract
KW Social Contract/ Inflation/ Monetary supply
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 142 [= AC 143-153]
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 3 [Box 4]
DA 1975-1977
FO Articles/ Press Clippings
TI Articles - 1975 - 1977
SU Folder, in box four, containing collection of articles and related materials
by and about Keith Joseph
KW Articles/ Press clippings
LE 4

AN AC 143
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 3/ 1 [Box 4]
FO Index
SU Partial index by Alfred Sherman of contents of folder KJ/SA/3
KW Articles/ Press clippings
LE 5

AN AC 144
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 3/ 2 [Box 4]
DA 22 September 1975
FO Article/ Press Clipping
0FR Regional Affairs Correspondent
TI "Profit first--Joseph," Guardian
SU Housing/ Taxation
KW Housing/ Taxation
LE 5

AN AC 145
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 3/ 3 [Box 4]
DA 17 June 1976
FO Article/ Press Clipping
TI "Why industry does not invest more," Financial Times
SU Industrial investment
KW Monetary policy/ Wage restraints/ Inflation/ Industrial investment
LE 5

AN AC 146
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 3/ 4 [Box 4]
"Can We Be Rich Again? Sure We Can!" Sunday Express
Strategies to increase worker productivity
KW Wage restraint/ Trade Unions/ Productivity/ Taxation
CO Two copies.
LE 5

"Closing the economic gap between supply and demand," Times
Government price control and intervention in industry and motivation
destroying welfare benefits have lowered worker productivity thus restraining
the supply side while continuing to stimulate demand.
KW Inflation/ Productivity/ Supply/ Welfare benefits/ Price control
CO Two copies
LE 5

"To survive, small will be beautiful," Guardian
An appeal to move away from state planning of the economy and toward reliance on the integral mechanisms of the free market/
Personal motivation and productivity/ Government subsidisation of industry/
Economic growth and worker productivity/ Role of Government in a free society/ Make work scheme/ Taxation/
Profits/ Price policy
KW Free market/ Government/ Motivation/ Productivity/
Taxation/ Profits
CO Two copies
LE 5

Grunwick - The Political Mobsters' Charter?
Article for Daily Mail about the Grunwick Dispute
KW Trade Unions/ Callaghan, James/ Booth, Albert / Grantham, Roy/
Ward */ Closed shop
TI "No, Controls only put people out of work, argues Sir Keith Joseph," Sun
SU The Social contract has caused inflation and rising unemployment./ Government would reduce spending and reduce money in circulation.
KW Social Contract/ Incomes policy/ Monetary policy/ Unemployment/ Inflation

TI "Time to Put Our House in Order," News of the World
SU Housing
KW Housing/ Community Land Act/ Rent Control

TI Note to RAP
SU A list of fourteen speeches and articles by Keith Joseph to be discussed at the next meeting of RAP.
KW Joseph, Keith/ Speeches/ Articles

TI "Why a free market economy does not have to be a free-for-all," Newspaper not indicated in clipping but typestyle suggests the
Financial Times
SU Cultural foundations of the free market economy
KW Free market/ Freedom/ Socialism/ Spencer, Herbert/
Government
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 154 [= AC 155-162]
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 4 [Box 4]
DA 1977
FO Speeches
FR Keith Joseph
TI Speeches - 1977
SU Folder in box four of speeches and related materials by
Keith Joseph
KW Joseph, Keith/ Speeches
LE 4

AN AC 155
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 4/ 1 [Box 4]
DA 14 November 1977
FO Speech
FR Keith Joseph
TI Text of a talk given by the Rt. Hon. Sir Keith Joseph, Bt,
MP (Leeds North
East) Opposition Spokesman on Industry at Bournemouth,
Hampshire on Monday,
14th November 1977.
SU British Industry
KW Industry/ Overmanning/ British Steel/ British Rail/ British
Leyland/ Productivity
LE 5

AN AC 156
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 4/ 2 [Box 4]
DA 26 October 1977
FO Speech/ Speech, draft
FR Keith Joseph
TI Philosopher-Pretender (Beveridge)
SU William Beveridge/ Josie Harris' biography of William
Beveridge
KW Beveridge, William/ Harris, Josie/ Welfare state
LE 5

AN AC 157
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 4/ 3 [Box 4]
DA 24 October 1977
FO Speech/ Speech, draft
TO Union policies which have resulted in overmanning have
prevented economic
growth
FR Keith Joseph
TI Unions and the economy [title derived from index
KJ/SA/3/1]
KW Murray, Len/ Productivity/ Economic growth/ Trades Union
Congress, Economic Committee/ Overmanning/ British Leyland/
British Rail/ British Steel/ Upper Clyde Shipyards
CO Attached to KJ/SA/4/3.1 anf KJ/SA/4/3.2
LE 5
KW Government borrowing/ National budget/ Inflation/
Monetarism/ Trade cycles
CO Appears to be intended as an insert for an unspecified speech. "To KJ by AS" written in
ink in Sherman's hand on face of item
LE 5

AN AC 163 [= AC 164-174]
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 5 [Box 4]
DA 1979
FO Articles
TI Articles - February 1979
SU Folder in box four containing photocopies of
newspaper
articles dealing,
largely, with Keith Joseph's speech to the Bow Group, 5
February 1979.
CO Several articles have often been copied onto the same page.
LE 4

AN AC 164
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 5/ 1a [Box 4]
DA 6 February 1979
FO Article/ Press Clipping
TI "Two turns of the screw," Daily Express
SU trade unions
KW Trade unions
LE 5

AN AC 165
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 5/ 1b [Box 4]
DA 6 February 1979
FO Article/ Press Clipping
FR Derrick Hill
TI "Joseph calls for secret ballots," Daily Express
SU Secret strike ballots
KW Strike ballots/ British Leyland/ Bow Group
LE 5

AN AC 166
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 5/ 1c [Box 4]
DA 6 February 1979
FO Article/ Press Clipping
FR John Harrison
TI "Sir Keith takes on the militants," Daily Mail
SU Trade unions
KW Trade unions/ Bow Group
CO Annotation in pencil, contesting accuracy, in Sherman's hand.
LE 5

AN AC 167
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 5/ 2a [Box 4]
DA 6 February 1979
FO Article/ Press Clipping
FR [Leader]
TI "Grasping the Nettle," Daily Telegraph
SU Trade union power
KW Trade unions
LE 5
AN AC 168
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 5/ 2b [Box 4]
DA 6 February 1979
FO Article/ Press Clipping
FR Goodman, Elinor
TI "Joseph demands industrial reform," Financial Times
SU Trade union reform/ Monetarism/ Inflation
KW Trade unions/ Monetarism/ Inflation
LE 5

AN AC 169
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 5/ 3 [Box 4]
DA 6 February 1979
FO Article/ Press Clipping
FR Ian Aitken
TI "Joseph accuses Labour of 'crude monetary threats'," The Guardian
SU Joseph accuses Callaghan government of pursuing monetary policies, while denouncing them, in order to compensate for the effects of strong trade unions.
KW Trade unions/ Labour Party/ Bow Group/ Monetarism
CO Notation in ink, in Sherman's hand (?) on face of item.
LE 5

AN AC 170
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 5/ 4 [Box 4]
DA 6 February 1979
FO Article/ Press Clipping
FR Tony Conyers
TI "Sir Keith tells 'Why power of unions should be reduced'," Daily Telegraph
SU Trade union power
KW Trade unions/ Bow Group
LE 5

AN AC 171
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 5/ 5 [Box 4]
DA 6 February 1979
FO Article/ Press Clipping
TI "Thatcher's 'ticket to Downing St.'," Morning Star
SU John Grant's statement in Finsbury on 5 February 1979 that the Labour Government was being damaged by the actions of trade unions./ Joseph's speech to the Bow group on 5 February 1979 in favour of curbing trade union power./ Harold Macmillan, in a BBC interview which was to be re-broadcast 7 February 1979, urged general consensus to solve Britain's difficulties.
KW Grant, John/ Macmillan, Harold/ Trade union/ Labour Party
LE 5
AN AC 172
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 5/ 6 [Box 4]
DA 6 February 1979
FO Article/ Press Clipping
TI "Joseph rap," Daily Mirror
SU Trade unions
KW Trade unions
LE 5

AN AC 173
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 5/ 7 [Box 4]
DA 6 February 1979
FO Article/ Press Clipping
TI "Sir Keith: Don't Bash Unions," Sun
SU Trade union power
KW Trade unions
LE 5

AN AC 174
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 5/ 8 [Box 4]
DA 9 February 1979
FO Article/ Press Clipping
FR Peter Jenkins
TI "Market now make policies, not elected governments. Tor
this Mr. Healy is partly to blame," Guardian
SU Labour Party's monetary policy
KW Labour Party/ Healey, Dennis
LE 5

AN AC 175 [= AC 176-177]
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 6 [Box 4]
FO Articles
FR Keith Joseph
TI Miscellaneous Article/ (Draft)/ Wage Policies/ The
Direction of Conservatism
SU Folder in Box Four of draft of an article/speech
KW Articles/ Speeches
LE 4

AN AC 176
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 6/ 1 [Box 4]
FO Speech/ Article
FR Keith Joseph
SU A disordered, heavily annotated, manuscript for an
unnamed article or speech dealing with monetarism
KW monetarism
LE 5

AN AC 177
CN AR KJ/ SA/ 6/ 2 [Box 4]
DA 19 January 1976
FO Speech/ Speech, draft
FR Keith Joseph
TI The Tory Reform Group, Reform Should Begin at Home
SU Criticism of the Tory Reform Group
KW Tory Reform Group/ Conservative Party/ Laissez-faire/
Market economics
CO Two copies. "19.1.76. First draft" marked in pencil in Sherman's hand on face of item.
LE 5

AN AC 178 [= AC 180-482]
CN AR CPS/ LMPC [Box 5] [Box 5]
SE B3
DA 1976-1983
FOLetters/ Memos/ Correspondence
TI Centre for Policy Studies/ CPS Letters, Memos, Personal Correspondence 1976-1983
SU Box five containing Centre for Policy Studies' correspondence and memos
KW Correspondence/ Memos
LE 3

AN AC 179 [= AC 180-185]
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 1 [Box 5]
SE B3-1
DA 1976, 1977
FO Correspondence/ Memos
TI CPS Letters, etc. 1976, 1977
SU Folder in Box Five containing correspondence and memos
KW Correspondence / Memos
LE 4

AN AC 180
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 1/ 1 [Box 5]
SE B3-1-1
DA 15 April 1976
FO Memo
FR Conservative Research Department/ J A T D *
TI Review of the Work of the Policy Study Groups
SU A list of the Name, members and briefs, and progress reports, of the Policy Study Groups of the Conservative Research Department
KW Policy Study Groups/ Conservative Research Department
CO Marked "Confidential"
LE 5

AN AC 181
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 1/ 2 [Box 5]
SE B3-1-2
DA 19 August 1976
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Michael Ivens
SU Ivens regrets that he is unable to involve Aims for Freedom and Enterprise in an unspecified "French idea" of Sherman/ probably the French Planning Conference referred to in CPS/LMPC/1/3
KW Iven, Michael/ Aims for Freedom and Enterprise/ Centre for Policy Studies, international projects
CO "MW for info" marked in pencil, in Sherman's hand, on face of
item.
LE 5

AN AC 182
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 1/ 3 [Box 5]
SE B3-1-3
DA 14 October 1976
FO Correspondence
TO Bernard Caze
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Postponement of French Planning Conference for financial reasons.
KW French Planning Conference/ Caze, Bernard
LE 5

AN AC 183
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 1/ 4 [Box 5]
SE B3-1-4
DA 14 October 1976
FO Correspondence
TO D. Liggins *
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Postponement of French Planning Conference for financial reasons.
KW French Planning Conference/ Liggins, D. *
LE 5

AN AC 184
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 1/ 5 [Box 5]
SE B3-1-5
DA 18 October 1977
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Michael Ivens
SU Ivens refers Sherman to Frank Gibb of Taylor Woodrow and of the Federation of Civil Engineering who had expressed interest in the French Planning Conference/ Ivens, Michael/ Gibb, Frank/ French Planning Conference
CO "acknowledge with letter re: D. L. 20/10/77" marked in pencil in Sherman's hand on face of item.
LE 5

AN AC 185
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 1/ 6 [Box 5]
RN FRG/s
SE B3-1-7
DA 24 November 1977
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Frank Gibb
SU Workload in construction in industry/ French Planning Conference/ Possible use of the Centre for Policy Studies by the Federation of Civil
Engineering Contractors
KW Federation of Civil Engineering Contractors/ Construction industry/ Gibb, Frank/ Liggins, D./ French Planning Conference
LE 5

AN AC 186 [=AC 187-377]
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ / [Box 5]
SU Papers held loose in Box Five
LE 5

AN AC 187
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ / [Box 5]
SU Papers held loose in Box Five
LE 4

AN AC 188
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 1 [Box 5]
DA 11 June [no year given]
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
TI The Treasurership
SU Appointment of Nicholas Cayzer as Treasurer of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies, treasurer/ Cayzer, Nicholas/ McAlpine, John Alistair/ Webley, Simon
CO Marked "Personal & Private." Attached to CPS/LMPC//1.1, 1.2, 1.3
LE 5

AN AC 189
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 1.1 [Box 5]
DA n.d.
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
TI The Secretaryship
SU Proposal to appoint Mrs. Humphrey Brooke (nee Nathalie Benckendorff) secretary to the board of the Centre for Policy Studies.
KW University of the Open Society/ Centre for Policy Studies, secretary/ Brooke, Mrs. Nathalie
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC//1. Marked "Private & Confidential"
LE 5

AN AC 190
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 1.2 [Box 5]
FO Memo
TI Mrs. Humphrey Brooke (born Nathalie Benckendorff)
SU Mrs. Brooke resume in Hugh Thomas' handwriting
KW Brooke, Mrs. Nathalie
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC//1. Marked "Private & Personal"
LE 5

AN AC 191
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 1.3 [Box 5]
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
TI General
SU Alfred Sherman's salary/ Room assignment/ Centre for
Policy Studies' publications/ Thomas expresses hopes that Sherman
is happier with recent arrangements
KW Centre for Policy Studies, administration/ Centre for
Policy Studies, finance/ Centre for Policy Studies,
publications/ Sherman, Alfred
CO Attached to CPA/LMPC/1. Marked "Personal & Private"
LE 5

AN AC 192
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 2 [Box 5]
RN 03
DA 1 June 1979
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Sherman proposes the setting-up of a study group to examine
Britain's "anti-enterprise culture."
KW Keith Joseph/ Anti-enterprise culture/ Centre for Policy
Studies, study group/ Gould, Julius/ Stephens, Professor */
Zweig, Ferdynand
LE 5

AN AC 193
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 3 [Box 5]
DA 7 February 1979
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Comments on Sherman's "Advisors & Auxiliaries"
KW Sherman, Alfred/ CPRS */ Conservative Research Department/
Civil Service
LE 5

AN AC 194
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 4 [Box 5]
RN 08
DA 6 June 1979
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
TI George Cardona
SU Request for permission to allow George Cardona, of the
Conservative Research Department and advisor to Geoffrey Howe, to the Centre for
Policy Studies' resources to formulate public expenditure policy.
KW Cardona, George/ Conservative Research Department/ Howe,
Geoffrey/ Public expenditure policy
CO "Fine. Hugh. 6/6" and "Alfred" marked in ink on face of item
LE 5
AN AC 195
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 5 [Box 5]
RN 09
DA 7 June 1979
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Re: My Note on Salary
SU Sherman supports his claim for a salary increase with a letter from Margaret Thatcher [not present in file]
KW Sherman, Alfred, salary/ Thatcher, Margaret/ Hoskyns, John
CO Marked "Confidential"
LE 5

AN AC 196
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 6 [Box 5]
RN 10
DA 11 June 1979
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The CRD-CPS Myth
SU Denial of rivalry between the Centre for Policy Studies and the Conservative Research Department./ History of relationship between the Centre for Policy Studies and the Conservative Research Department
KW Centre for Policy Studies, history/ Conservative Research Department/ Joseph, Keith/ Sherman, Alfred/ Thatcher, Margaret/ Vinson, Nigel/ Patten, Christopher/ Heath, Edward/ Ridley, Adam/ Thorneycroft, Lord George Edward Peter/ Schreiber, Mark/ Hogg, Sarah/ Emery, Fred/ West, Richard/ Rowe, Andrew/ Conservative Central Office/ Gilmour, Ian/ Butler, Adam/ Howell, David/ Rutherford */ Nicolson *
CO Marked "Confidential"
LE 5

AN AC 197
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 7 [Box 5]
DA 15 June 1979
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Sherman's salary and office arrangements with the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred, Salary/ Sherman, Alfred, Office arrangements/ Centre for Policy Studies, finances
LE 5

AN AC 198
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 8 [Box 5]
RN 118
DA 17 June 1979
FO Memo
TO All Concerned
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Study Groups
SU Update of memo, on the same subject, of 14 June 1979/
Progress report of the Centre for Policy Studies' study
groups
KW Centre for Policy Studies, study groups
LE 5

AN AC 199
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 9 [Box 5]
DA 18 June 1979
FO Correspondence
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Response to Hugh's letter of 15 June 1979
(CPS/LMPC//7)/ Sherman's remuneration at the Centre for Policy
Studies/ Sherman's working conditions at the Centre for Policy
Studies/ Sherman's status at the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred, relations with the Centre for Policy
Studies
CO Marked "Highly Confidential"
LE 5

AN AC 200
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 10 [Box 5]
DA 21 June 1979
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Sherman's accommodations at the Centre for Policy
Studies/ Sherman's status at the Centre for Policy Studies/
Sherman's remuneration at the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred, relations with the Centre for Policy
Studies/ Vinson, Nigel/ Centre for Policy Studies, Management
Committee
LE 5

AN AC 201
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 11 [Box 5]
DA 28 June 1979
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
TI Education Study Group
SU Establishment of an Education Study Group
KW Education/ Education Study Group/ Centre for Policy
Studies, Education Study Group
CO Attached to CPS/LPMS//11.1
LE 5

AN AC 202
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 11.1 [Box 5]
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Your memo re Education Study Group
SU Sherman believes that education resolves into many
issues
and would
necessitate a series of Study Groups./ Education Study Groups
will be a major enterprise and
antagonize many
supporters of the status quo
KW Education/ Education Study Group/ Centre for Policy
Studies, Education Study Group/ Stevas, Norman St. John/
Carlisle, Mark (?) *
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC//11
LE 5

AN AC 203
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 12 [Box 5]
DA 12 July 1979
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Establishment of a Reading Centre of Conservative
Academics/ Weekly meetings between Sherman and Thomas./
Creation of an Independent National Radio Organisation/
Proposal for Sherman to write a paper on the need for a
Conservative Cultural
Policy
KW Centre for Policy Studies, working arrangements/ Davies,
Christy/ Reading Centre for Conservative Academics/ McIntyre,
Ian/ Conservative Cultural Policy/ Fisher, G. *
CO "I say "Chapter" written in ink, in Sherman's hand, on face
of item
LE 5

AN AC 204
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 13 [Box 5]
RN 20
DA 16 July 1979
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
TI My Work for the Next Two Months
SU Sherman's work planed for the next two months. / Study
Groups/ Speech-Writing/ "Horizon '83" Four-year plan preparation/
Permission and funding for attendance of Trade Unions
Congress and Labour
Party Conferences
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Speech-writing/ Centre for Policy Studies,
Study Groups/ Horizon '83/ Hoskyns, John/ Thatcher, Margaret/
Trades Union Conference, 1979/ Labour Party Conference, 1979
CO See CPS/LMPC//14
LE 5

AN AC 205
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 14 [Box 5]
DA 18 July 1979
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Response to Sherman's memo of 16 July 1979 (CPS/LMPC//13)
LE 5

AN AC 206
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 15 [Box 5]
DA 24 July 1979
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman  
FR Hugh Thomas  
SU Horizon '83/ Study Groups/ Margaret Thatcher Speeches  
KW Horizon '83/ Study Groups/ Thatcher, Margaret/ Speech-writing  
LE 5  

AN AC 207  
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 16 [Box 5]  
DA 28 July 1979  
FO Correspondence  
TO Alfred Sherman  
FR Hugh Thomas  
SU Study Groups/ Italy/ "The Causes of Poverty" conference  
KW Italy/ Study Groups/ "Causes of Poverty" conference/ James, Walter/ King George VI and Queen Elizabeth Foundation / Field, */ Townsend, P. */ Vaizey, *  
CO Item includes a typescript version of the handwritten letter  
LE 5  

AN AC 208  
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 17 [Box 5]  
RN 32  
DA 23 October 1979  
FO Memo  
TO Hugh Thomas  
FR Alfred Sherman  
SU Centre for Policy Studies publication policy  
KW Centre for Policy Studies, publications  
CO CC.: Simon Webley, Gerald Frost, Patricia Kirwan  
LE 5  

AN AC 209  
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 18 [Box 5]  
RN 34  
DA 5 November 1979  
FO Memo  
TO Hugh Thomas  
FR Alfred Sherman  
TI Constitutional Reform  
SU Study Group on constitutional reform of the House of Lords  
KW Study Group, constitutional reform of the House of Lords/ Constitutional reform/ House of Lords  
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC//18.1. "(Dictated 2nd November") marked under date  
LE 5  

AN AC 210  
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 18.1 [Box 5]  
DA 2 November 1979  
FO Memo  
TO Alfred Sherman  
FR Hugh Thomas  
SU Proposal to set-up a Study Group dealing with constitutional reform and the
House of Lords
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Study Groups/ Utley, Peter/ Beloff, Max/ Constitutional reform/ House of Lords
CO Stapled to CPS/LMPC//18.1
LE 5

AN AC 211
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 19 [Box 5]
RN 37
DA 19 November 1979
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Inquest on Treason
SU Proposal for the Centre for Policy Studies to assist the government in dealing with the issues provoked by revelations about the "Cambridge movement"
KW Treason/ Espionage/ "Cambridge movement"
CO Marked "Highly Confidential"
LE 5

AN AC 212
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 20 [Box 5]
DA 6 December 1979
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The CPS
SU Aims and operation of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies, aims and operation
LE 5

AN AC 213
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 21 [Box 5]
DA 10 December 1979
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Study Groups/ Inquiry by Sherman if Thomas would like him to draft a response to a letter from Margaret Thatcher (attached)
KW Study Groups/ Study Group, energy/ Thatcher, Margaret
CO Stapled to CPS/LMPC//21.1
LE 5

AN AC 214
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 21.1 [Box 5]
DA 7 December 1979
FO Correspondence
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Margaret Thatcher
SU Study Groups
KW Study Groups/ Thatcher, Margaret
CO Stapled to CPS/LMPC/21
LE 5
AN AC 215
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 22 [Box 5]
DA 28 December 1979 [dated 1980 but placed in sequence with letters from 1979]
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU List of names and address to which Thomas has written on an unspecified topic. Probably sources of information about Cuba.
KW Cuba/ Henderson, Nicholas/ Allen, Richard/ Mederos, Elena
LE 5

AN AC 216
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 23 [Box 5]
DA 10 January 1979
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Invitation to David Hunt (?) [name not clear] to join the management board of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies, management board/ Hunt, David
LE 5

AN AC 217
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 24 [Box 5]
DA 26 March 1980
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Patricia Kirwan
SU Request for secretarial help/ Suggestion that expenses for lunches and dinners for Study Groups be reduced/ Suggestion that courier service be used instead of taxis/ Postage and mailings/ Request for central heating/ Secretarial staff for study groups
KW Centre for Policy Studies, misc.
LE 5

AN AC 218
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 25 [Box 5]
DA 16 May 1980
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas, David Wolfson
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The Centre's Programme
SU Centre for Policy Studies' history/ Centre for Policy Studies' goals/ Centre for Policy Studies' activities/ Staff requirements
KW Centre for Policy Studies, history/ Centre for Policy Studies, goals/ Centre for Policy Studies, activities/ Centre for Policy Studies, publications/ Centre for Policy Studies, staff/ Howell, David/ Health Group/ 'Stepping stones'/ 'Horizon'83'/ Joseph, Keith/ Thatcher, Margaret/ Argonauts/ Constitutional Conventions
LE 5
AN AC 219
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 26 [Box 5]
DA 14 January 1981
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Nathalie Brooke
SU Cover letter to memorandum [attached] from Centre for
Policy Studies’
solicitors regarding the Centre for Policy Studies’
building’s lease.
KW Centre for Policy Studies, lease
CO See CPS/LMPC//26.1
LE 5

AN AC 220
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 26.1 [Box 5]
FO Memo
TO Centre for Policy Studies
FR Centre for Policy Studies’ solicitors [unnamed]
TI Memorandum on current position regarding renewal of Lease
of
premises at 8
Wilfred Street and 48 Catherine Place
SU Centre for Policy Studies’ building’s lease
KW Centre for Policy Studies, building’s lease
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC//26
LE 5

AN AC 221
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 27 [Box 5]
DA 19 January 1989
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Reprimands Sherman for unspecified comment he made to
third parties about
the Prime Minister’s Principal Private Secretary
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 222
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 28 [Box 5]
DA 19 January 1981
FO Memo
TO EC *
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Cover note to correspondence [attached] with British
United Industrialists
regarding funding for the Nationalised Industries Studies
Project/ Request for assistance in preparing a programme to
counter
advocates of
nationalised industry
KW EC */ Webley, Simon/ Redwood, John/ Young, David/
Nationalisation/ British United Industrialists/ Nationalised
industries Studies Project/ Centre for Policy Studies, funding
CO Stapled to CPS/LMPC//28.1, 28.2 & 28.3. C.c. to Simon Webley,
John Redwood
and David Young
AN AC 223
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 28.1 [Box 5]
DA 19 January 1981
FO Correspondence
TO Thomas Briggs
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Letter acknowledging contribution from British United
Industrialists funding
the Nationalised Industries Studies Project
KW British United Industrialists/ Centre for Policy Studies,
funding/ Nationalised Industries Studies Project/
Nationalisation
CO Stapled to CPS/LMPC//28
LE 5

AN AC 224
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 28.2 [Box 5]
DA 15 January 1981
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Thomas Briggs
SU Letter confirming the donation of £7,500, by British
United
Industrialists, to fund the Nationalised Industries Studies Project
KW British United Industrialists/ Nationalised Industries Studies
Project/ Centre for Policy Studies, funding/
Nationalisation
CO Stapled to CPS/LMPC//28
LE 5

AN AC 225
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 28.3 [Box 5]
DA 14 January 1981
FO Correspondence
TO Ralph Bateman
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Request for funding from British United
Industrialists for
the Nationalised
Industries Studies Project
KW British United Industrialists/ Centre for Policy Studies,
funding/ Hoskyns, John/ Walters, Alan
CO Stapled to CPS/LMPC//28
LE 5

AN AC 226
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 29 [Box 5]
DA 22 January 1981
FO Memo
TO EC *
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Archibald Hamilton's interest in attending the Centre for
Policy Studies'
Telecom Study Group
KW Hamilton, Archibald/ Telecom Study Group
LE 5
AN AC 227
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 30 [Box 5]
DA 26 January 1981
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Miscellaneous administrative and financial matters concerning the Centre for Policy Studies.
KW Centre for Policy Studies, finances/ Centre for Policy Studies, administration/ Centre for Policy Studies, salaries/ Hoskyns, John/ Thatcher, Margaret
LE 5

AN AC 228
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 31 [Box 5]
DA 1 February 1981
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Invitation to Thomas, from Lord Carrington, to accompany him on a Trip to Nigeria and Cote d'Ivoire
KW Thomas, Hugh/ Nigeria/ Cote d'Ivoire/ Carrington, Lord Peter
LE 5

AN AC 229
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 32 [Box 5]
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
TI Notes for Alfred
SU History and description of the Centre for Policy Studies' publishing activities
KW Centre for Policy Studies, publications
LE 5

AN AC 230
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 33 [Box 5]
DA 12 February 1981
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Patricia Kirwan
SU Financial consideration for promoting Centre for Policy Studies' publications
KW Centre for Policy Studies, publications
CO c.c. Nathalie Brooke
LE 5

AN AC 231
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 34 [Box 5]
DA 10 February 1981
FO Correspondence
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Margaret Thatcher
SU Appreciation of attending the Centre for Policy...
Studies’
Annual Meeting
KW Thatcher, Margaret/ Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 232
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 35 [Box 5]
DA 17 February 1981
FO Memo
TO Patricia Kirwan
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Members of the Treasury attempting to obtain advance
copies of PSBR *
KW Centre for Policy Studies, publications/ PSBR */ Ridley, Adam
LE 5

AN AC 233
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 36 [Box 5]
DA 17 February 1981
FO Memo
TO All Staff
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Requests for advance copies of Centre for Policy Studies
publications
KW Centre for Policy Studies, publications
LE 5

AN AC 234
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 37 [Box 5]
DA 18 February 1981
FO Memo
TO EC *, Alfred Sherman
FR AW *
TI Argonauts Lunch Monday 23 February
SU Invitation of J. E. Andreae, of Cayzer Irving
Shipping Ltd.
to Argonauts'
Lunch on 23 February 1981
KW Andreae, J. E./ Argonauts
LE 5

AN AC 235
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 38 [Box 5]
DA 26 February 1981
FOMemo
TO Patricia Kirwan
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Lunch to discuss promotion of the Litmus Papers
KW Centre for Policy Studies, publications/ Litmus Paper
LE 5

AN AC 236
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 39 [Box 5]
DA 6 March 1981
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Cover letter to accompany Thomas' memo Some Thoughts on
the Present Crisis
KW Some Thoughts on the Present Crisis
CO See CPS/LMPC//40
LE 5

AN AC 237
CN AR CPS/ LNPC/ // 40 [Box 5]
FOMemo
FR Hugh Thomas
TI Some Thoughts on the Present Crisis
SU Reasons to support the belief that the current government had not failed and that it would win re-election
KW Conservative Government/ Rhodesia/ Defence/ Soviet Union/ Foreign Policy/ 1984 election
LE 5

AN AC 238
CN AR CPS/ LNPC/ // 41 [Box 5]
DA 26 March 1982 [wrongly dated?]
FOMemo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
KW Sherman, Alfred/ 1984 election/ Why Mrs. Thatcher's Government Failed
CO 2 copies
LE 5

AN AC 239
CN AR CPS/ LNPC/ // 42 [Box 5]
DA 26 March 1981
FOMemo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Publication of Professors Niehan's report
KW Niehan, Professor */ Centre for Policy Studies, publications
LE 5

AN AC 240
CN AR CPS/ LNPC/ // 43 [Box 5]
DA 1 December 1981
FOCorrespondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Reprimands Sherman for making disparaging comments about the Prime Ministers nominee for Party Chairman
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Party Chairman 1982 *
LE 5

AN AC 241
CN AR CPS/ LNPC/ // 44 [Box 5]
DA 31 March 1982
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Absence of any plans by Sherman to publish a book on the Thatcher government
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Why Mrs. Thatcher's Government Failed
LE 5
AN AC 242
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 45 [Box 5]
DA 1 March 1983
FOMemo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Thomas, in light of the forthcoming Darlington by-election, requests Sherman to avoid contact with the media
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Darlington by-election
LE 5
AN AC 243
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 46 [Box 5]
DA 14 July 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alex Henny
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Discussion of the approach Henny will take as Chairman of the new Local Government and Housing Study Group.
KW Henny, Alex/ Local Government and Housing Study Group
LE 5
AN AC 244
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 47 [Box 5]
DA 14 March 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Ian Gow
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Sherman's concerns about his deteriorating relations with the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Kirwan, Peter/ Kirwan, Patricia/ Thomas, Hugh
CO Marked "Highly Confidential and Personal"
LE 5
AN AC 245
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 48 [Box 5]
FO Press clipping
TI "The Times Diary: No 10 minus 2," Times
SU Sherman's departure from the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies/ Sherman, Alfred
LE 5
AN AC 246
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 49 [Box 5]
DA 5 March 1981
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Requests that Sherman not display "despondency and pessimism" outside of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 247
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 50 [Box 5]
SE B3-1-4
DA 27 December 1976
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Immigration/ Defence/ Orwellians
LE 5

AN AC 248
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 51 [Box 5]
DA 16 May 1979
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph, David Wolfson, John Hoskyns, Hugh Thomas, RR * F Alfred Sherman
TI The CPS Programme of Activities 1979 - 1984
SU The role of the Centre for Policy Studies under a Conservative Government
KW Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 249
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 52 [Box 5]
DA 17 March 1981
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Patricia Kirwan
SU Hatch/Redwood Paper/ Centre for Policy Studies' budget problems
KW Centre for Policy Studies, finance/ Hatch/Redwood Paper
LE 5

AN AC 250
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 53 [Box 5]
DA 17 March 1981
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas, Alfred Sherman
FR Patricia Kirwan
SU Procedure for Sherman to follow when commissioning publications
KW Centre for Policy Studies, publications/ Sherman, Alfred
CO c.c. NB *, EC *
LE 5

AN AC 251
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 54 [Box 5]
DA 18 March 1981
FOMemo
TO Patricia Kirwan
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Redwood/Hatch Paper/ Publication of Professor Niehans' paper/ Centre for Policy Studies' budget
KW Redwood/Hatch Paper/ Niehan, Professor */ Centre for Policy Studies, finance
LE 5

AN AC 252
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 55 [Box 5]
DA 18 March 1981
FOMemo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Redwood/Hatch Paper/ Centre for Policy Studies' publication budget
KW Redwood/Hatch Paper/ Centre for Policy Studies, finance
LE 5

AN AC 253
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 56 [Box 5]
DA 20 March 1981
FOCorrespondence
TO Nathalie Brooke
FR D. A. D. Pawlyn
TI Accounts for year ended 30 September 1980
SU Cover letter for draft copies of the Centre for Policy Studies' accounts [attached]
KW Centre for Policy Studies, finance
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC//56.1. C.c. Hugh Thomas, Sir Nicholas Cayzer, Alfred Sherman, Simon Webley, David Young
LE 5

AN AC 254
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 56.1 [Box 5]
DA 30 September 1980
FOFinance
FR Fryer Whitehill & Co.
TI Centre for Policy Studies Limited (A Company Limited by Guarantee) Accounts 30 September 1980
SU Draft copy of Centre for Policy Studies' Accounts, 1979-1980
KW Centre for Policy Studies, finance
LE 5

AN AC 255
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 57 [Box 5]
DA 23 March 1981
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Note on the CPS
SU Long term plans of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies/ Thatcher, Margaret/ Hoskyns, John/
AN AC 256  
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 58 [Box 5]  
DA 23 March 1981  
FO Memo  
TO Hugh Thomas  
FR Alfred Sherman  
SU Fund raising for the Centre for Policy Studies  
KW Centre for Policy Studies, finances/ Cayzer, Nicholas  
CO 2 copies, one with note to Sherman from Thomas

AN AC 257  
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 59 [Box 5]  
DA 26 March 1981  
FO Memo  
TO Hugh Thomas (?)  
FR Alfred Sherman (?)  
SU Discusses an unspecified difficulty with an unspecified Centre for Policy Studies' publication  
KW Centre for Policy Studies, publications

AN AC 258  
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 60 [Box 5]  
FO Memo  
TO All Chairman  
FR Alfred Sherman  
TI For HT to see first  
SU Role of chairmen in Centre for Policy Studies' activities  
KW Centre for Policy Studies

AN AC 259  
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 61 [Box 5]  
DA 1 October 1980  
FO Correspondence  
TO Alfred Sherman  
FR Hugh Thomas  
SU Future relationship between the Centre for Policy Studies and the Conservative Government/ Need for discretion from Sherman and Thomas in their public statements about government policy  
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Centre for Policy Studies

AN AC 260  
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 62 [Box 5]  
DA 22 April 1981  
FO Memo  
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Cover note to memo [attached] about 1981 Party
Conference fringe meeting
KW Party Conference, 1981/ Lawson, Nigel/ Walters, Alan
CO Stapled to CPS/LMPC//62.1
LE 5

AN AC 261
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 62.1 [Box 5]
DA 21 April 1981
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Fringe Meeting, Party Conference
SU Desiderata for 1981 Party Conference fringe meeting/
Selection of speakers for 1981 Party Conference fringe
meeting
KW Party Conference, 1981/ Hayek, */ Friedman, Milton/
Stockman, David/ Aron, Raymond/ Trevor-Roper, Hugh/ Blake, Robert
/ Lawson, Nigel/ Murdoch, Iris/ Priestly, Jaquetta
CO Stapled to CPS/LMPC//62
LE 5

AN AC 262
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 63 [Box 5]
DA 24 April 1981
FO Memo
TO Patricia Kirwan
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Cover note to draft press release [attached] about Centre
for Policy Studies proposal for a value for money audit for nationalised
industries
KW Nationalisation
CO Stapled to CPS/LMPC//63.1
LE 5

AN AC 263
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 63.1 [Box 5]
DA 24 April 1981
FO Press Release/ Press Release, draft
TI Draft Press Release/ Value-for Money Audit
SU Centre for Policy Studies’ proposal for a value for money audit of all
nationalised industry
KW Nationalisation/ Value for money audit
CO Stapled to CPC/LMPC//63
LE 5

AN AC 264
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 64 [Box 5]
DA 28 April 1981
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Prime Minister’s agreement to have Allan Walters address
the 1981 Party Conference fringe meeting
KW Party Conference, 1981/ Thatcher, Margaret/ Walters, Alan/
Centre for Policy Studies, publications
CO C.c. NB *, Patricia Kirwan
LE 5

AN AC 265
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 65 [Box 5]
DA 29 April 1981
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Announcement that Sherman will be receiving a Free Enterprise Reward for his writings
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 267
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 66 [Box 5]
DA May 1981
FO Schedule
TI Action for May 1981
SU Appears to be an agenda of objectives for Sherman during May 1981
KW Centre for Policy Studies, activities/ Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 268
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 67 [Box 5]
DA 14 May 1981
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Publication, by Richard Ingrams, of a letter by Thomas dealing with an article in the 8 May edition of Private Eye
KW Thomas, Hugh/ Ingrams, Richard/ Private Eye
LE 5

AN AC 269
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 68 [Box 5]
DA 12 May 1981
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Cover note to a clipping from an article in the 7 May 1981 Listener described by Sherman as Treasonable
KW Listener/ Gandhi/ Jones, Mervyn
CO Stapled to CPS/LMPC//68.1
LE 5

AN AC 270
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 68.1 [Box 5]
DA 7 May 1981
FO Press Clipping
FR Mervyn Jones
TI "Langham Diary," Listener
SU Bobby Sands
KW Sands, Bobby/ IRA
CO Stapled to CPS/LMPC/68
LE 5

AN AC 271
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 69 [Box 5]
FO Finance
TI CPS Forecast Budget
SU Centre for Policy Studies' budget forecast
KW Centre for Policy Studies, finance
LE 5

AN AC 272
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 70 [Box 5]
DA 14 May 1981
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR NB *
SU Proposed staff and budget cuts
KW Centre for Policy Studies, finances
LE 5

AN AC 273
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 71 [Box 5]
DA 16 (?) May 1981
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Pension arrangements
KW Centre for Policy Studies, finance/ Centre for Policy Studies, pension arrangements
LE 5

AN AC 274
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 72 [Box 5]
DA 18 May 1981
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Reorganisation of study groups
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Study Groups
LE 5

AN AC 275
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 73 [Box 5]
DA 18 May 1981
FO Correspondence
TO Patricia Kirwan
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Termination arrangements with Patricia Kirwan
KW Kirwan, Patricia/ Centre for Policy Studies, publications
CO c.c. Alfred Sherman
LE 5
AN AC 276
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 74 [Box 5]
DA 19 May 1981
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Proposal, by Sherman, that Arthur Jones should stand for the post of Chairman of Chairmen/ Fund raising
KW Jones, Arthur/ Centre for Policy Studies, fund raising
LE 5

AN AC 277
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 75 [Box 5]
DA 20 May 1981
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas, Alfred Sherman
FR Patricia Kirwan
TI Against Import Controls
SU Cecil Parkinson's failure to fulfil his promise to produce a forward to Against Import Controls/ Kirwan suggests that David Nicholson write the forward instead of Parkinson
KW Centre for Policy Studies, publications/ Parkinson, Cecil/
Nicholson, David
LE 5

AN AC 278
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 76 [Box 5]
DA 22 May 1981
FO Correspondence
TO Alan Walters
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Lecture for Fringe Meeting
SU Printed version of Walters address to the 1981 Party Conference fringe meeting/ Post script refers to an unspecified action against "Adleman"
KW Walters, Alan/ Party Conference, 1981/ Centre for Policy Studies, publications/ Adleman *
LE 5

AN AC 279
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 77 [Box 5]
DA 28 May 1981
FO Memo
TO Patricia Kirwan
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Request for publication list to be sent to J. Rolando Espinosa Ramirez
KW Ramirez, J. Rolando Espinosa
CO Stapled to CPS/LMPC//77.1
LE 5

AN AC 280
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 77.1 [Box 5]
DA 21 May 1981
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR J. Rolando Espinosa Ramirez
SU Thanks Sherman for meeting during Ramirez's visit to London and applauds the work of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Ramires, J. Rolando Espinosa
LE 5

AN AC 281
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 78 [Box 5]
DA 28 May 1981
FO Memo
FR Simon Webley
TI A Proposal for an Institute of Policy Research
SU A proposal to set up an Institute of Policy Research as a means of attracting charitable donations
KW Centre for Policy Studies, fund raising/ Institute of Policy Research
LE 5

AN AC 289
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 79 [Box 5]
DA 28 May 1981
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Tactics for attacking the civil service
KW civil service
LE 5

AN AC 290
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 80 [Box 5]
DA 28 May 1981
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Thomas asks Sherman if he can prepare a small booklet of the Prime Ministers best phrases in time for the next election
KW Centre for Policy Studies, publications/ Thatcher, Margaret
LE 5

AN AC 291
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 81 [Box 5]
DA 31 May 1981
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Choice of name, Thomas of Swynnerton, for title
KW Thomas, Hugh
LE 5

AN AC 292
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 82 [Box 5]
DA 10 June 1981
FO Memo
FR Elizabeth Cottrell
TI A E S Word Processor Model 100BT Dual Disk Drive System
With Printer
SU Leasing of a word processor from J. F. Chow and Company
KW J. F. Chow and Company/ Word Processing/ Centre for Policy Studies, finances
LE 5

AN AC 293
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 83 [Box 5]
DA 22 June 1981
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Approaches to and study of the Social Democratic Party
KW Social Democratic Party
LE 5

AN AC 294
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 84 [Box 5]
DA 23 June 1981
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Thomas proposes that Sherman found a study group dealing with value for money in defence
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Centre for Policy Studies, study groups/ Value for Money in Defence Study Grip/ Defence Industry
LE 5

AN AC 296
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 86 [Box 5]
DA 30
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas/ NB */ Alfred Sherman
FR Patricia Kirwan
TI Against Import Controls
SU Forwards to Against Import Controls
KW Against Import Controls/ Parkinson, Cecil/ Nicolson, David
CO Stapled to CPC/LMPC//86.1 & 86.2
LE 5

AN AC 297
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 86.1 [Box 5]
FO Foreword
FR Nicolson, David
TI Foreword by Sir David Nicolson, MEP
SU Foreword to Against Import Controls by Timothy Condon
KW Nicolson, David/ Condon, Timothy/ Against Import Controls/ Protectionism
CO Stapled to CPS/LMPC//86
LE 5
AN AC 298
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 86.2 [Box 5]
FO Foreword
FR Cecil Parkinson
SU Foreword to Against Import Controls by Timothy Condon
KW Parkinson, Cecil/ Against Import Controls/ Condon, Timothy
CO Stapled to CPS/LMPC//86
LE 5

AN AC 299
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 87 [Box 5]
DA 8 July 1981
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Cover note to material [not found in file] by Dr. Sirc
KW Sirc *
LE 5

AN AC 300
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 88 [Box 5]
DA 13 July 1981
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Increased office accommodation for Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies, accommodation/ Cadogan, Lord *
LE 5

AN AC 301
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 89 [Box 5]
DA 27 July 1981
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas/ NB */ EC */ Alfred Sherman
FR Patricia Kirwan
SU Schedule of press conferences for Centre for Policy Studies' publications
KW Centre for Policy Studies, publications
LE 5

AN AC 302
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 90 [Box 5]
DA 19 August 1981
FOMemo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Sherman recommends that the Centre for Policy Studies subscribe to the Institute of International Relations
KW Institute of International Relations
LE 5

AN AC 303
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 91 [Box 5]
FOMemo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Patricia Kirwan
SU Media Study Group
KW Media Study Group

**AN AC 304**
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 92 [Box 5]
DA 28 September 1981
FOMemo
TO EC* FR Alfred Sherman
SU Speakers for the Conservative Party Conference
KW Conservative Party Conference/ Parkinson, Cecil / Thomas, Hugh/ Heath, Edward
CO cc. to Hugh Thomas

**AN AC 305**
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 93 [Box 5]
DA 12 October 1981
FOCorrespondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Nathalie Brooke
SU Cover letter to a copy (attached) of a letter from the Centre for Policy Studies' solicitors regarding the lease for the Centre's premises in Wilfred Street
KW Centre for Policy Studies, finance
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC//93

**AN AC 306**
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 93.1 [Box 5]
RN DC/ode
DA 7 October 1981
FOCorrespondence
TO Nathalie Brooke
FR Courtney, D. J.
TI 8 Wilfred Street and 48 Catherine Place
SU Cover letter from the Centre for Policy Studies' solicitors to the engrossment of the lease (not in file) for the above property.
KW Centre for Policy Studies, finance
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC//93

**AN AC 307**
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 94 [Box 5]
DA 19 October 1981
FOMemo
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Patricia Kirwan
SU Strategies for dealing with poor morale of backbench Conservatives
KW Thatcher, Margaret/ Parliament, morale/ Parkinson, Cecil/ Grant, David/ Evershed, Patrick/ Radio/ Television/
Newspapers, correspondence columns

LE 5
AN AC 308
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 95 [Box 5]
DA 21 October 1981
FOCorrespondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Arthur Jones' suggestion that a Finance Study Group be set-up.
KW Jones, Arthur/ Centre for Policy Studies, Study Groups/ Finance Study Group
LE 5

AN AC 309
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 96 [Box 5]
DA 2 December 1981
FOCorrespondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Permission for Sherman to forward an unspecified letter to the Times. Centre for Policy Studies' paths of communication with Conservative Central Office. Sherman's personal feelings and political judgement.
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Conservative Central Office
LE 5

AN AC 310
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 97 [Box 5]
DA 26 October 1981
FOMemo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Finance Study Group
SU Arthur Jones' proposal to start a Finance Study Group
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Study Groups/ Finance Study Group/ Jones, Arthur
LE 5

AN AC 311
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 98 [Box 5]
DA 4 December 1981
FOMemo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Procedure to follow if Cecil Parkinson contacts Sherman to discuss unspecified document
KW Parkinson, Cecil
CO "See letter in CCO file" written in pen on face of item in Sherman's hand
LE 5

AN AC 312
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 99 [Box 5]
DA 7 December 1981
FOMemo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
SU cover not to a collection of letters, clippings and press releases regarding Andrei Voznesensky’s tour of U.K.
KW Voznesensky, Andrei
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC//99.1/ 99.2/ 99.3/ 99.4
LE 5

AN AC 313
CN AR CPS/ LMPC// 99.1 [Box 5]
DA 2 December 1981
FO Correspondence
TO J. C. Q. Roberts
FR Ian Gow
SU Notification that Prime Minister will be unable to see Andrei Voznesensky
KW Voznesensky, Andrei
CO cc. to Alfred Sherman/ Attached to CPS/LMPC//99
LE 5

AN AC 314
CN AR CPS/ LMPC// 99.2 [Box 5]
DA 26 November 1981
FO Correspondence
TO Ian Gow
FR J. C. Q. Roberts
SU Proposal that Prime Minister should receive Andrei Voznesensky
KW Voznesensky, Andrei/ Great Britain-USSR Association
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC//99.2/ Extensive notes to Prime Minister from Ian Gow on proposed visit on face of item.
LE 5

AN AC 315
CN AR CPS/ LMPC// 99.3 [Box 5]
DA 2 November 1981
FO Press Clipping
FR Michael Binyon
TI Prime time poet who spurns the party line
SU Andrei Voznesensky
KW Voznesensky, Andrei
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC//99/ 2 copies
LE 5

AN AC 316
CN AR CPS/ LMPC// 99.4 [Box 5]
DA October 1981
FO Press Release
TI Andrei Voznesensky
SU Poetry reading by Andrei Voznesensky
KW Voznesensky, Andrei
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC//99/ 2 copies
LE 5

AN AC 317
CN AR CPS/ LMPC// 100 [Box 5]
DA 9 December 1981
FOMemo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Commonwealth North Invitation
SU Cost of air passage to Anchorage, Alaska
KW Commonwealth North
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC//100.1
LE 5

AN AC 318
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 100.1 [Box 5]
DA 25 November 1981
FOCorrespondence
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Malcom B. Roberts
SU Invitation to address Commonwealth North
KW Thomas, Hugh/ Commonwealth North
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC//100
LE 5

AN AC 319
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 101 [Box 5]
DA 21 December 1981
FOCorrespondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Future content and presentation of speeches to be given
by
Sherman
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 320
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 102 [Box 5]
DA 23 December 1981
FOCorrespondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Request that Sherman, in private conversations, counter
rumours that the
Centre for Policy Studies is in decline
KW Centre for Policy Studies/ Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 321
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 103 [Box 5]
DA 10 February 1982
FOMemo
TO EFC *
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Asks if EC* would like to see Clutterbuck [Edward Harry
Michael?]* in
Sherman’s stead
KW Clutterbuck*
LE 5
AN AC 323
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 105 [Box 5]
DA 26 March 1982
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Rumour that Sherman has signed a contract with Lord Weidenfeld to write a book after the next election, entitles "Why Mrs. Thatcher's Government Failed.
// Request that Sherman assure Thomas that he has not undertaken to write such a book/ Request that if the rumour is true that Sherman cancel the contract
KW Sherman, Alfred/ 1983 election/ Weidenfeld
CO 3 copies
LE 5

AN AC 324
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 106 [Box 5]
DA 10 March 1982
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Cover note to three items not in file
KW Ludwikowski, R.*/ Conservative Party Research Service/ Policy Unit/ Crosby*/ Social Democratic Alliance
LE 5

AN AC 325
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 107 [Box 5]
DA 7 April 1982
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
TI John Hoskyn's [sic] letter to you of 22nd March
SU Future contribution of John Hoskyns to the Centre for Policy Studies' Study
KW Hoskyns, John/ Centre for Policy Studies, Study Groups/ Thatcher, Margaret/ Gow, Ian/ Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 326
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 108 [Box 5]
DA 118 April 1982
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Sherman's proposals for funding the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Cayzer, Nicholas/ Thatcher, Margaret/ Gow, Ian
LE 5

AN AC 327
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 109 [Box 5]
DA 7 July 1982
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Nigel Lawson
SU Sherman's objections on financial, and other, grounds to
the publication of
an unspecified pamphlet by Nigel Lawson
KW Lawson, Nigel/ Centre for Policy Studies, publications
LE 5

AN AC 328
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 110 [Box 5]
DA 12 October 1982
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
SU R. Jones' presentation at 1983 fringe group meeting/
Request for Thomas to prepare a preliminary paper on
"British interests and
condiments"
KW Conservative Party Conference, 1983/ Thomas, Hugh/ Jones, R.
V.*
LE 5

AN AC 329
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 111 [Box 5]
DA 27 October 1982
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Schedule for Sherman's salary increases
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Thomas, Hugh/ Centre for Policy Studies, finance
LE 5

AN AC 330
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 112 [Box 5]
DA 29 October 1982
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Cover not to a letter (not in file) from Anthony Flew
about
Peter Campbell
KW Flew, Anthony/ Campbell, Peter
LE 5

AN AC 331
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 113 [Box 5]
DA 22 October 1982
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU distinction between defence and Soviet Study Groups
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Study Groups
LE 5

AN AC 332
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 114 [Box 5]
DA 18 November 1982
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Michael Colvin
SU Proposed Merchant Shipping Study Group
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Study Groups/ Colvin, Michael/
Merchant Shipping Study Group
LE 5

AN AC 333
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 115 [Box 5]
DA 22 November 1982
FO Correspondence
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Ray Witney
SU Proposed meeting with John Graham, U. K. Ambassador to
NATO
KW Graham, John/ NATO
CO cc.: Professor R. V. Jones, Alfred Sherman
LE 5

AN AC 334
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 116 [Box 5]
DA 31 January 1983
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Establishment of a an international framework for
free-market associations
KW International Free-markets/ Mexico
CO 2 copies, one with marginal notes in Thomas’ hand
LE 5

AN AC 335
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 117 [Box 5]
DA 4 February 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Thomas rejects the idea of the Centre for Policy Studies
holding a Diner's
Card
KW Centre for Policy Studies, finances
LE 5

AN AC 336
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 118 [Box 5]
DA 4 February 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Sherman’s administrative role in the Centre for
Policy Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Centre for Policy Studies, administration
LE 5

AN AC 337
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 119 [Box 5]
DA 15 February 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Thomas’ refusal of a Diner’s Card for the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies, finance/ Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 338
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 120 [Box 5]
DA 1 March 1983
FO Correspondence
TO David Wolfson
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Sherman’s salary/ Centre for Policy Studies, finance
KW Sherman, Alfred, salary
CO cc.: Simon Webley
LE 5

AN AC 339
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 121 [Box 5]
DA 1 March 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU In light of the forthcoming darlington By-election
Thomas requests Sherman not to appear on television or radio or to write any articles without clearance from him.
KW Sherman,, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 340
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 122 [Box 5]
DA 14 March 1983
FO Discussion paper
SU Strategies for countering the effects of CND and the Greenham women protesters
KW CND
CO Greenham protestors/ Disarmament
LE 5

AN AC 341
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 123 [Box 5]
DA 31 March 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Proposals for research assistants and their salaries at the Centre for Policy Studies/ Confirmation that Thomas will suggest, to the board of the Centre for Policy

Studies, that Sherman be named Deputy Chairman / Thomas' intention to propose that Professor R. V. Jones join the Board/ Exploration of the possibility of Weston-Smith* and Richard Hass working with the Centre for Policy Studies/ Introduction of Rollo Clifford to Nicholas Cayzer as a possible assistant in fund raising/ Thomas' intention to suggest to the Prime Minister that her resign as Chairman of the Centre for Policy Studies after the next election

KW Thomas, Hugh/ Sherman, Alfred/ Centre for Policy Studies, Fund-raising/ Centre for Policy Studies, administration/ Weston-Smith*/ Clifford, Rollo/ Cayzer, Nicholas/ Gow, Ian

cc.: Ian Gow

LE 5

AN AC 342
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 124 [Box 5]
DA 6 April 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Substitution of title of "Vice-Chairman" for "Deputy-Chairman" for Sherman's proposed new position/ Budget and funding sources for research projects

KW Sherman, Alfred/ Centre for Policy Studies, research

LE 5

AN AC 343
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 125 [Box 5]
DA 13 April 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU illegible

KW Whitelaw, William

LE 5

AN AC 344
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 126 [Box 5]
DA n.d.
FO Correspondence
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Draft of letter in Sherman asks Thatcher to include him in any discussions regarding the Centre for Policy Studies' future

KW Sherman, Alfred/ Thatcher, Margaret/ Centre for Policy Studies

LE 5

AN AC 346
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 127 [Box 5]
DA 21 June 1983
FO Memo
TO Nathalie Brooke
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Lunch Duties
SU Lunch duties
KW Centre for Policy Studies, administration
LE 5

AN AC 347
CN AR CPS/ LMPC// 128 [Box 5]
DA 30 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Confirmation of arrangements of sabbatical year for
Sherman
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 348
CN AR CPS/ LMPC// 129 [Box 5]
DA 29 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Sherman's reasons for tendering his resignation from the
Centre for Policy
Studies to the Prime Minister
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Centre for Policy Studies, history/ Centre
for Policy Studies
CO marked "Personal and Confidential" and "Third Draft"
LE 5

AN AC 349
CN AR CPS/ LMPC// 130 [Box 5]
DA 4 July 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Response to letter from Thomas [not in file] dealing
with
Sherman's
relationship in the Centre for Policy Studies and with the Prime
Minister
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Centre for Policy Studies
CO Two copies/ CC: David Wolfson, Lord Cayzer, Ian Gow, Simon
Webley
LE 5

AN AC 350
CN AR CPS/ LMPC// 131 [Box 5]
DA n.d. (4 July 1983?)
FO Press Clipping
TI "No. 10 minus 2/ The Times Diary," Times
SU Resignations of Alfred Sherman from the Centre for
Policy
Studies and
Ferdinand Mount from Downing Street Policy Unit
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Mount, Ferdinand
LE 5

AN AC 351
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 132 [Box 5]
DA 4 July 1983
FO Memo
TO David Wolfson/ Elizabeth Cottrell
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Notes for DW and EC on the CPS Annual Report prepared Feb. 1983
SU List and description of Policy Study Groups
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Policy Study Groups/ Policy Study Groups
LE 5

AN AC 352
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 133 [Box 5]
DA 5 July 1983
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Times Diary" Piece
SU Report in Times of Sherman's resignation from the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 353
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 134 [Box 5]
DA 6 July 1983
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Social Policy
SU Liaison between the Home Office Head of Research and the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Policy Study Groups/ Brittan, Leon/ Crime/ Japan/ China
LE 5

AN AC 354
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 135 [Box 5]
DA 6 July 1983
FO Memo
TO David Wolfson
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Organizational and financial arrangements for Sherman's sabbatical year
KW Sherman, Alfred
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 355
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 136 [Box 5]
DA n.d.
AN AC 356
CN AR CPS/ LMPC// 137 [Box 5]
DA 8 July 1983
FO Correspondence
TO George Bunton
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Centre for Policy Studies' Health Policy Study Group/
Dining Facilities at the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Bunton, George/ Health Study Policy Group/ Centre for
Policy Studies, Policy Study Groups/ Centre for Policy
Studies, Dining facilities/ Fowler, Norman/ Health policy
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 357
CN AR CPS/ LMPC// 138 [Box 5]
DA 14 July 1983
FO Correspondence
TO R. V. Jones
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Arrangements for Defence Study Group
KW Defence policy/ Defence Study Group/ Centre for Policy
Studies, Policy Study Groups/ Pattie, Geoffrey/ Hill *
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 358
CN AR CPS/ LMPC// 139 [Box 5]
DA 14 July 1983
FO Correspondence
TO George Hill
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Future projects for the Centre for Policy Studies' Defence
Policy Study Group
KW Defence Policy Study Group/ Centre for Policy Studies, Policy
Study Groups
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 359
CN AR CPS/ LMPC// 140 [Box 5]
DA 22 July 1983
FO Correspondence
TO George Bunton
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Health Policy Study Group/ Relationship between the Centre for Policy Studies and Government Ministers/ Norman Fowler
KW Bunton, George/ Fowler, Norman/ Health Study Policy Group/
Centre for Policy Studies, Policy Study Groups
LE 5
AN AC 360  
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 141 [Box 5]  
DA 15 July 1983  
FO Memo  
TO Elizabeth Cottrell  
FR Alfred Sherman  
TI Advisor's Lunch  
SU Arrangements for the Advisors' Lunches  
KW Government advisors/ Sherman, Alfred  
LE 5

AN AC 361  
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 142 [Box 5]  
DA 16 July 1983  
FO Memo  
TO Elizabeth Cottrell  
FR Alfred Sherman  
TI Foreign Affairs Lunch  
SU Sherman appears to be inviting Cottrell to a Centre for Policy Studies' Foreign Affairs Lunch  
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Foreign Affairs Lunch/ Hong Kong  
LE 5

AN AC 362  
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 143 [Box 5]  
DA 19 July 1983  
FO Memo  
TO Elizabeth Cottrell  
FR Alfred Sherman  
TI Shipping Policy  
SU Shipping Policy Study Group  
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Policy Study Groups/ Shipping Policy Study Group/ Colvin, Michael/ University of Wales/ Thompson, Christopher/ Marks, Jonathan  
LE 5

AN AC 363  
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 145 [Box 5]  
DA 28 July 1983  
FO Memo  
TO Hugh Thomas  
FR Alfred Sherman  
TI Libel Action  
SU Libel suit against the New Statesman  
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Centre for Policy Studies  
LE 5

AN AC 364  
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 146 [Box 5]  
DA 28 July 1983  
FO Memo  
TO Alfred Sherman  
FR Elizabeth Cottrell  
SU Confirmation of Cottrell's ability to attend a meeting with Ian Gow on 4 August 1983
KW Gow, Ian
LE 5

AN AC 365
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 147 [Box 5]
DA 3 August 1983
FO Draft Paper
TO David Wolfson/ Ian Gow
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Conditions for the Centre's Survival
SU Determination of the future function of the Centre for Policy Studies and its political relationship with the Government
KW Centre for Policy Studies/ Sherman, Alfred/ Thomas, Hugh/ Government Ministers/ King, Richard
CO Four copies
LE 5

AN AC 366
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 148 [Box 5]
DA 10 October 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Ian Gow
SU Acknowledgement of receipt of letters sent to Gow by Sherman/ Preliminary meeting between Sherman and Gow prior to Sherman meeting with Prime Minister
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Thomas, Hugh/ Thatcher, Margaret
CO Stapled to CPS/LMPC//148.1/ 2/ 3/ Two copies [Second copy missing note from Ian Gow]/ Two additional copies of CPC/LMPC//148.3
LE 5

AN AC 367
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 148.1 [Box 5]
DA 3 October 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Nominees to the Centre for Policy Studies' Board of Directors
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Administration/ Beloff, Lord/ Vaizey, Lord/ Cox, Caroline/ Dashwood, Alan/ Minogue, Kenneth/ Letwin, Shirley/ Laing, Hector/ Halstead, Richard/ Palmer, Derek/ Gestetner, Jonathan
CO Stapled to CPC/LMOC//148
LE 5

AN AC 368
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ // 148.2 [Box 5]
DA n.d.
FO Reference Paper
TI The Centre for Policy Studies, Terms of Reference
SU Operating terms of reference for the Centre for Policy Studies, approved by Prime Minister in September 1983
Notice of the Eighth Annual General Meeting of the Centre for Policy Studies Ltd

Notice and agenda of Annual General Meeting of the Centre for Policy Studies

Minutes of the Centre for Policy Studies Annual General Meeting

Acknowledgement of receipt of minutes of the Centre for Policy Studies Annual General Meeting sent by Sherman

Letter protesting that Sherman had acted improperly in his roles as advisor to Grussgott charitable trust and Director of the Centre for Policy Studies

KW Centre for Policy Studies/ Sherman, Alfred/ Housing Policy/ Grussgott, A.*
Policy Study Group
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Policy Study Groups/ Health Policy Study Group/ Bunton, George
LE 5

AN AC 378 [= AC 379-482]
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2 [Box 5]
DA 1980-1983
FO Correspondence/ Correspondence, Persons
TI Personal Correspondence, 1980-1983 (Various Topics)
SU Folder containing correspondence, reviews, drafts and miscellaneous
LE 4

AN AC 379
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 1 [Box 5]
DA n.d.
FO Article/ Article, draft/ Book review
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Book review of The Afflicted State by Frank Welsh
KW Welsh, Frank/ Afflicted State/ Nationalised Industry
LE 5

AN AC 380
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 2 [Box 5]
DA n.d.
FO errata
FR D. Basnett
SU Short quote from D. Basnett's Trade Unions Congress Presidential Address, 1978
KW Trade Unions/ Basnett, D.*
LE 5

AN AC 381
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 3 [Box 5]
DA 11 December 1979
FO Memo
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The Student Union Banes
SU Communist control of the National Union of Students/ Plan to destroy the National Union of Students
KW National Union of Students/ Communist Party
LE 5

AN AC 382
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 4 [Box 5]
DA 12 December 1979
FO errata
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The Constitution of the Labour Party Clause IV No. 4
SU Annotated copy of Clause IV, No. 4 of the Labour Party Constitution
KW Labour Party Constitution/ Taxation/ Public Ownership
LE 5
Sherman declines an offer to participate in an unspecified campaign dealing with taxes.  

Cover letter accompanying press clippings about the RSPCA.  

Housing Luis Reig in London during the summer.
AN AC 388
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 9 [Box 5]
DA 12 June 1980
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Leslie R. Graves
SU Request for a portrait photograph and/or colour transparency of Sherman for news distribution by the Universal Pictorial and Press Agency Ltd.
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 389
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 10 [Box 5]
DA 29 July 1980
FO Correspondence
TO Maureen Tomison
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Response to luncheon invitation from Tomison
KW Sherman, Alfred
CO Stapled to CPC/LMPC/2/10.1
LE 5

AN AC 390
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 10.1 [Box 5]
RN MT/MA
DA 21 July 1980
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Maureen Tomison
SU Luncheon invitation to Sherman
KW Sherman, Alfred
CO Stapled to CPS/LMPC/2/10
LE 5

AN AC 391
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 11 [Box 5]
DA 29 July 1980
FO Correspondence
TO Henry James
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Sherman's Cotswold Holiday
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 392
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 12 [Box 5]
RN A:RRM:cb
DA 8 August 1980
FO Correspondence
TO Mabbot, B. D. V.*
FR Robert Martin
TI Dennis Lane Stanmore
SU Feasibility plan and sketches for a house
KW Mabbot, B. D. V./ Sherman, Alfred
CO Two Copies/ Accompanied by a compliment slip to Sherman from Martin
LE 5
AN AC 393
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 13 [Box 5]
DA 2 December 1981
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Sidney Brichto
SU Dinner meeting with Sherman on 9 November 1981
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 394
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 14 [Box 5]
DA 29 January 1982
FO Note
TI Aide-Memoire for Mr. Alfred Sherman
SU State aid, through the Inner London Education Authority for the Lubavitch Primary Schools in Hackney
KW Lubavitch Primary Schools
LE 5

AN AC 395
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 14.1 [Box 5]
RN 1
DA 30 December 1974
FO Correspondence
TO A. D. Suffrin
FR Margaret Thatcher
SU Proposed acceptance by I.L.E.A. of Lubavitch Primary Schools as a Voluntary Aided School
KW Lubavitch Primary Schools/ I.L.E.A.
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC/2/14
LE 5

AN AC 396
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 14.2 [Box 5]
RN 2
DA 4 December 1980
FO Correspondence
TO Mark Carlisle
FR A. D. Suffrin
SU Opposition from I.L.E.A. to giving the Lubavitch Primary Schools voluntary aided status
KW Lubavitch Primary Schools
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC/2/14
LE 5

AN AC 397
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 14.3 [Box 5]
FO Map
SU Street plan of neighbourhood of Lubavitch House School
KW Lubavitch Primary Schools/ Lubavitch House School
SU Acknowledgement of Lubavitch Foundation's application for acceptance of Lubavitch House School as a voluntary aided school
KW Lubavitch Primary Schools/ Lubavitch House School
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC/2/14
LE 5

SU Acknowledgment of letter from Sufrin concerning Lubavitch Primary Schools' application to become voluntary aided
KW Lubavitch Primary Schools
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC/2/14
LE 5

SU I.L.E.A. and the Lubavitch Primary Schools' application to become voluntary aided
KW Lubavitch Primary Schools/ I.L.E.A./ Joseph, Keith
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC/2/14
LE 5

SU Public funding of Jewish parochial schools
KW Lubavitch Primary Schools
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC/2/14
LE 5

SU Public funding of Jewish parochial schools
KW Lubavitch Primary Schools
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC/2/14
LE 5

AN AC 402
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 15 [Box 5]
DA December 1981
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Luis and Lili Reig
SU Christmas Card from the Reigs
KW Sherman, Alfred
CO Photograph, presumably of the Reig children, on face of card
LE 5

AN AC 403
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 16 [Box 5]
DA 17 February 1982
FO Correspondence
TO Luis Reig
FR Alfred Sherman
SU English tutor for the Reig children
KW Reig, Luis
LE 5

AN AC 404
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 17 [Box 5]
DA March 1982
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Susan and David Wolfson
SU Invitation to the Bar mitzvah of Andrew Daniel Wolfson
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 405
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 18 [Box 5]
RN R/PC/RN/LIZ
DA 19 March 1982
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Kensington and Chelsea and Westminster Family Practitioner Committee
TI Renewal of Pre-payment Certificate
SU Renewal of Certificate of Pre-Payment of Prescription Charges
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 406
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 19 [Box 5]
DA 23 April 1982
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Douglas G. Pirie
SU Semi-legible. Appears to deal with the Foreign Office
KW Foreign Office
LE 5

AN AC 407
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 20 [Box 5]
DA 27 May 1982
FO Correspondence
KW Morgan, Nigel/ Fowler, Ronald/ Mount, Ferdinand / Employment Policy Study Group
LE 5

AN AC 413
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 26 [Box 5]
DA 25 January 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Churchamn Burt and Son
SU Particulars of houses for sale in Shermanbury
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 414
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 27 [Box 5]
RN 01/391419
DA February 1983
FO Financial
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Heal's
SU Illegible invoice to Sherman
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 415
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 28 [Box 5]
DA 7 February 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Leonard J. Theberge
SU Biography of Margaret Thatcher
KW Thatcher, Margaret
LE 5

AN AC 417
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 29 [Box 5]
DA 17 June 1982
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
TI Max Christopherson
SU Stock option for Grubstaker Inc.
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Grubstaker Inc.
LE 5

AN AC 418
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 30 [Box 5]
RN AS Personal Corres
DA 22 April 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Rollo Clifford
TI The Centre for Policy Studies
SU Financial and organizational evaluation of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5
AN AC 419
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 31 [Box 5]
DA 22 April 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR signature illegible
SU Apology for missing an unspecified meeting
LE 5

AN AC 420
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 32 [Box 5]
DA 3 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Brenda Utting
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Cover letter for four "speech modules"
KW Speech-writing
CO Attached to CP/LMPC/2/32.1/ 32.2/ 32.3/ 32.4
LE 5

AN AC 421
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 32.1 [Box 5]
DA n.d. (May/June 1983)
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Brenda Utting
SU Request for Sherman to write speech
KW Utting, Brenda/ Speech-writing
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC/2/32
LE 5

AN AC 422
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 32.2 [Box 5]
DA 22 May 1983
FO Constituency Profile
FR Don Valley Parliamentary Constituency
TI Constituency Profile
SU Don Valley Constituency profile
KW Don Valley Constituency/ Utting, Brenda
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC/2/32
LE 5

AN AC 423
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 32.3 [Box 5]
DA n.d. (May 1983)
FO Desideratum
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Brenda Utting
TI Type of speakers required
SU List of speakers required by Brenda Utting for her Don Valley Constituency
Parliamentary Campaign
KW Utting, Brenda / Don Valley Constituency
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC/2/32
LE 5

AN AC 424
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 32.4 [Box 5]
DA n.d. (June 1983)
FO Speech
TI The pound in your pocket will lose its worth
SU Speech for Brenda Utting about inflation
KW Inflation
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC/2/32
LE 5

AN AC 425
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 33 [Box 5]
DA 9 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Signature illegible
SU Request for a meeting, out of general interest, with Sherman. Author is a retired physician engaged in writing history books.
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 426
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 34 [Box 5]
DA 13 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Geoffrey Cooper
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Publication of article by Cooper
KW Cooper, Geoffrey
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC/2/34.1/ 34.2
LE 5

AN AC 427
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 34.1 [Box 5]
DA 7 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Geoffrey Cooper
SU Cover letter to article
KW Cooper, Geoffrey
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC/2/34
LE 5

AN AC 428
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 34.2 [Box 5]
DA n.d. (June 1983)
FO Article/ Article, draft
FR Geoffrey Cooper
TI The Shouting and the Tumult Dies--NOW we will choose and vote - for US!
SU Government and society
KW Cooper, Geoffrey/ Government and society
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC/2/34
LE 5

AN AC 429
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 35 [Box 5]
DA 13 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Michael Davie
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Article by Davie, in the Observer, about Sherman
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 430
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 36 [Box 5]
DA 13 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Chin-Yen Fang
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Thank you note for dinner
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Ridsdale, Julian/ Parsons, Anthony
LE 5

AN AC 431
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 37 [Box 5]
DA 13 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Nigel Lawson
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Congratulations on Lawson's appointment to Chancellor/ Offer of the Centre for Policy Studies' service to Lawson
KW Lawson, Nigel
LE 5

AN AC 432
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 38 [Box 5]
DA 13 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Frank L. Othick
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Confirmation that Sherman will attend an unspecified meeting
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 433
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 39 [Box 5]
DA 14 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO John Redwood
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Letter of regret at Redwood's loss in the election
KW Redwood, John
LE 5

AN AC 434
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 40 [Box 5]
DA 16 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Elizabeth Flach
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Congratulations on Flach's selection to Westminster Council
KW Flach, Elizabeth/ Westminster Council
LE 5
AN AC 435
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 41 [Box 5]
DA 21 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Bryan Cassidy
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Hostship of the Argonauts
KW Argonauts/ Parkinson, Cecil
LE 5

AN AC 436
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 42 [Box 5]
DA 21 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Roger Japhet
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Refusal to return information to the Jewish Yearbook
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Jewish Yearbook
CO Attached to CPC/LMPC/2/42.1/ 42.2
LE 5

AN AC 437
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 42.1 [Box 5]
DA 14 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Roger Japhet
SU Congratulations on knighthood/ Request for information for the Who's Who section of the Jewish Yearbook
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Jewish Yearbook
CO Attached to CPC/LMPC/2/42
LE 5

AN AC 438
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 42.2 [Box 5]
FO Questionnaire
FR Jewish Yearbook
SU Questionnaire for the Who's Who section of the Jewish Yearbook
KW Jewish Yearbook
CO Attached to CPC/LMPC/2/42
LE 5

AN AC 439
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 43 [Box 5]
DA 21 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Edgar Sarton
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Acknowledgment of an unspecified letter
KW Sarton, Edgar
LE 5

AN AC 440
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 44 [Box 5]
DA 21 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Clive Sinclair
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Solicitation for funds for the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies, funding/ Henney, Alex
LE 5

AN AC 441
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 45 [Box 5]
DA 22 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Bernard Donoughue
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Donoughue's letter [attached] about David Howell.
KW Howell, David
CO Attached to CPC/LMPC/2/45.1
LE 5

AN AC 442
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 45.1 [Box 5]
DA 21 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Bernard Donoughue
SU Public sector pensions/ Consultancies for David
Howell/ Department of Trade and Industry
KW Public Sector Pensions/ David Howell/ Department of Trade and Industry
CO Attached to CPC/LMPC/2/45
LE 5

AN AC 443
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 46 [Box 5]
DA 23 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Edward Johnston
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Thank you for an unspecified letter
KW Goldsmith, Walter/ Pensions
LE 5

AN AC 444
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 47 [Box 5]
DA 24 June 1982
FO Correspondence
TO Geoffrey Howe
FR Nigel Vinson
SU "ownership" as an election theme
KW Ownership
CO Attached to CPC/LMPC/2/47.1/ Compliment slip to Sherman
stapled to face of item
LE 5

AN AC 445
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 47.1 [Box 5]
DA 24 June 1982
FO Correspondence
TO Cecil Parkinson
FR Nigel Vinson
TI Ownership
SU "Ownership" as an election issue
KW Ownership
CO Attached to CPC/LMPC/2/47
LE 5

AN AC 446
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 48 [Box 5]
DA 24 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Guy Sorman
SU Cover letter for a copy of an unnamed book by Sorman/
Request for meeting with Sherman
KW Sorman, Guy/ Conservatism, French
LE 5

AN AC 447
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 49 [Box 5]
DA 27 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Dennis Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Centre for Policy Studies' Policy Study Groups
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Policy Study Groups
LE 5

AN AC 448
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 50 [Box 5]
DA 27 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Patrick Jenkins
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Sherman's future at the Centre for Policy Studies/ Local
Government and Housing Policy Study Group
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Local Government and Housing Policy Study Group
LE 5

AN AC 449
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 51 [Box 5]
DA 28 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Olga Maitland
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Letter of introduction for Jean Rose
KW Rose, Jean
LE 5

AN AC 450
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 52 [Box 5]
DA 29 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO G. Seidel*
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Acknowledgment of an unspecified letter
KW Seidel, G. *
LE 5

AN AC 451
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 53 [Box 5]
DA 30 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Raymond Fletcher
SU Fletcher’s relationship with the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Fletcher, Raymond
LE 5

AN AC 452
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 54 [Box 5]
DA 3 July 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Julian Critchley
SU Thank you letter for an signed photograph of Sherman
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 4

AN AC 453
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 55 [Box 5]
DA 7 July 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR R. S. Pressnell*
SU Congratulations on knighthood/ Dr. Ople/ Economics and Economists
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 454
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 56 [Box 5]
DA 14 July 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR John Browne
SU Congratulations on knighthood/ Thank you for invitation to Defence Policy Study Group Dinner
KW Browne, John
LE 5

AN AC 455
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 57 [Box 5]
DA 24 July 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Michael Posner
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Low Priced Word-Processing Packages
SU Word processing
KW Word processing/ Sherman, Gideon
LE 5

AN AC 456
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 58 [Box 5]
DA 29 July 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Nathaniel Litchfield
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Unclear. Sherman appears to have been approached to use his political influence benefit Hurn*
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Hern*/ Carroll*/ Thatcher
LE 5

AN AC 457
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 59 [Box 5]
DA 29 July 1983
FO Correspondence
TO C. R. N. Meares
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Arrangement for meeting 28 September 1983
KW Control Risks
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC/2/59.1
LE 5

AN AC 458
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 59.1 [Box 5]
RN 66518/49
DA 27 July 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR C. R. N. Meares
SU Appointment for 28 September 1983
KW Control Risks
CO Attached to CPS/LMPC/2/59
LE 5

AN AC 459
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 60 [Box 5]
DA 29 July 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Patrick Jenkins
SU Local Government Policy Study Group
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Policy Study Groups/ Local Government Policy Study Group
LE 5

AN AC 460
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 61 [Box 5]
DA n.d. (July 1983)
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Signature illegible/ on Buckingham Palace notepaper
SU Thank-you note for dinner
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 461
CN AR CPS/ LMPC/ 2/ 62 [Box 5]
DA 1 August 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR L. Sirc*
SU Creation of Centre for Research into Communist Economics
AN AC 488
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 1/ 4
DA n. d.
FO Speech/Speech module
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Idols of the Market Place
SU Political vocabulary
KW Employment/ Unemployment/ Investment/ Ownership/ Welfare/
Pragmatism/ Monetarism/ Deflation
LE 5

AN AC 489
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 1/ 5
DA n. d.
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The Labour Party - Opportunity, Mutual Lack of
Knowledge,
Lack of Channels
SU Need for intelligence gathering about the Labour Party/
Recruitment of Labour Party members to the Conservative Party
KW Labour Party
LE 5

AN AC 490
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 1/ 6
DA n. d.
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Monetarism is Not Enough
SU Government spending and inflation
KW Government spending/ Inflation
CO Marked @Highly Confidential@
LE 5

AN AC 491
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 1/ 7
DA n. d.
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The Party's Performance in Crosby, Croydon and
Warrington
SU Failure in by-elections in Crosby, Croydon and
Warrington
KW Conservative Party, election tactics/ SDP-Liberal Alliance/
Crosby/ Croydon/ Warrington
CO Marked "Highly Confidential - For Your Eyes Only"
LE 5

AN AC 492
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 1/ 8
DA n. d.
FO Speech/Speech module
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Interest rate/ Public sector pay average
KW Interest rates/ Public sector wages
LE 5

AN AC 493
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 1/ 9
DA Memo
FO Speech/Speech module
TO Margaret Thatcher (?)
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Stand by to Repel Coalition - Press Gangs
SU Election programme for National Recovery
KW Monetarism
LE 5

AN AC 494
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ // 1
DA 1 October 1974
FO Flowchart
FR John Hoskyns
TI A View of the UKW Economic problem
SU Graphic analysis of U. K. economy and economic policy
KW Economic policy/ Economy, U. K.
CO Single loose sheet in Box 6 between folders MT/S/1 and MT/S/2
LE 5

AN AC 495 [= AC 496-517]
CN AR MT/ S Box 6]/ 2
DA 1978-1982
FO Speech/Speech module
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Folder of speeches, speech modules and related material prepared for Thatcher by Sherman
KW Folder/ Margaret Thatcher/ Speeches
CO Box 6
LE 4

AN AC 496
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 2/ 1
DA 3 January 1978
FO Speech/Speech module
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Party Hypertrophy Menaces Democracy
SU Party politics and state spending
KW Party politics/ State spending
LE 5

AN AC 497
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 2/ 2
DA 17 November 1978
FO Speech/Speech module/ Synopsis
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI A Nation Under God - Conscience Makes Free Men of Us All
SU Morality and social policy
KW Morality/ Social Policy/ Socialism/ Christianity
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 498
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 2/ 3
DA 11 December 1978
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Our Exposed Flank: Free collective bargaining - October-November 1978
SU Public perception of Thatcher's trades unions policy
KW Thatcher, Margaret, trades union policy
CO Two copies/ Marked "Highly Confidential"
LE 5

AN AC 499
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 2/ 4
DA 7 March 1979
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Recruitment of disillusioned Labour Party members to the Conservative party
KW Labour Party/ Labour Party, recruitment of its members by Conservative Party
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 500
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 2/ 5
DA 30 April 1979
FO Speech/Speech module
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "The Time" and the Pontius Pilate" Act
SU Blockage of the Time's international edition by the NGA/ Trade Unions violence
KW Trade Unions/ Time
CO Item consists of drafts one and two stapled together
LE 5

AN AC 501
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 2/ 6
DA 21 May 1979
FO Speech/Speech module
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Possible Theme for July CPC Lecture: The Conservative Ideal
SU Material for 1979 Conservative Party Conference Speech
KW State and Society/ Conservatism/ Social Policy
LE 5

AN AC 502
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 2/ 7
DA 14 September 1980
FOMemo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Trade Union Crisis and the Need for Conservative Institutions
SU Strategy for research into trade unions/ Strategy to influence trade unions
KW Trade unions/ Conservative party and trade unions
LE 5

AN AC 513
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 2/ 18
DA February 1982
FOMemo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Glasgow (Hillhead) and By-election strategy in general
SU Hillhead bye-election/ By-election strategy
KW Hillhead by-election/ By-election strategy
LE 5

AN AC 514
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 2/ 19
DA April 1982
FOMemo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The Stable Door Remains Unlocked
SU Foreign Office deficiencies
KW Foreign policy/ Falklands
LE 5

AN AC 515
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 2/ 20
DA 26 April 1982
FOMemo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Politics and war in the Falklands: after South Georgia
SU Political strategy for the conduct of the Falklands campaign
KW Falklands/ Foreign policy
LE 5

AN AC 516
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 2/ 21
DA 3 December 1974
FOCorrespondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR J. K. Page
SU Request for review of report on solar energy prepared by the International Solar Energy Society
KW Solar energy
CO Probably inadvertently filed in MT/S/2
LE 5
AN AC 522
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 3/ 4
DA 15 February 1979
FOMemo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Rhondda Rhondamontade Welsh Labour is Disarray
SU Deteriorating position of the Labour Party in Wales
KW Labour Party, Welsh/ Wales
CO Cc. Keith Joseph and Alan Howarth
LE 5

AN AC 523
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 3/ 5
DA 6 April 1979
FOSpeech/Speech module
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Trade unionism
KW Trade unions
CO Cc. Keith Joseph
LE 5

AN AC 524
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 3/ 6
DA 12 December 1979
FOSpeech/Speech module
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Notes on Nationalised Industries - A Way Out of the Impasse
SU Nationalised Industries
KW Nationalised industry
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 525
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 3/ 7
DA 14 December 1980
FOMemo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The Economics of Failure and the Failure of Economics
SU State expenditure
KW State spending
CO Marked "Highly Confidential"
LE 5

AN AC 526
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 3/ 8
DA 14 September 1980
FOMemo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Trade Union Crisis and the Need for Conservative
Institutions
SU Need to create an apparatus within the Conservative
Party
to recruit
disaffected union members
KW Trade unions
CO Marked "Highly Confidential"
LE 5

AN AC 527
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 3/ 9
DA June 1981
FOSpeech/Speech module
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Notes for causeries, Wednesday 10 June 1981
SU Nationalised industry/ Local government/ Conservative
ideology/ Civil service/ Education
KW Nationalised industry/ Local government/ Ideology,
Conservative Party’s/ Civil Service/ Education
LE 5

AN AC 528
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 3/ 10
DA June 1981
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Notes for causerie, Wednesday 10 June 1981
SU Sherman proposes a peerage for R. V. Jones*
KW Jones, R. V.*
LE 5

AN AC 529
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 3/ 11
RN 30/1
DA August 1981
FO Speech/Speech module
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Australian speech Our Freedoms should not be taken for
granted
SU Freedom
KW Freedom/ Rights/ Distributive Justice/ Victorianism
LE 5

AN AC 530
CN AR MT/ S [Box 6]/ 3/ 12
DA August/September 1981
FO Speech/Speech module
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Spare (handbag) Speech We must re-learn the Wisdom this
generation has
forgotten
SU Freedom and the mob/ Law and order
KW Freedom/ Mob/ Land and Order
LE 5
discussion:
7.6.74
SU Draft statement of medium and short term goals of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
LE 5

AN AC 541
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 1/ 3
SE B2-1-2
DA 26 June 1974
FO Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
FR Keith Joseph
TI Note of Suggested Parallel and Interacting Programmes
SU Centre for Policy Studies' Programmes
KW Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives/ Centre for Policy Studies, Study Programme/ Centre for Policy Studies, Publicity Programme/ Centre for Policy Studies, Training Programme/ Centre for Policy Studies, Debating Programme
LE 5

AN AC 542
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 1/ 4
SE B2-1-3
DA 27 June 1974
FO Minutes
TI Minutes of a Meeting in Interview Room G, House of Commons at 11.45 a. m.
on 25 June 1974
SU Organizing meeting for the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
LE 5

AN AC 543
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 1/ 5
SE B2-1-4
DA 3 July 1974
FO Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
FR Simon Webley
TI Information or Briefing Papers
SU Research on industry
KW Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives/ Industry
LE 5

AN AC 544
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 1/ 6
SE B2-1-5
DA 5 July 1974
FO Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
FR Simon Webley
TI Theme Paper - Employment
SU Plan for study of employment
KW Employment
LE 5

AN AC 545
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 1/ 7
AN AC 550
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 1/ 12
SE B2-1-11
DA 28 August 1974
FO Minutes
TI Minutes of CPS Meeting on 28th August, 1974 at 12.00 p.m.
SU Organization meeting for the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 551
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 1/ 13
SE B2-1-12
DA 16 October 1974
FO Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
TO Margaret Thatcher/ Nigel Vinson/ Adam Ridley/ Martin Wassell/ Alfred Sherman/ Simon Webley/ Peter Utley/ Julian Bower
FR Keith Joseph
TI Public Education
SU Strategy for putting forward the Centre for Policy Studies' view on education
KW Education
LE 5

AN AC 552
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 1/ 14
SE B2-1-13
DA 12 November 1974
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph/ Nigel Vinson/ Simon Webley/ Martin Wassell/ Alfred Sherman
TI OUTPT: Definitions and Organisational Chart
SU Workflow at the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies, workflow
LE 5

AN AC 553
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 1/ 15
SE B2-1-14
DA 22 November 1974
FO Minutes
TI Minutes of CPS General Meeting . . . 13 November 1974
SU Organisation and progress of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 554
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 1/ 16
SE B2-1-15
DA 18 November 1974
FO Memo
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Credo
SU Necessity for a 'Credo' for the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Credo
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 556
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 1/ 18
SE B2-1-16
DA 26 November 1974
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Nigel Vinson
SU Development of policies with electoral appeal
KW Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
LE 5

AN AC 557
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 1/ 19
SE B2-1-17
DA 3 December 1974
FO Memo
TO Simon Webley
FR Nigel Vinson
SU Research policy
KW Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
LE 5

AN AC 558
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 1/ 20
SE B2-1-18
DA 8 December 1974
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Martin Wassell
SU Centre for Policy Studies' operating procedures
KW Centre for Policy Studies, operating procedures
CO Cc. Margaret Thatcher, Adam Ridley, Nigel Vinson
LE 5

AN AC 559
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 1/ 21
SE B2-1-19
DA 23 December 1974
FO Memo
TO All CPS staff
FR Martin Wassell
SU Organisation of and responsibilities for research procedures at the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies, research procedures
LE 5

AN AC 560 [= AC 561-576]
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 2
RN F1 (iii)
SE B2-2
DA 1975
FO Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
TI CPS Objectives 1975
SU Folder of miscellaneous material relating to the Centre
AN AC 570
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 2/ 10
SE B2-2-10
DA 24 June 1975
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Martin Wassell]
SU Future of the Centre for Policy Studies/ Centre for Policy Studies’ finances
KW Centre for Policy Studies/ Centre for Policy Studies, finances
LE 5

AN AC 571
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 2/ 11
SE B2-2-11
DA 7 July 1975
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman/ Simon Webley/ Jock Bruce-Gardyne
FR Martin Wassell
TI For this Afternoon’s meeting
SU Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
KW Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
LE 5

AN AC 572
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 2/ 12
SE B2-2-12
DA 8 July 1975
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Martin Wassell
SU Function and finances of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives/ Centre for Policy Studies, finances
CO Cc. Nigel Vinson
LE 5

AN AC 573
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 2/ 13
RN 33
SE B2-2-13
DA 9 July 1975
FO Memo
TO Martin Wassell
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives/ Centre for Policy Studies, finances
KW Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives/ Centre for Policy Studies, finances
CO Cc. Jock Bruce-Gardyne, Simon Webley, Keith Joseph, Nigel Vinson
LE 5

AN AC 574
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 2/ 14
SE B2-2-14
DA 17 September 1975
FO Memo  
SU Structure and operation of the Centre for Policy Studies  
KW Centre for Policy Studies, structure and operation/ Centre for Policy Studies, finance  
LE 5

AN AC 575  
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 2/ 15  
SE B2-2-15  
DA 30 September 1975  
FO Minutes  
TI Note of meeting of CPS Management Committee on 30th September 1975  
SU Structure and operation of the Centre for Policy Studies  
KW Centre for Policy Studies, structure and operation  
LE 5

AN AC 576  
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 2/ 16  
SE B2-2-14  
DA October 1975  
FO Publicity release  
SU History and function of the Centre for Policy Studies  
KW Centre for Policy Studies, history/ Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives/ Centre for Policy Studies, publications  
LE 5

AN AC 577 [= AC 578-580]  
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 3  
SE B2-3  
DA 1976  
FO Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives  
TI CPS Objectives 1976  
SU Miscellaneous materials, mostly memos, related to the Centre for Policy Studies aims and objectives  
KW Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives  
CO Folder number three in box seven  
LE 4

AN AC 578  
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 3/ 1  
SE B2-3-1  
DA 7 January 1976  
FO Memo  
TO Keith Joseph  
FR Martin Bendelow  
SU Seminars  
KW Seminars  
CO Cc. Patricia Kirwan  
LE 5

AN AC 579  
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 3/ 2  
SE B2-3-2  
DA 7 January 1975  
FO Memo  
TO Keith Joseph
FR Martin Benelow
SU Seminars
KW Seminars
CO Cc. Alfred Sherman, Patricia Kirwan
LE 5

AN AC 580
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 3/ 3
SE B2-3-3
DA 1976
FO Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
TI Our Second Birthday Party, Two Candles to Shed Light
SU Function of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
LE 5

AN AC 581 [= AC 582-587]
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 4
SE B2-4
DA 1977
FO Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
TI CPS Objectives 1977
SU Miscellaneous materials related to the Centre for Policy Studies aims and objectives
KW Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
CO Folder number four in box seven
LE 4

AN AC 582
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 4/ 1
RN 276
SE B2-4-1
DA 13 January 1977
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Future and structure of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies, future/ Centre for Policy Studies, structure
LE 5

AN AC 583
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 4/ 2
SE B2-4-2
DA 1 March 1977
FO Memo
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The Future Work of the CPS
SU Future and structure of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies, future/ Centre for Policy Studies, structure
LE 5

AN AC 584
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 4/ 3
SE B2-4-3
DA 8 March 1977
FO Correspondence
AN AC 593
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 5/ 5
SE B2-5-5
DA 28 September 1978
FO Minutes
TI Minutes of special meeting to discuss future of CPS on Thursday, 28th September 1978...
SU Future publications, seminars, speeches/ Founding of a Manchester based Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies, future/ Centre for Policy Studies, Manchester
LE 5

AN AC 594
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 5/ 6
SE B2-5-6
DA 29 September 1978
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Simon Webley
SU Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
KW Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
LE 5

AN AC 595 [= AC 596-610]
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 6
SE B2-7-1 [Items in folder are labelled B2-6 by Sherman]
DA 1980
FO Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
TI CPS Objectives 1980
SU Miscellaneous materials related to the Centre for Policy Studies' aims and objectives
KW Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
CO Folder number six in box number seven
LE 4

AN AC 596
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 6/ 1
SE B2-6-1
DA 15 March 1979
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The Future of Study Groups
SU Study groups
KW Centre for Policy Studies, policy study groups
LE 5

AN AC 597
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 6/ 2
SE B2-6-2
DA 2 April 1979
FO Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
FR Alfred Sherman [?]
TI The CPS and its future
SU Aims and objectives of the Centre for Policy Studies after
the Conservative
Party wins the election
KW Centre for Policy Studies, future/ Centre for Policy
Studies, aims and objectives
LE 5

AN AC 598
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 6/ 3
SE B2-6-3
DA 2 April 1979
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Transfer of Chairmanship
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Chairmanship
CO Marked "Highly Confidential and Totally Personal"
LE 5

AN AC 599
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 6/ 4
SE B2-6-4
DA 16 May 1979
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph/ David Wolfson*/ John Hoskyns*/ RR*/ Hugh
Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The CPS Programme of Activities 1979-84
SU Role of the Centre for Policy Studies after the
victory of
the Conservative
Party
KW Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives (third
phase)
LE 5

AN AC 600
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 6/ 5
RN 01
SE B2-6-5
DA 31 May 1979
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Appointment of Frank Marshall to the Board of the Centre
for Policy Studies
KW Marshall, Frank
LE 5

AN AC 601
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 6/ 6
RN 02
SE B2-6-6
DA 31 May 1979
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Re: Your possible private approaches to Charles Wintour
SU Evening Standard's attitude to the Centre for Policy
Studies
AN AC 606
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 6/ 11
RN 16
SE B2-6-11
DA 19 June 1979
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Your Draft Working Paper II
SU Structure of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies, structure
LE 5

AN AC 607
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 6/ 12
SE B2-6-12
DA 19 July 1979
FO Memo
TO Nigel Vinson
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Work in Hand
SU Status of Centre for Policy Studies' projects
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Policy Study Groups/ Centre for Policy Studies, Publications/ Centre for Policy Studies, speech-writing
LE 5

AN AC 608
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 6/ 13
SE B2-6-13
DA 6 December 1979
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The CPS
SU Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
KW Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
LE 5

AN AC 609
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 6/ 14
SE B2-7-1 [Found in folder B2-6]
DA 13 April 1980
FO Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
TI Centre Re-Centred
SU Restructuring of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies, structure
LE 5

AN AC 610
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 6/ 15
SE B2-7-2 [Found in folder B2-6]
DA 16 May 1980
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas/ David Wolfson
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The Centre's Programme
SU Report on the current structure of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies, structure
LE 5

AN AC 611 [=AC 612-618]
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 7
SE B2-10
DA 1983
FO Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
SU Miscellaneous materials related to the Centre for Policy Studies' aims and objectives
KW Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
CO Folder number seven in box seven
LE 4

AN AC 612
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 7/ 1
SE B2-10-1
DA 26 March 1983
FO Memo
FR Alfred Sherman
TI A New Structure for the Centre for Policy Studies
SU Restructuring of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies, structure
LE 5

AN AC 613
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 7/ 2
SE B2-10-2
DA 5 April 1983
FO Finance
FR Alfred Sherman
TI New Budget Guidelines
SU Sherman’s department financial requirements
KW Centre for Policy Studies, finance
LE 5

AN AC 614
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 7/ 3
SE B2-10-3
DA 24 June 1983
FO Memo
FR Hugh Thomas
TI Note from the Chairman of the CPS
SU Thomas' continuance as Chairman/ Centre for Policy Studies' budget
KW Centre for Policy Studies, finance/ Thomas, Hugh/ Cayzer, Lord
LE 5

AN AC 615
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 7/ 4
SE B2-10-4
DA 29 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Sherman's deteriorating position in the Centre for Policy
Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 616
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 7/ 5
DA 1983
FO Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
TI Centre for Policy Studies
SU Current state of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies, 1983
LE 5

AN AC 617
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 7/ 6
SE B2-10-6
DA 1983
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The CPS: Preconditions for Sherman to Work at the Centre in Autumn
SU Description and history of the deterioration of Sherman's position in the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred, resignation
LE 5

AN AC 618
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ 7/ 7
SE B2-10-7
DA October 1983
FO Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
TI The Centre for Policy Studies, Terms of Reference
SU Centre for Policy Studies' objectives and structure
KW Centre for Policy Studies, structure/ Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
LE 5

AN AC 619 [= AC 620-625]
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ /
FO Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
SU Miscellaneous materials related to the Centre for Policy Studies' aims and objectives
KW Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
CO Miscellaneous items not in folder/ found in box seven
LE 4

AN AC 620
CN AR CPS/ A&O [Box 7]/ // 1
SE B2-4-8
DA 15 July 1977
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Memo on Advisors
SU Advisors for government ministers
TI Prof. Hugh Thomas considered as CPC lecturer this October

SU Recommendation and career summary of Hugh Thomas
KW Thomas, Hugh
LE 5

AN AC 630
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 1/ 3
SE A2-1-4
DA 18 June 1977
FOMemo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Speech-writing. The range of service
SU Speech writing service Sherman can supply
KW Speech-writing
LE 5

AN AC 631
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 1/ 4
DA 15 July 1977
FOMemo
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Memo on Advisors
SU Government requirement for advisors
KW Advisors to government
LE 5

AN AC 632
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 1/ 5
DA 25 October 1977
FOMemo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Social democracy
KW Social democracy
CO Two copies/ Includes photocopy of Sunday Times review of Gilmour, Ian,
Inside Right: A Study of Conservatism.
LE 5

AN AC 633 [= AC 634-651]
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 1
SE A2-1
DA 1978
FOMemos
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Memos to No 10 1978
SU Memos and related material to Margaret Thatcher from Alfred Sherman
KW Thatcher, Margaret
CO Folder number 2 in box 8
LE 5

AN AC 634
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 2/ 1
AN AC 639
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 2/ 6
SE A2-1-11
DA 19-20 September 1978
FOMemo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Week-end 19th-20th Sept 1978
SU Appears to be a news summary and analysis of recent
events
KW News analysis
LE 5

AN AC 640
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 2/ 7
SE A2-1-13
DA 16 October 1978
FOMemo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Labour Party and the left/ Confederation of British
Industry Conference/ Pensions and Insurance
KW Labour Party/ Confederation of British Industry*/ Pensions/
Insurance/ Shipley, Peter
CO Two copies/ Includes a memo by Peter Shipley on the Left and
the Labour
Party Conference
at Blackpool
LE 5

AN AC 641
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 2/ 8
SE A2-1-13
DA 20 November 1978
FOMemo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Reserve Army of Advisors
SU Proposal for the Centre for Policy Studies to create a
reservoir of advisors
KW Advisors to government
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 642
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 2/ 9
SE A2-1-14
DA 8 December 1978
FOMemo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Note on Policy for the Unions and its Presentation
SU Trade unions
KW Trade unions
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 643
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 2/ 10
SE A2-1-15
DA 15 December 1978
FOMemo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Communism means war
SU Communism
KW Communism/ Socialism/ Labour Party
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 644
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 2/ 11
SE A2-1-16
DA 20 December 1978
FOMemo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Henry James: Help in Speech Presentation
SU Offer from Henry James of Vickers to assist in speech-writing
KW James, Henry/ Speech-writing
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 645
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 2/ 12
SE A2-1-17
DA 16 February 1979
FOMemo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Bridge Building to Social Democrats and Labour Supporters
SU Trade unions and Conservative Party
KW Trade unions
LE 5

AN AC 646
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 2/ 13
SE A2-1-18
DA 19 March 1979
FOMemo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The Europe Card
SU Labour Party's European policy
KW Labour Party/ Europe
LE 5

AN AC 647
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 2/ 14
SE A2-1-19
DA 19 March 1979
FOMemo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Conservative Party policy to first-time home ownership
KW Home ownership
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 648
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 2/ 15
SE A2-1-20
DA 23 March 1979
FOMemo
TO Margaret Thatcher/ Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Television / Political effects of the arts
KW Arts and politics
LE 5

AN AC 649
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 2/ 16
SE A2-1-21
DA 5 April 1979
FOMemo
TO Richard Ryder
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Grants to first time home buyers
KW Home ownership
LE 5

AN AC 650
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 2/ 17
SE A2-1-22
DA 19 April 1979
FOSpeech/speech module
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI OAP's TV licence bribe
SU Labour's offer of free TV licences to Old Age Pensioners
KW Television Licences/ Old Age Pensioners
LE 5

AN AC 651
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 2/ 18
SE A2-1-23
DA 23 April 1979
FOMemo
TO David Howell
FR Alfred Sherman
SU A comment by James Callaghan about Trade unions and the law
KW Trade unions
LE 5

AN AC 652
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 2/ 19
SE A2-1-24
DA 28 April 1979
FOMemo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Appraisal of Conservative Party election campaign
SU Sherman's criticism of the budget
KW Budget, 1980
LE 5

AN AC 663
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 3/ 8
DA 11 April 1980
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The Employment Bill - Study Group's Misgivings
SU Employment Bill
KW Employment Bill
LE 5

AN AC 664
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 3/ 9
DA 24 April 1980
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Need for Better Economic Advice - in re Alan Walters
SU Sherman recommends Alan Walter as an economic advisor
KW Walters, Alan/ Burns, Terrence/ Advisors, economic
LE 5

AN AC 665
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 3/ 10
DA 1 May 1980
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Proposal for a talk/lecture on "A Christian View of Society"
SU De-Christianisation of social and political thought
KW Christianity and society
LE 5

AN AC 666
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 3/ 11
DA 18 July 1980
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Public Sector Pay
SU Public expenditure
KW Public Sector
LE 5

AN AC 667
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 3/ 12
DA 25 July 1980
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The Pay Round Debate and the "Fear of Norms"
SU Public Sector Pay
KW Public Sector/ Comparability
LE 5
AN AC 668
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 3/ 13
DA 18 July 1980
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Comprehensive Propaganda Coup by Department
SU Report by National Children's Bureau on comprehensives
KW National Children's Bureau/ Education/ Civil Service/ Press
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 669
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 3/ 14
DA 6 August 1980
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Index-linked pensions for public employees
KW Indexation of public sector pensions/ Indexation/ Public sector
LE 5

AN AC 670
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 3/ 15
DA 14 September 1980
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI De-Nationalisation Lags
SU Pace of de-nationalisation of industry
KW Nationalised industry/ De-nationalisation
LE 5

AN AC 671
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 3/ 16
DA 14 September 1980
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The Centre for Policy Studies and its Donors
SU The Centre for Policy Studies' finance
KW Centre for Policy Studies, finance
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 673
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 3/ 18
DA 30 October 1980
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The Crunch
SU Approaches to forthcoming recession
KW Recession
LE 5
railways," Times, (11 June 1981)
LE 5

AN AC 679
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 4/ 4
DA 11 June 1981
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Defence-economics
KW Defence-economics/ Brown, Arthur/ Churchill, Winston
CO Includes photocopy of Jones, Arthur, "Churchill's
countermeasures to
LE 5

AN AC 680
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 4/ 5
DA 11 June 1981
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Article 1 June 1981 Sunday Times alleging that Alan
Walters
had met with
Sherman to discuss Keith Joseph's government spending
KW Walters, Alan/ Sherman, Alfred/ Joseph, Keith/ Government
spending/ Press
CO Includes photocopy of Sherman, Alfred, "Showing how to avoid
sin," Sunday
Times, (7 June 1981)
LE 5

AN AC 681
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 4/ 6
DA 22 July 1981
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The Gordon Riots - A perspective on all riots
SU Quotes on the Gordon Riots
KW Gordon Riots
CO Cc. Peter Shipley
LE 5

AN AC 682
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 4/ 7
DA 22 October 1981
FO Memo
FR amon, D.*
TI The Croydon By Election, an assessment
SU Croydon By Election
KW Croydon By Election
LE 5

AN AC 683 [= AC 684-701]
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 5
SE A2-2
DA 1981
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Memos and related material for Margaret Thatcher from
Alfred Sherman
KW Thatcher, Margaret
CO Folder five in box eight
LE 5

AN AC 684
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 5/ 1
SE A2-2-3
DA 5 May 1982
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Irani-Iragi War Can Bring Mid-East Conflagration in Weeks.
How will Britain
stand to be affected?
SU Effects of the Iran-Iraq on Britain
KW Iran-Iraq war/ Foreign policy
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 685
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 5/ 2
SE A2-2-1
DA May 1982
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Media Problems
SU Conservative party media relations
KW Press
LE 5

AN AC 686
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 5/ 3
SE A2-2-2
DA 5 May 1982
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Escalate or Falter
SU Conduct of the Falklands war
KW Falklands
LE 5

AN AC 687
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 5/ 4
SE A2-2-4
DA 6 May 1982
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Can Venezuelan Support for Argentina be Subverted?
SU British interests Venezuela's claim on Guyanan territory
KW Venezuela/ Guyana/ Foreign policy
LE 5

AN AC 688
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 5/ 5
SE A2-2-5
DA 15 May 1982
FMemo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI John Biffen's Back-hander
SU BBC coverage of the Falklands War
KW Falklands/ Press/ Biffen, John/ Conservative Central Office
News Service
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 689
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 5/ 6
SE A2-2-6
DA 14 May 1982
FMemo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Cabinet support of government's Falklands War policy
KW Falklands/ Heseltine, Michael
LE 5

AN AC 690
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 5/ 7
SE A2-2-7
DA 18 May 1982
FMemo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Snaring the Gulls: They call themselves "doves", but they are really gulls,
i. e. compulsively gullible
SU Foreign Office's approach to the Falklands War
KW Foreign Office/ Falklands
LE 5

AN AC 691
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 5/ 8
SE A2-2-8
DA 25 May 1982
FMemo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Can We Afford to Save Argentine Lives?
SU Political and military effects of a policy to conserve Argentinean lives
during the Falklands War
KW Falklands
LE 5

AN AC 692
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 5/ 9
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI To Bomb or not to bomb the Mainland Bases, Lessons of the Belgrano
SU Bombing of Mainland Argentinean airbases
KW Falklands
LE 5

TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Prime Minister's (PMO)
SU Need for and function of Prime Minister's Office
KW Prime Minister's Office/ Cabinet Government
LE 5

TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI After Galtieri
SU Consequences of the Falklands War
KW Falklands
LE 5

TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Advance Warning: Conflict with Nurses is Dangerous for our Political Health
SU Nurses Pay
KW National Health Service
LE 5

TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Israel and Lebanon - My views
SU Sherman's views on British policy in the Middle East
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Middle-East/ Foreign Policy/ Foreign
AN AC 697
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 5/ 14
SE A2-2-14
DA 1 October 1982
FO Memo
TO Ian Gow/ Alan Walters/ G. Wasserman*/ John Hoskyns/ Bernard Donaghey/ Anthony Shrimsley/ Ferdinand Mount/ Christopher Moncton
FR Alfred Sherman
TI CPRS failure highlights, Need to Coordinate
Thought-units.
Coordination is lacking
SU Coordination of Prime Minister's support resources
KW Prime Minister's Office/ Conservative Party Research Service
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 698
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 5/ 15
SE A2-2-15
DA 20 October 1982
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The Battle of the Falklands is Not Over Yet, by a Long Chalk
SU Britain's diplomatic policy to South America in the aftermath of the Falklands War
KW Falklands/ South America/ Foreign Policy
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 699
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 5/ 16
SE A2-2-14
DA 21 October 1982
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Pragmatic Communists and Clever Fools: Vade Mecum for a Journey to Red China in FCO Company
SU Advice on advice for a trip to China
KW China/ Foreign Office
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 700
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 5/ 17
SE A2-2-17
DA 28 October 1982
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Brazil and the Falklands War
AN AC 705
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 6/ 3
SE A2-1-3
DA March 1982
FO Speech/Speech module
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Notes for Two Lecture-Type Speeches by the PM
SU Addition of intellectual content to Conservative Party Policies
KW Conservative Party ideology
LE 5

AN AC 706
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 6/ 4
SE A2-1-4
DA March 1982
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI A Second Note on Hillhead
SU Appraisal of the Hillhead bye-election
KW Hillhead bye-election
LE 5

AN AC 707
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 6/ 5
SE A2-1-5
DA March 1982
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The Pope’s Visit to Scotland: Challenge & Opportunity
SU Pope’s visit to Scotland
KW Sectarianism
LE 5

AN AC 708
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 6/ 6
SE A2-1-6
DA March 1982
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Conservative News": Bad for the Party Image and a money-waster
SU Conservative News [a publication]
KW Conservative News
LE 5

AN AC 709
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 6/ 7
SE A2-1-7
DA 31 March 1982
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Leftwing bias of academic research into industrial matters
for the
government
KW Advisors/ Academic research
CO Includes Sykes, Andrew, "Note on Academic Research in Industrial Matters."
LE 5

AN AC 710
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 6/ 8
SE A2-1-8
DA 2 April 1982
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Hillhead Epilogue
SU Hillhead by-election
KW By-election strategy
LE 5

AN AC 711
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 6/ 9
SE A2-1-9
DA 26 April 1982
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Politics and war in the Falklands: after South Georgia
SU Diplomatic strategy for the Falklands
KW Falklands/ Foreign policy
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 712
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 6/ 10
SE A2-1-10
DA April 1982
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The Stable Door Remains Unlocked
SU Defence and Foreign Policy advice
KW Falklands/ Foreign Office
LE 5

AN AC 713
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 6/ 11
SE A2-1-11
DA April 1982
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The Stable Door Remains Unlocked
SU Foreign Office Deficiencies/ Alexander Haig/ Defence and Foreign Policy advisors
KW Falklands/ Foreign Office/ Alexander Haig/ Prime Minister's Office
LE 5
KW Serpell Report/ Falklands/ Greater London Council
LE 5

AN AC 719
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 7/ 5
DA 11 February 1983
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Opponents of the dissolution of the Greater London Council
KW Greater London Council
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 720
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 7/ 6
DA 21 February 1983
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Strategy for dealing with news leaks
KW press
LE 5

AN AC 721
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 7/ 7
DA 30 March 1983
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Organisation of Department of Trade and Industry/ Statutory Sick Pay Scheme
KW Department of Trade and Industry/ Prime Minister's Office/ Statutory Sick Pay Scheme/ Elison, Samuel
LE 5

AN AC 722
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 7/ 8
DA 31 May 1983
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Amery's Ideas on Foreign Office and Foreign Policy
SU Foreign Office/ Middle-East
KW Foreign Office/ Foreign Policy/ Middle-East/ Amery, Julian
LE 5

AN AC 723
CN AR MT/ M [Box 8]/ 7/ 9
DA 4 July 1983
FO Notes
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Notes for P.M.
SU Troubled relationship between Sherman and the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Centre for Policy Studies
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The BBC. What can be done?
SU Administration and function of the BBC
KW BBC
CO Two copies [one a draft copy]
LE 5

AN AC 729 [= AC 730-757]
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]
FO 1983
TI CPS - Lord Weidenfeld -Grussgott -AS Personal file
SU Miscellaneous materials dealing with the Centre for
Policy
Studies and Andre
Grussgott / Health Care/ Alfred Sherman
KW Centre for Policy Studies/ Grussgott, Andre/ Health care/
Sherman, Alfred
CO Box number nine/ There are no material dealing with Lord
Weidenfeld despite
box's title
LE 3

AN AC 730
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 1
DA 1983
FO Correspondence/ Memos
TI Grussgott - CPS/HT
SU Folder containing correspondence and memos regarding the
practical
arrangements for the establishment of the Society for the
Advancement of Social
and Economic Understanding at the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Society for the Advancement of Social and Economic
Understanding
CO Folder number one in box nine/ Contains items CPS/LW, G,
AS/1-84

AN AC 731
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 2
DA 1983
FO Correspondence/ Memos
TI Grussgott
SU Practical and financial arrangements between the Centre for
Policy Studies
and the Society for the Advancement of Economic and Social
Understanding
KW Society for the Advancement of Economic and Social
Understanding
CO Folder number two in box nine containing items CPS/LW, G,
AS/1-21
LE 3

AN AC 732
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 2/ 22
DA 14 November 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Secretary, Oxford Union
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Sherman's appearance at a Union debate
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Oxford Union
LE 5

AN AC 733
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 2/ 23
DA 1983
FO Report/ Draft Report
TI Trusting the Tenant: Proposals to Devolve Council Housing
SU Council Housing
KW Council Housing/ Public Housing/ Local Government
CO Marked "Third Draft"
LE 5

AN AC 734 [= AC 735-754]
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 3
DA 1976-1983
FO Correspondence/ Memos
TI Day File - AS Personal
SU Miscellaneous materials
KW Sherman, Alfred
CO Folder number three in box nine
LE 4

AN AC 735
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 3/ 1
DA 11 July 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Cecil Parkinson
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Sherman's sabbatical
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Cable Television
LE 5

AN AC 736
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 3/ 2
DA 12 November 1976
FO Correspondence
TO Richard Ryder
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Prison service
KW Prison Service/ Home Office/ Wheeler, John
CO Cc. John Wheeler
LE 5

AN AC 737
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 3/ 3
DA 13 May 1982
FO Correspondence
TO Cecil Parkinson
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Michael Foot
KW Foot, Michael
LE 5
AN AC 738
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 3/ 4
DA n. d.
FO Memo
TO Adam Butler
FR Patrick Cosgrave
TI The New Renaissance
SU Prospects for the Conservative Party
KW Conservative Party, ideology
LE 5

AN AC 739
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 3/ 5
DA May 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Cecil Parkinson
SU Social Democrat-Liberal Party Alliance
KW Social Democrat-Liberal Alliance
LE 5

AN AC 740
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 3/ 6
DA 15 June 1978
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman
SU Meeting to discuss Thatcher's election speeches
KW Thatcher, Margaret/ Speech-writing
LE 5

AN AC 741
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 3/ 7
DA 24 August 1978
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Alison Ward
SU Meeting to discuss Thatcher's election speeches
KW Thatcher, Margaret/ Speech-writing
LE 5

AN AC 742
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 3/ 8
DA 10 August 1978
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Caroline Stephens
SU Meeting to discuss General Election speeches
KW Speech-writing/ General Election, 1979
LE 5

AN AC 743
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 3/ 9
DA 16 February 1982
FO Correspondence
TO Cecil Parkinson
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Parkinson's Laker speech
KW Laker, Frederick
LE 5
AN AC 744
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 3/ 10
DA 22 September 1978
FO Memo
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Offer from Gordon Richards to write for Margaret Thatcher
KW Richards, Gordon
LE 5

AN AC 745
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 3/ 11/12
DA 23 December 1978
FO Correspondence
TO Caroline Stephens
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Cocktail party at the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 746
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 3/ 13
DA 25 April 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Andre Grussgott
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Society for the Advancement of Economic and Social Understanding
KW Society for the Advancement of Economic and Social Understanding
LE 5

AN AC 747
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 3/ 14
DA 13 April 1983
FO Correspondence
TO William Whitelaw
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Aleka Djilas's request for political asylum
KW Djilas, Aleka
LE 5

AN AC 748
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 3/ 15
DA 12 January 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Editor, Observer
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Response to Simon Hoggart article about the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Hoggart, Simon/ Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 749
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 3/ 16
DA 14 May 1982
FO Correspondence
TO Halifax Building Society
FR Alfred Sherman
Sherman's home mortgage
KW Sherman, Alfred, finance
LE 5

AN AC 750
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 3/ 17/18
DA 8 October 1984/18 December 1984
FO Correspondence
TO George Bunton
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Two letters, the second clarifying the first,
thanking
Bunton for his past
help with the working party on health care
KW Bunton, George/ Health care
LE 5

AN AC 751
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 3/ 19
DA 7 July 1976
FO Correspondence/ Draft letter
TO Barry Rose
FR Margaret Thatcher
SU Thanks Rose for assisting the Centre for Policy
Studies in
its early
publishing activities
KW Centre for Policy Studies, publications
LE 5

AN AC 752
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 3/ 20
DA n.d.
FO Correspondence
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Draft Letter to Rt. Hon. Mrs. Margaret Thatcher
SU Prices and incomes policy
KW Prices and incomes policy
LE 5

AN AC 753
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 3/ 21
DA May 1982
FO Memo
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Media problems
SU strategies for Government dealing with the media
KW Press/ media
LE 5

AN AC 754
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 3/ 22
DA March 1982
FO Memo
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Notes on the Weinstock Thesis
SU Proportional representation
KW Proportional representation/ Weinstock, Lord*
LE 5

AN AC 755 [= AC 756-757]
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 4
DA n.d.
FO Draft papers/ Publications
TI Health Group - Backup - articles and letters (2)
SU Articles dealing with health care in England
KW Health care
CO Folder four in box nine/ No letters in folder despite folder title
LE 4

AN AC 756
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 4/ 1
DA n.d.
FO Paper/ Draft paper
SU Health care in Britain
KW Health care
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 757
CN AR CPS/ LW,G,AS [Box 9]/ 4/ 2
DA n.d.
FO Publication
TI History of the Health Service
SU Health care in Britain
KW Health care
LE 5

AN AC 758
CN AR CPS/ C [Box 10]
DA 1980-1982
FO Correspondence
TI C. P. S. Correspondence
SU Miscellaneous correspondence. Largely with George Bunton
as the principle
the principle correspondent. Deals almost entirely with the Health Care Policy Study Group.
KW Health Care/ Bunton, George/ Health Care Policy Study Group
CO Box 10/ Physically not a box but a blue loose leaf binder/
Treated as a level five, as well as a level three, item
because of its content and content structure
LE 3/ 5

AN AC 759
CN AR HG/ M & A [Box 11]
DA 1979-1983
FO Minutes
TI Health Group Minutes and Agenda
SU Minute of the Health Care Policy Study Group along with some related material
KW Health Care/ Health Care Policy Study Group
CO Box 11/ Physically not a box but a black loose leaf binder/
Classified as a level five, as well as a level three, item
because of
contents and structure of its contents
LE 3/ 5

AN AC 760
CN AR CPS/ HG [Box 12]
DA 1979-1982
FO Correspondence/ Papers/ Press clippings/ Miscellaneous papers
TI C. P. S. Papers Health Group
SU Miscellaneous correspondence, papers and press clippings
related to Health
care provision in Britain
KW Health care
CO Box 12/ Physically not a box but a red loose leaf binder/
Classified as a level five, as well as a level three, item
because of content
and structure of content
LE 3/ 5

AN AC 761 [= AC 763-767]
CN AR CPS/ S, GB [Box 13]
DA 1977-1983
FO Publications/ Agenda/ Memos
TI C. P. S. -Publication -Seminars -General business
SU Collection of publications and seminar agendas
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Publications/ Centre for Policy Studies, Seminars
CO Box number 13/ Contains an empty folder "History of CPS
LE 3

AN AC 762 [= AC 763-767]
CN AR CPS/ S, GB [Box 13]/ 1
DA 1983-1984
FO Publications
FR Centre for Policy Studies
TI CPS Publications (2)
SU Centre for Policy Studies' pamphlets
KW Centre for Policy Studies, publications
CO Folder one in box thirteen
LE 4

AN AC 763
CN AR CPS/ S, GB [Box 13]/ 1/ 1
DA October 1983
FO Publication
FR Soviet Relations Group of the Centre for Policy Studies Title:
What We Ought to Do About the Soviet Threat
SU British Response to Soviet Foreign Policy
KW Soviet Union/ Foreign Policy
LE 5

AN AC 764
CN AR CPS/ S, GB [Box 13]/ 1/ 2
DA March 1984
FO Publication
AN AC 770
CN AR CPS/ S, GB [Box 13]/ 2/ 2
SE B1
DA 9 June 1977
FO Minute
FR Philip Vander Elst
TI Minute on the committee meeting on Industrial Policy
SU Industrial policy
KW Industrial policy
LE 5

AN AC 771
CN AR CPS/ S, GB [Box 13]/ 2/ 3
DA February 1983
FO Status report
FR Hugh Thomas/ Alfred Sherman
SU Progress report of the work by the Centre for Policy Studies' Policy Study Groups
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Policy Study Groups
LE 5

AN AC 772
CN AR CPS/ S, GB [Box 13]/ 2/ 4
DA n.d.
FO Speech/ Draft speech (?)
FR Frank Broadway
TI Growth
SU Economic growth
KW Economic growth/ Inflation
LE 5

AN AC 773
CN AR CPS/ S, GB [Box 13]/ 2/ 5
DA 121 November 1976
FO Memo
TO OUTCAA*
FR Robert Miller
TI Seminars
SU Guests for the seminars on Money Supply and Indexation
KW Money Supply/ Indexation
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 774
CN AR CPS/ S, GB [Box 13]/ 2/ 6
DA 15 April 1976
FO Status report
TI Review of the Work of the Policy Study Groups
SU Progress report on the Centre for Policy Studies' Policy Study Groups
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Policy Study Groups
LE 5
AN AC 775
CN AR CPS/ S, GB [Box 13]/ 2/ 7
DA 31 May 1977
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Gerald Frost
TI Proposal for Coordinated Student Seminar Programme
SU Student seminar programme
KW Centre for Policy Studies, seminars/ Universities/ Students
LE 5

AN AC 776
CN AR CPS/ S, GB [Box 13]/ 2/ 8
DA 27 May 1977
FO Minute
TI Minutes of meeting of a Meeting of RAP*
SU Centre for Policy Studies' publications
KW Centre for Policy Studies, publications
LE 5

AN AC 777
CN AR CPS/ S, GB [Box 13]/ 2/ 9
DA 3 February 1978
FO Press release
FR Gerald Frost
TI Joseph Launches Seminars on 'Roots of Freedom'
SU Series of Centre for Policy Studies sponsored undergraduate seminars
KW Seminars/ Students/ Universities/ Freedom
LE 5

AN AC 778
CN AR CPS/ S, GB [Box 13]/ 2/ 10
DA 27 October 1977
FO Memo
TO Alfred Sherman/ Martin Bendelow/ Phil Vander Elst
FR Gerald Frost
SU Speakers for weekend seminars
KW Centre for Policy Studies, seminars
LE 5

AN AC 779
CN AR CPS/ S, GB [Box 13]/ 2/ 11
DA n.d.
FO Notes
SU Format for 'disputations'
KW Centre for Policy Studies, seminars/ Disputations
LE 5

AN AC 780
CN AR CPS/ S, GB [Box 13]/ 2/ 12
DA 30 September 1974
FO Minute
TI Meeting of Monday, 30th September 1974
SU Subjects, participants and audience members for 'disputations'
KW Centre for Policy Studies, seminars/ disputations/
Government subsidy to private industry/ Ferranti/ Nationalised
FO Minute
TI Education Study Group Meeting
SU Agenda of Education Study Group Meeting
KW Education Policy Study Group
LE 5

AN AC 805
CN AR CPS/ M & A [Box 14]/ 1/ 2
DA April 1985
FO Members List
TI Nationalised Industries Study Group
SU Members of Nationalised Industries Policy Study Group
KW Nationalised Industries Policy Study Group
LE 5

AN AC 806
CN AR CPS/ M & A [Box 14]/ 2
SE EI (i)
DA 1983
FO Minutes
TI Centre for Policy Studies Board of Directors - Minutes, Agenda's, etc. of Meetings. 1983
SU Minutes of Centre for Policy Studies Board of Directors' Meetings for 1983
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Board of Directors
CO Folder two in box fourteen/ Treated as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of contents and structure of contents
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 807
CN AR CPS/ M & A [Box 14]/ 3
SE EI (ii)
DA 1982
FO Minutes
TI CPS - Board of Directors Minutes, Agendas etc. of meetings
SU Minute of Centre for Policy Studies Board of Directors' Meetings
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Board of Directors/ Institute for Policy Research
CO Folder three in box fourteen/ Treated as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of contents and structure of contents
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 808
CN AR CPS/ M & A [Box 14]/ 4
SE EI (ii)
DA 1981
FO Minutes
TI CPS Board of Directors - Minutes, agendas etc of Meetings 1981
SU Minutes of Centre for Policy Studies Board of Directors’ meetings
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Board of directors
CO Folder four in box fourteen/ Treated as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/5

AN AC 809
CN AR CPS/ M & A [Box 14]/ 5
SE EI (iv)
DA 1981
FO Minutes
TI CPS Board of Directors, Minutes, agendas etc of Meetings
1981
SU Centre for Policy Studies Board of Directors’ Minutes
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Board of Directors
CO Folder five in box fourteen/ Treated as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/5

AN AC 810
CN AR CPS/ M & A [Box 14]/ 6
SE EI (v)
DA 1979
FO Minutes
TI CPS - Board of Directors Minutes, Agendas etc of meetings
1979
SU Centre for Policy Studies Board of Directors’ minutes
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Board of Directors
CO Folder six in Box fourteen/ Treated as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/5

AN AC 811
CN AR CPS/ M & A [Box 14]/ 7
SE EI (vi)
DA 1978
FO Minutes
TI CPS - Board of Directors Minutes, Agendas etc of meetings
1978
SU Centre for Policy Studies Board of Directors’ minutes
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Board of Directors
CO Folder seven in box fourteen/ Treated as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/5

AN AC 812
CN AR CPS/ M & A [Box 14]/ 8
SE EI (vii)  
DA 1977  
FO Minutes  
TI CPS - Board of Directors Minutes, Agendas etc of meetings  
1977  
SU Centre for Policy Studies Board of Director's minutes  
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Board of Directors  
CO Folder eight in box fourteen/ Treated as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content  
LE 4/ 5  

AN AC 813 [= AC 814]  
CN AR CPS/ M & A [Box 14]/ 9  
SE E2 (i)  
DA 1981  
FO Administration  
TI CPS - Internal administration Accounts 1981  
SU one memo  
KW Centre for Policy Studies, internal administration  
CO Folder nine in box fourteen  
LE 4  

AN AC 814  
CN AR CPS/ M & A [Box 14]/ 9/ 1  
DA 1981 (?)  
FO Memo  
TO Hugh Thomas  
FR Elizabeth Cottrell  
TI Assistant  
SU Cottrell's requirement for an assistant  
KW Centre for Policy Studies, internal administration  
LE 5  

AN AC 815  
CN AR CPS/ M & A [Box 14]/ 10  
SE E2 (ii)  
DA 1980  
FO Administration  
TI CPS - Internal administration 1980 memos, etc  
SU Centre for Policy Studies' internal administration  
KW Centre for Policy Studies, internal administration  
CO Folder ten in box fourteen/ Treated as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content  
LE 4/ 5  

AN AC 816  
CN AR CPS/ M & A [Box 14]/ 11  
SE E2 (iii)  
DA 1979-1980  
FO Administration  
TI CPS - Internal administration memos, etc  
SU Centre for Policy Studies internal administration  
KW Centre for Policy Studies, internal administration  
CO Folder eleven in box fourteen/ Treated as a level five, as
well as a level four, item
because of content and
structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 817
CN AR CPS/ M & A [Box 14]/ 12
SE E2 (iv)
DA 1977
FO Administration
TI CPS - Internal administration 1977 memos
SU Centre for Policy Studies' internal administration
KW Centre for Policy Studies, internal administration
CO Folder twelve in box fourteen/ Treated as a level five, as
well as a level four, item
because of content and
structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 818
CN AR CPS/ M & A [Box 14]/ 13
SE E2 (v)
DA 1976
FO Administration
TI CPS - Internal administration 1976 memos etc
SU Centre for Policy Studies' internal administration
KW Centre for Policy Studies, internal administration
CO Folder thirteen in box fourteen/ Treated as a level five, as
well as a level four, item
because of content and
structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 819
CN AR CPS/ M & A [Box 14]/ 14
SE E2 (vii)
DA 1974-1975
FO Administration
TI CPS - Internal administration 1975 & 74 memos etc
SU Centre for Policy Studies' internal administration
KW Centre for Policy Studies, internal administration
CO Folder fourteen in box fourteen/ Treated as a level five, as
well as a level four, item
because of content and
structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 820 [= AC 821-844.1]
CN AR AS/ LP, A [Box 15]
DA 1962-1984
FO Correspondence, Editorial/ Articles/ Alfred Sherman
TI AS Letters to the Press Assisted Articles Interview
Hennessey/Sherman
SU Letters to the editor, miscellaneous publications and
interviews with
Sherman
KW Sherman, Alfred
CO Box fifteen
LE 3
Correspondence, Editorial
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Letters to the Press 1975-1984
SU Miscellaneous letter to the editor from Sherman, in both his personal official capacities, on various topics to various newspapers. The majority of the letters are responses to inaccuracies which Sherman feels have occurred in recently published articles or answers to other letters to the editor. Also included is correspondence discussing requests for article from Sherman.
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Press/ Immigration/ Judaism, British/ Tourism/ Centre for Policy Studies
CO Folder one in box fifteen/ Treated as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 823
DA n.d. (1975?)
FO Article
TI Capitalism, Socialism and Rationality
SU Article and draft of article on capitalism and socialism
KW Capitalism/ Socialism
CO Folder two in box fifteen/ Treated as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 824
DA 1960-1982
FO Articles
TI Political Philosophy by/of Sir Alfred
SU Articles on various political topics by Sherman
KW Sherman, Alfred
CO Folder three in box fifteen
LE 4

AN AC 825
DA 26 February 1962
FO Article
TI "The Mood in Algeria," The New Republic
SU Algerian independence
KW Algeria/ Front Liberation National [FLN]*
LE 5
AN AC 826
CN AR AS/ LP, A [Box 15]/ 3/ 2
DA 10 October 1960
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "The Paris Meeting of Soviet Jewry," The New Leader
SU Paris Conference on the Plight of Soviet Jewry
KW Judaism, Soviet/ Paris Conference on the Plight of Soviet Jewry
LE 5

AN AC 827
CN AR AS/ LP, A [Box 15]/ 3/ 3
DA 19 January 1974
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Planning Without Foresight," Local Government Review
SU Housing
KW Housing/ Local government
LE 5

AN AC 828
CN AR AS/ LP, A [Box 15]/ 3/ 4
DA March 1971
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "The Palestinians: a case of mistaken national identity?,"
The World Today
SU Palestinian nationalism
KW Palestinian nationalism
LE 5

AN AC 829
CN AR AS/ LP, A [Box 15]/ 3/ 5
DA n.d.
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Israel Watches and Waits
SU Israeli foreign policy
KW Israel, foreign policy
CO Last pages of article missing
LE 5

AN AC 830
CN AR AS/ LP, A [Box 15]/ 3/ 6
DA June 1963
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "The Complacent Satirists," Encounter
SU British satire
KW Britain, Satire / Private Eye/ This Was the Week that Was
CO Three copies (one draft)
LE 5

AN AC 831
CN AR AS/ LP, A [Box 15]/ 3/ 7
DA n.d.
FO Article
AN AC 837
CN AR AS/ LP, A [Box 15]/ 4/ 4
DA 8 March 1984
FO Radio Transcript
TI "Analysis' The Frontiers of Thatcherism," BBC
SU Discussion of Thatcherism with John Blifffen, David Howell, Lord Harris, John Hoskyns, Mdsen Pirie, Alfred Sherman, Elizabeth Cottrell, Jock Bruce-Gardyne, Roger Scruton
KW Thatcherism
LE 5

AN AC 838
CN AR AS/ LP, A [Box 15]/ 4/ 5
DA 1964 (?)
FO Pamphlet
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Effect of race relations during the General Election
KW General Election, 1964 / Deptford/ Race Relations/ Immigration
LE 5

AN AC 839
CN AR AS/ LP, A [Box 15]/ 4/ 6
DA 1971
FO Article
FR Lord Bowden *
TI "The Graduate and Industry--The Problem and Some Possible Solutions,"
SU Education and industry
KW education
LE 5

AN AC 840
CN AR CPS/ S, GB [Box 13]/ 2/ 7
DA 26 March 1970
FO Article
FR Lord Bowden *
TI "Universities and Society," New Scientist, pp. 601-604
SU United States university education
KW education
LE 5

AN AC 841
CN AR AS/ LP, A [Box 15]/ 4/ 8
DA 26 June 1987
FO Article
FR David Nolan
TI "Technology at Work: Clearing the Air," British Business,
AN AC 846
CN AR CA & CB/ [Box 16]/ 1
SE C1 (ii)
DA 1983
FO Correspondence
TI Letters to Alfred Sherman Mexico
SU Miscellaneous letters regarding travel and work arrangements for Sherman's 1983 trip to Mexico
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Mexico
CO Folder one in box sixteen/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item, because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 847 [= AC 848]
CN AR CA & CB/ [Box 16]/ 2
SE C2 (i)
DA 1983
FO Articles
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Nicaragua Articles by Alfred Sherman
SU A single Daily Telegraph article by Sherman
KW Nicaragua and British Policy
CO Folder two in box sixteen
LE 4

AN AC 848
CN AR CA & CB/ [Box 16]/ 2/ 1
DA 3 October 1983
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI A British Presence
SU Nicaragua and British Policy
KW Nicaragua/ Foreign policy
LE 5

AN AC 849
CN AR CA & CB/ [Box 16]/ 3
SE C2 (ii)
DA 1983
FO Articles/ Pamphlets
TI Misc. Articles Nicaragua
SU Miscellaneous articles and materials documenting alleged Communist influence in Nicaragua
KW Nicaragua
CO Folder three in box sixteen/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item, because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 850 [= AC851-852]
CN AR YD/ [Box 17]
DA 1975-1983
FO Correspondence/ Papers
TI Prof. Dror
SU Correspondence, papers and other materials relating to Yehezkel Dror
KW Dror, Yehezkel
CO Box seventeen
LE 3

AN AC 851
CN AR YD/ [Box 17]/ 1
DA 1975-1983
FO Correspondence/ Papers
TI Prof Dror
SU Miscellaneous correspondence between Dror and Sherman/ Copies of Dror, Yehezkel, ”Forecasting for Rulers”
KW Dror, Yehezkel/ Sherman, Alfred/ Russell Sage Foundation/ Leadership
CO Folder one in box seventeen/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item, because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 852
CN AR YD/ [Box 17]/ // 1
DA 1975
FO Paper
FR Urie Bronfenbrenner
TI The Challenge of Social Change to Public Policy and Developmental Research
SU Social policy and the family
KW Social policy/ Family, American/ Child development
CO Not in a folder. Follows folder one in box seventeen
LE 5

AN AC 854 [= AC855-909]
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]
DA 1971-1983
FO Papers/ Correspondence/ Memos/ Written answers
TI Local Government, Civil Service and Housing
SU Local government/ Civil Service/ Housing policy
KW Local Government/ Civil Service/ Housing policy
CO Box eighteen
LE 3

AN AC 855
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 1
DA 1976-1984
FO Correspondence/ Articles/ Pamphlets
TI Local Governments Letters, Etc.
SU Abolition of the Greater London Council
KW Greater London Council/ Local Government/ Local Government Finance Policy Study Group
CO Folder one in box eighteen/ Correspondence and related material dealing with the campaign to abolish the Greater London Council/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item,
because of content
and structure of content
LE 4/5

AN AC 856
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 2
DA 1982-1983
FO Written Answers
TI Civil Service and Local Government Staffing. Written Answers
SU Written answers on miscellaneous topics
KW Written answers/ Local government/ Civil service/
Constitutional law
CO Folder two in box eighteen/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item,
because of content
and structure of content
LE 4/5

AN AC 857 [= AC 858-892]
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3
DA 1968-1976
FO Articles
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Local Government and Housing Articles by Alfred Sherman
SU Local Government/ Housing
KW Local government/ Housing/ Sherman, Alfred
CO Folder three in box eighteen
LE 4

AN AC 858
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/1
DA 17 December 1976
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The End of Local Government?
SU Future of local government
KW Local government
CO Two copies/ Marked "For Crossbow"
LE 5

AN AC 859
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/2
DA n.d.
FO notes
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Local Government Liabilities and Assets
SU Appears to be a cover note to accompany an article and response not attached to note
KW Local government
LE 5

AN AC 860
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/3
DA 6 May 1974
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Are Local rates old-fashioned," Daily Telegraph
AN AC 861
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/ 4
DA 6 April 1974
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Payment to Councillors--Living with sub-professionalism," Local Government Review
SU Local Government
KW Local government
LE 5

AN AC 862
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/ 5
DA 19 May 1973
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Rights' and Duties," Local Government Review
SU Local Government/ Immigration
KW Local government/ Immigration
LE 5

AN AC 863
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/ 6
DA 9 December 1972
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Local Government/ Tourism
KW Local government/ Tourism
LE 5

AN AC 864
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/ 7
DA 25 November 1972
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Immigration and Local Government," Local Government Review
SU Local Government/ Immigration
KW Local government/ Immigration
CO Five copies
LE 5

AN AC 865
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/ 8
DA 28 October 1972
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "The Environment--I--Whose Responsibility," Local Government Review
SU Local Government/ Environment
KW Local government/ Environment
LE 5

AN AC 866
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3
DA 18-22 September 1972
FO Paper
TO The Institute of Municipal Treasurers and Accountants
Management Accountancy
Course (CA 1)
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Local Government Liabilities and Assets
SU Local Government finances
KW Local government, finance
CO Four copies
LE 5

AN AC 867
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/ 10
DA 22 July 1972
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Ad-Hoc-Ery or Local Government Outside Bodies are Odious," Local Government Review
SU Local Government
KW Local government, outside bodies
CO Three copies
LE 5

AN AC 868
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/ 11
DA July 1972
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Local Government's Political Weakness:--Why Local Government Carries Such Little Weight with Westminster," District Councils Review
SU Local Government
KW Local government
CO Three copies
LE 5

AN AC 869
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/ 12
DA 19 August 1972
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Expenses of M. P.'s and Councillors--A Problem," Local Government Review
SU Local Government expenses
KW Local Government
LE 5

AN AC 870
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/ 13
DA 13 June 1972
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Rents: a modest step away from socialism," Daily Telegraph
SU Housing Finance Bill
KW Housing/ Housing Finance Bill
LE 5

AN AC 871
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/ 14
DA June 1972
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Local Government's Problems of Identity," District Councils Review
SU Local Government
KW Local government
CO Four copies
LE 5

AN AC 872
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/ 15
DA 13 May 1972
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "High Land Costs--Blame the Speculators!!," Local Government Review
SU Housing policy
KW Housing
LE 5

AN AC 873
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/ 16
DA May 1972
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Local Government Conferences--The Party Spirit," District Councils Review
SU Party politics and local government
KW Party politics/ Local government
CO Three copies
LE 5

AN AC 874
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/ 17
DA 22 April 1972
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "How Many Councillors?" Local Government Review
SU Government proposal to reduce number of aldermen and councillors
KW Local Government
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 875
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/ 18
DA 18 March 1972
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
KW Housing
LE 5

AN AC 881
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/ 24
DA 25 December 1971
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Local Councils and Identity," Local Government Review
SU Local Government
KW Local government
LE 5

AN AC 882
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/ 25
DA 20 November 1971
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Is Local Government Reorganization Really Necessary?"
Local Government review
SU Local Government
KW Local government
LE 5

AN AC 883
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/ 26
DA September 1971
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "London's Homeless Will not be Helped by Greve Report,"
The Building Societies' Gazette
SU Greve Report
KW Greve Report/ Housing
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 884
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/ 27
DA 22 July 1971
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Still tinkering with housing," Daily Telegraph
SU Housing
KW Housing
LE 5

AN AC 885
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/ 28
DA July 1971
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Can housing be taken 'out of politics'?" Town and Country Planning
SU Housing in a mixed economy
KW Housing
AN AC 886
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/ 29
DA September 1970
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Putting Economics Back into Housing," The Building Societies' Gazette
SU Housing in a mixed economy
KW Housing
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 887
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/ 30
DA 12 July 1969
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Fitting the map to a theory," Daily Telegraph
SU Local Government
KW Local government
LE 5

AN AC 888
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/ 31
DA 14 March 1969
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "A Tory hand at the Town Hall," Daily Telegraph
SU Lack of a Conservative policy for local government
KW Local government/ Conservative Party
LE 5

AN AC 889
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/ 32
DA 14 August 1968
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Housing: Labour's Wasteland
SU Labour Party housing policy
KW Housing/ Labour Party
LE 5

AN AC 890
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/ 33
DA n.d. (1968?)
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Who Made Cathy Homeless?"
SU Housing
KW Housing
LE 5

AN AC 891
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 3/ 34
DA n.d. (1968?)
FO Article
Bring back the private landlord

TI The Man-Made Housing Muddle

"Counting the cost of new towns," Daily Telegraph

"The Politics of Inflation Point the Danger of Creeping Control over Building Societies," The Building Societies' Gazette

Letters, memos and other materials related to housing policy

Folder number six in box eighteen
AN AC 902
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 6/ 1
DA 19 March 1979
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Proposed housing grant to first time home buyers
KW Housing
LE 5

AN AC 903
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 6/ 2
DA 30 March 1979
FO Memo
TO RR *
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Article in the Economist about Conservative Party election strategy
KW General Election, 1979/ Economist
LE 5

AN AC 904
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 6/ 3
DA 19 March 1979
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The Europe Card
SU James’ Callaghan’s European policy
KW Europe/ Callaghan, James
LE 5

AN AC 905
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 6/ 4
DA 17 January 1978
FO Correspondence
SU Miscellaneous correspondence and other material related
to the Centre for Environmental Studies’ Conference on a Registered Landlord System
KW Centre for Environmental Studies/ Housing
LE 5

AN AC 906
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 6/ 5
DA n.d.
FO Notes
TI Cost of under-maintenance in privately rented housing sector (England, Wales, and Scotland)
SU Under-maintenance in housing
KW Housing
LE 5

AN AC 907
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 6/ 6
DA n.d.
FO Paper
TI Sponsored Home Ownership. Public-private Collaboration
SU Labour Government housing policy
KW Housing
LE 5

AN AC 908
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 6/ 7
DA 16 October 1974
FO Paper
TI The "Bromely Custom" - Homes for Sale
SU Housing Policy
KW Housing
LE 5

AN AC 909
CN AR LG, CS & H/ [Box 18]/ 6/ 8
DA n.d.
FO Paper
TI Land Policy and the Housebuilder
SU Housing policy
KW Housing
LE 5

AN AC 910 [= AC 912-931]
CN AR M/ N10 [Box 19]
SE A2 2
DA 1974-82
FO Memos/ Correspondence
TI Memos to No. 10 1982--
SU Most of the memos and papers relate to government structure and organisation
KW Government
CO Box nineteen
LE 3

AN AC 911 [= AC 912-918]
CN AR M/ N10 [Box 19]/ 1
DA 1975-1978
FO Papers/ Charts/ Articles
SU Miscellaneous material dealing largely with economics
KW Economics/ Price, Terrence/ Hoskyns, John
CO Folder number one in box nineteen
LE 4

AN AC 912
CN AR M/ N10 [Box 19]/ 1/ 1
DA 1 October 1974
FO Chart
FR John Hoskyns
TI A view of the UKW Economic Problem
SU Flow chart representation of British economy
KW Economics
LE 5

AN AC 913
CN AR M/ N10 [Box 19]/ 1/ 2
DA 29 August 1975
FO Paper  
FR Terrence Price  
TI Operating a Technological Economy  
SU Notes for lecture at British Association/ Government economic policy  
KW Economics/ National Economic Development Organisation/ British Association  
LE 5

AN AC 914  
CN AR M/ N10 [Box 19]/ 1/ 3  
DA August 1975  
FO Article  
FR Terrence Price  
SU Failure of post-war British economy  
KW Economics  
LE 5

AN AC 915  
CN AR M/ N10 [Box 19]/ 1/ 4  
DA 14 October 1975  
FO Memo  
FR John Hoskyns  
TI Policy-Making for the Next Conservative Government  
SU Objectives for Conservative government/ Appears to be meant to accompany a flow chart, probably the one present in this folder  
KW Economics  
LE 5

AN AC 916  
CN AR M/ N10 [Box 19]/ 1/ 5  
DA 19 October 1975  
FO Memo  
SU Appears to be a cover note to a group of essays dealing with economics, probably those in this folder  
KW Economics  
LE 5

AN AC 917  
CN AR M/ N10 [Box 19]/ 1/ 6  
DA 17 February 1976  
FO Notes  
FR Terrence Price  
TI Outlines Notes for a Talk on INstitutions and the Economy, to be Given by Terrence Price at the Embassy Hotel, 17th February, 1976  
SU Institutions and economic change  
KW Economics  
LE 5
AN AC 918
CN AR M/ N10 [Box 19]/ 1/ 7
DA 1974-1978
FO Miscellaneous papers
SU Collection of Articles, notes, correspondence relating to economic policy
KW Economics/ Price, Terrence/ Hoskyns, John/ Stepping-Stones/ Centre for Policy Studies/ Conservative Party
LE 5

AN AC 919 [= AC 920-922]
CN AR M/ N10 [Box 19]/ /
DA 1980-1982
FO Memos/ Correspondence
SU Papers and memo on the Prime Minister's Office and the Pay Round Debate
KW Prime Minister's Office/ Pay Round Debate
CO Set of three items not in folder, following folder one in box nineteen
LE 4

AN AC 920
CN AR M/ N10 [Box 19]/ // 1
DA 1 November 1982
FO Correspondence/ Memo
TO Alfred Sherman/ John Hoskyns
FR Ray Whiney/ Richard Powell
SU Restructuring Cabinet Office
KW Prime Minister's Office/ Cabinet Office
LE 5

AN AC 921
CN AR M/ N10 [Box 19]/ // 2
DA 11 June 1982
FO Memo
TI Prime Minister's Office
SU Need for a Prime Minister's Office
KW Prime Minister's Office
LE 5

AN AC 922
CN AR M/ N10 [Box 19]/ // 3
DA 10 June 1980
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Pay Round Debate
SU Pay Round Debate
KW Pay Round Debate
LE 5

AN AC 923
CN AR M/ N10 [Box 19]/ 2
SE 1
DA 1981
FO Papers
TI Prime Minister's Office
SU Two papers dealing with need and structure of the Prime Minister's Office
KW Prime Ministers's Office
CO Folder number two in box nineteen/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item, because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 924 [= AC 925-930]
CN AR M/ N10 [Box 19]/ 3
DA 1980
FO Memos/ Papers
TI No. 10 Policy Unit
SU Memos and papers on the Public Pay Sector
KW Public Pay Sector
CO Folder number three in box nineteen
LE 4

AN AC 925
CN AR M/ N10 [Box 19]/ 3/ 1
DA 16 May 1980
FO Paper
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR John Hoskyns
TI Public Sector Pay
SU Public Sector pay
KW Public Sector Pay
LE 5

AN AC 926
CN AR M/ N10 [Box 19]/ 3/ 2
DA 30 May 1980
FO Paper
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR John Hoskyns
TI Relations with Trade Union Leaders
SU Pay Round Debate
KW Pay Round Debate / Trade Unions
LE 5

AN AC 927
CN AR M/ N10 [Box 19]/ 3/ 3
DA 19 June 1980
FO Paper
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR John Hoskyns
TI Pay Round Debate
SU Pay Round Debate
KW Pay Round Debate
LE 5

AN AC 928
CN AR M/ N10 [Box 19]/ 3/ 4
DA 25 June 1980
FO Paper
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR John Hoskyns
TI Public Sector Pay - E
SU Public Sector Pay
KW Public Sector Pay
LE 5
AN AC 929
CN AR M/ N10 [Box 19]/ 3/ 5
DA 21 July 1980
FO Paper
TI Is Public Expenditure Self-Indexing?
SU Public Sector Pay
KW Public Sector Pay/ Indexation
LE 5
AN AC 930
CN AR M/ N10 [Box 19]/ 3/ 6
DA 25 July 1980
FO Paper
TI The Pay Round Debate and the "Fear of Norms"
SU Pay Round Debate
KW Pay Round Debate
LE 5
AN AC 931
CN AR M/ N10 [Box 19]/ 4
DA 1975-1981
FO Papers/ Correspondence/ Memos
TI John Hoskyns. 10 Downing St.
SU Miscellaneous correspondence between Alfred Sherman and
John Hoskyns
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Hoskyns, John/ Policy Unit
CO Folder number three in nineteen/ Classified as a level five,
as well as a level four, item,
because of content
and structure of content
LE 4/ 5
AN AC 932 [= AC 933-934]
CN AR PM/ MC [Box 20]
SE A1
DA 1976-1983
FO Correspondence
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Prime Minister Misc. Corres.
SU Miscellaneous, brief correspondence between Alfred
Sherman
and Margaret
Thatcher and her aides
KW Thatcher, Margaret/ Sherman, Alfred
CO Box twenty
LE 3
AN AC 933
CN AR PM/ MC [Box 20]/ 1
SE A1-1
DA 1976-1980
FO Correspondence
TI Correspondence 1976-1980
SU Miscellaneous brief correspondence between Alfred
Sherman
and Margaret
Thatcher and her aides
KW Thatcher, Margaret/ Sherman, Alfred
CO Folder number one in Box twenty/ Classified as a level five,
as well as a level four, item,
because of content
and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 934
CN AR PM/ MC [Box 20]/ 2
SE A1-2
DA 1981-1983
FO Correspondence
TI Correspondence 1981-1983
SU Miscellaneous correspondence between Alfred Sherman and
Margaret Thatcher's aides, especially Ian Gow
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Thatcher, Margaret/ Gow, Ian
CO Folder number two in box twenty/ Classified as a level five,
as well as a level four, item,
because of content
and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 935 [ AC 937-961]
CN AR U1/ MISC [Box 21]
DA 1983-1988
FO Correspondence/ Papers/ Articles/ Press Clippings
TI Unlabelled
SU Miscellaneous topics
KW Education/ Emigration/ Abortion/ Media
LE 3

AN AC 936[ AC 937-944]
CN AR U1/ MISC [Box 21]/
DA 1985-1987
FO Correspondence/ Memos/ Articles/ Papers
SU Miscellaneous materials
CO Not in folder but loose at beginning of box twenty before
folder number one
LE 3

AN AC 937
CN AR U1/ MISC [Box 21]/ 1
DA 8 May 1985
FO Correspondence
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Federation of Conservative Students
KW Federation of Conservative Students/ Peter Walker
LE 5

AN AC 938
CN AR U1/ MISC[Box 21]/ 2
DA December 1986
FOMemo
FR Alfred Sherman
AN AC 946
CN AR U1/ MISC [Box 21]/ 2
DA 1983
FO Papers
SU Papers for the National Association of Pension Funds
KW Pensions/ National Association of Pension Funds
CO Folder number two in box twenty/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item, because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 947[ = AC 948-961]
CN AR U1/ MISC [Box 21]/ //
DA 1976-1988
FO Correspondence/ Articles/ Memos
SU Miscellaneous materials on a range of issues
CO Not in folder. Follows folder number two in box twenty
LE 4

AN AC 948
CN AR U1/ MISC [Box 21]/ /// 1
DA n.d.
FO note
SU Fragment of paper or memo on private sector
KW Private sector/ Economics
LE 5

AN AC 949
CN AR U1/ MISC [Box 21]/ /// 2
DA 5 May 1983
FO Paper
FR Alan Walters
TI Some Volte-Faces in Economics
SU Economic policy
KW Economics/ Monetarism
CO Three copies
LE 5

AN AC 950
CN AR U1/ MISC [Box 21]/ /// 3
DA 19 March 1981
FO Letter to Editor
TO Listener
FR Alfred Sherman
TI TV's responsibilities
SU David Dimbleby interview with Sherman about the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies/ Media/ Dimbleby, David
LE 5

AN AC 951
CN AR U1/ MISC [Box 21]/ /// 4
DA 1980
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Keynes at crunch point," Daily Telegraph
SU Post war economic policy
SU Miscellaneous materials on economic policy and pensions
KW Economic policy/ Pensions
CO Box number twenty-two
LE 3

AN AC 963
CN AR M/ E & P [Box 22]/ 1
DA 1980
FO Articles/ Correspondence
TI Economics (Monetarism, Index-Linking, Cuts)
SU Newspaper articles, mostly by Sherman, on economic topics/ Two letters to Sherman in response to his articles
KW Economics/ Monetarism/ Index-linking/ Sherman, Alfred/
Indexation/ Kennedy, Eamon/ Juby, Bernard A.
CO Folder number one in box twenty-two/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 964 [= AC 965-966]
CN AR M/ E & P [Box 22]/ 1
DA 1982(?)
FO Booklet/ Draft booklet
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Manuscript, Draft manuscript and notes for "Towards Resource Economics"
KW Economic policy/ Economics
CO Folder number two in box number twenty-two
LE 4

AN AC 965
CN AR M/ E & P [Box 22]/ 2/ 1
DA 1982(?)
FO Booklet
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Towards Resource Economics
SU Critique of economic theory
KW Economic policy/ Economics
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 966
CN AR M/ E & P [Box 22]/ 2
DA 1982(?)
FO Draft manuscript
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Towards Resource Economics
SU Manuscript, notes and related materials for "Towards Resource Economics"
KW Economic policy/ Economics
LE 5

AN AC 967
CN AR M/ E & P [Box 22]/ 3
DA 1976-1978
FO Source material/ Correspondence
SU Miscellaneous materials and correspondence related to
pensions and insurance
KW Pensions/ Insurance
CO Folder number three in box twenty-two/ Classified as a level
two, as well as a level four, item
because of content
and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 968 [= AC 969-972]
CN AR M/ E & P [Box 22]/ 4
DA 1982-1983
FO Papers/ Letters to the editor
TI Pensions 1982
SU Pensions
KW Pensions
LE 4

AN AC 969
CN AR M/ E & P [Box 22]/ 4/ 1
DA 29 March 1983
FO Paper
FR Nigel Vinson/ P. Darwin */ P. Chappell *
TI Personal and Portable Pensions - for All
SU Pension mobility
KW Pensions
LE 5

AN AC 970
CN AR M/ E & P [Box 22]/ 4/ 2
DA December 1982
FO Paper
FR Derek C. Bandey
TI A New Approach to Pensions
SU Pension policy
KW Pensions
LE 5

AN AC 971
CN AR M/ E & P [Box 22]/ 4/ 3
DA 6-8 December 1982
FO Paper
FR Mickey D. Levy
TI Reforming Income Security and Health Care for the
Elderly: The Need to Match Benefit Adequacy and Program Affordability
SU United States social insurance and health insurance
policy
KW Social Security (United States)
LE 5

AN AC 972
CN AR M/ E & P [Box 22]/ 4/ 4
DA May 1982 (?)
FO Letter to the editor
TO Times (?)
FR T. Roos/ J. Stockwell
TI Portable Pensions for all
SU Pension mobility
KW pensions
LE 5
AN AC 973
CN AR M/ PC [Box 23]
DA 1988-1989
FO Press clippings
TI Press Cuttings Extra Copies Sir Alfred's Articles from January 1989
SU A small collection of articles by Sherman and, apparently, of interest to him, on a variety of topics
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Centre for Policy Studies/ Blackstone, Tessa/ Institute for Policy Research
CO Note in box indicates that the collection is incomplete/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level three, item because of content and structure of content
LE 3/ 5

AN AC 974 [= AC 975-978]
CN AR M/ MISC2 [Box 24]
DA 1982-1984
FO Correspondence/ Papers
TI MISC2
SU Miscellaneous materials on a range of topics
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Centre for Policy Studies/ Policy Studies Institute/ Institute of Directors
LE 3

AN AC 975
CN AR M/ MISC2 [Box 24]/ 1
DA 8 May 1984
FO Correspondence
TO Lionel Bloch
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Sherman's disengagement from the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 976
CN AR M/ MISC2 [Box 24]/ 2
DA 1 February 1984
FO Correspondence
TO John Hoskyns (?)
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The I o D and I. Prelude to a mutual commitment
SU Proposal for Sherman's role with the Institute of Directors
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Institute of Directors
LE 5

AN AC 977
CN AR M/ MISC2 [Box 24]/ 3
DA 1982-1983
FO List
TI Participants in One or More of the Discussions
SU Names of participants in dinner discussion at the Policy Studies Institute between 1982-1983
TI Conversations on Policy/ Notes on a 1982-1983 series of informal Policy Studies Institute dinner-discussions about selected policy areas of general interest
SU Miscellaneous policy topics
KW Economy/ Employment/ Social Policy/ Education/ Science/ Technology/ Human relations/ Environment/ Arts/ Law/ Government Institutions/ European Economic Community/ Communications
LE 5

AN AC 979 [= AC 980-1008]
CN AR M/ MISC3 [Box 25]
DA 1980-1987
FO Papers/ Correspondence/ Photographs
TI MISC3
SU Miscellaneous, unrelated materials
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 3

AN AC 980
CN AR M/ MISC3 [Box 25]/ 1
DA n.d.
FO Photographs
SU Portraits and press photographs of Sherman
KW Sherman, Alfred
CO Folder number one in box twenty-five/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 981 [= AC 982-985]
CN AR M/ MISC3 [Box 25]/ 2
DA 1979-1984
FO Papers/ Correspondence
TI Sabbatical
KW Sherman, Alfred/ London School of Economics
LE 4

AN AC 982
CN AR M/ MISC3 [Box 25]/ 2/ 1-15
DA 1983-1984
FO Correspondence
SU Miscellaneous items related to Sherman's sabbatical from
Measure Your Words - Meaning of terms like jobs, unemployment, is no longer self-evident

Central America: Uncle Sam's Soft Underbelly - Europe's [illegible]

Note for John Hoskyns Deflation is Not Recession

Meeting of the Nationalised Industries Study Group held at the Centre for Policy Studies, 8 Wilfred Street, on 14 July 1983
AN AC 993
CN AR M/ MISC3 [Box 25]/ 3/ 2
DA n. d.
FO Paper
FR S. W. B. M. *
TI British Defence Policy for the Eighties
SU British Defence Policy
KW Defence policy
LE 5

AN AC 994
CN AR M/ MISC3 [Box 25]/ 3/ 3
DA 14 October 1983
FO Correspondence/ Periodical
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Colin M. Beer
SU Proposal from a new monthly Magazine, International Security
KW Terrorism/ Economics/ Internal Security Defence Review
CO Sample issue of Magazine attached
LE 5

AN AC 995
CN AR M/ MISC3 [Box 25]/ 4
DA 1983
FO Correspondence/ Pamphlets
SU Correspondence and related materials dealing with the Conservative Group for Homosexual Equality
KW Homosexuality/ Conservative Group for Homosexual Equality/ Family
CO Folder number four in box twenty-five/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 996[= AC 997-1003]
CN AR M/ MISC3 [Box 25]/ //
DA 1976-1987
FO Reports/ Correspondence/ Memo
SU Miscellaneous items
KW Land reclamation/ Housing/ Sherman, Alfred/ Media/ Radio
CO Found loose between folders four and five in box twenty-five
LE 4

AN AC 997
CN AR M/ MISC3 [Box 25]/ /// 1
DA February 1984
FO Report
SU Survey of derelict land in England
KW Land, derelict
LE 5

AN AC 998
CN AR M/ MISC3 [Box 25]/ /// 2
DA 30 June 1983
FO Report
TI Land Available for Housing, County of Gwent Second Review
30th June, 1983,
(Cardiff: Land Authority for Wales Awdurdod Tir Cymru)
SU List of available housing sites in Gwent
KW Housing
LE 5

AN AC 999
CN AR M/ MISC3 [Box 25]/ /// 3
DA 30 June 1984
FO Report
TI Circular 47/84 Joint Land Availability Study County of
West Glamorgan
30.6.84, (Cardiff: Land Authority for Wales Awdurdod Tir Cymru
SU Land available for housing
KW Housing
LE 5

AN AC 1000
CN AR M/ MISC3 [Box 25]/ /// 4
DA January 1986
FO Report
FR D. F. Davies
TI Reclamation of Derelict Land, The Willingsworth
Development
(Burberry Grange
Estate) (A Black Country Project) A Planning and Development. .
[sic] Case
History of Restoration to Private Residential Use, (Sandwell
Metropolitan
Borough Council)
SU Willingsworth Development
KW Land Reclamation/ Willingsworth Development
LE 5

AN AC 1002
CN AR M/ MISC3 [Box 25]/ /// 5
DA 18 June 1984
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Lord Bellwin *
SU Report by Trevor Morse on land reclamation
KW Land reclamation/ Morse, Trevor
LE 5

AN AC 1003
CN AR M/ MISC3 [Box 25]/ /// 6
DA 1984 (?)
FO Report
FR Roger Tym and Partners
TI Land Supply for Housing in Urban Areas, (Housing
Research Foundation
SU Availability of site for private housebuilding urban areas
KW Housing
LE 5

AN AC 1004
CN AR M/ MISC3 [Box 25]/ 5
DA 1978-1980
FO Correspondence/ Memos/ Curriculum Vitae
TI Employment, Pension Etc. Role in the CPS
SU Materials related to Sherman's role and financial arrangements with the Centre
for Policy Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Centre for Policy Studies/ Joseph, Keith
CO Bound folder number five in box twenty-five/ Contains a useful self-description of Sherman in a memo to Joseph dated 22 November 1978/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 1005 [= AC 1006-1008]
CN AR M/ MISC3 [Box 25]/ ///
DA 1976-1987
FO Papers
SU Miscellaneous papers
KW Radio/ Media/ Intellectuals
CO Loose papers found after folder five in box twenty-five
LE 4

AN AC 1006
CN AR M/ MISC3 [Box 25]/ //// 1
DA October 1976
FO Memo
FR Alfred Sherman
TI European Right-Centre Intellectual Exchanges
SU Extension of the Centre for Policy Studies' activities into Europe
KW Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 1007
CN AR M/ MISC3 [Box 25]/ //// 2
DA 6 July 1987
FO Paper
FR Alfred Sherman
TI A Response to "Radio: Choice and Opportunities (HMSO Cm92)"
SU Private national radio channels
KW Radio/ Media/ BBC
LE 5

AN AC 1008
CN AR M/ MISC3 [Box 25]/ //// 3
DA Spring 1987
FO Proposal
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Policy Search Media Monitoring Project
SU The establishment of a privately funded media monitoring unit
KW Media/ Media monitoring project/ Hanna, Vincent/ Rees Mogg, William/ Coulter, Ian
CO Three copies
LE 5

AN AC 1009 [= AC 1011-1023]
CN AR M/ MISC4 [Box 26]
DA 1972-1984
FO Papers/ Correspondence/ Articles
TI MISC4
SU Miscellaneous Papers, article and correspondence
KW Education/ Economics/ Land reclamation/ Land institute
CO Box number twenty-six
LE 3

AN AC 1010 [= AC 1011-1021]
CN AR M/ MISC4 [Box 26]/ 1
DA 1972-1984
FO Papers/ Correspondence/ Articles/ Notes
TI Present Study
SU Correspondence, notes and articles dealing principally with education and economics
KW Education/ Economics
CO Folder number one in box twenty-six
LE 4

AN AC 1011
CN AR M/ MISC4 [Box 26]/ 1/ 1
DA 1984
FO Correspondence/ Minutes/ Memos
TI Education Seminar
SU A collection of materials related to the Education-strategy Seminar Sherman presented at the London School of Economics in 1984
KW Education/ Education-strategy seminar/ Peace studies
CO Items were assembled in a folder placed inside folder number one in box twenty-six
LE 5

AN AC 1012
CN AR M/ MISC4 [Box 26]/ 1/ 2
DA 25 October 1983
FO Note
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Beyond Monetarism"
SU note on aims of study of same name
KW Monetarism
LE 5
AN AC 1013
CN AR M/ MISC4 [Box 26]/ 1/ 3
DA 11 February 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Alex Rubner
SU Discussion of approaches to Sherman's proposed study on future growth sectors of the economy
KW Economics/ Economic growth
LE 5

AN AC 1014
CN AR M/ MISC4 [Box 26]/ 1/ 4
DA 28 November 1978
FO Correspondence
TO Keith Joseph
FR P. K. Berry *
SU Request for advance copy of paper which Joseph was to present to Manchester Statistical Society 19 January 1979
KW Manchester Statistical Society/ Joseph Keith
CO Note in Joseph's hand on face of item: "AS prepare text please"
LE 5

AN AC 1015
CN AR M/ MISC4 [Box 26]/ 1/ 5
DA 26 October 1978
FO Paper
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Measure Your Words" - Meaning of terms like, jobs, unemployment, investment, is no longer self-evident
SU Political terminology
KW Political thought/ Employment
CO Draft of paper delivered by Joseph to Manchester Statistical Society 19 January 1979
LE 5

AN AC 1016
CN AR M/ MISC4 [Box 26]/ 1/ 6
DA 18 July 1978
FO Memo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI For the Mancunians
SU Joseph's paper for the Manchester Statistical Society delivered 19 January 1979
KW Manchester Statistical Society
LE 5

AN AC 1017
CN AR M/ MISC4 [Box 26]/ 1/ 7-15
DA 1980-1983
FO Articles/ Essays
SU Miscellaneous copies of articles on economics
AN AC 1030
CN AR M/ MISC5 [Box 27]/ 3
DA 1982(?)
FO Report
FR Alfred Sherman (?)
TI Quangos
SU Abolition of Quangos by Conservative Government
KW Quangos/ Conservative Government
CO Folder number three in box twenty-seven/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 1031
CN AR M/ MISC5 [Box 27]/ 4
DA 1977-1978
FO Research Materials
TI Quangos
SU Various research materials about Quangos
KW Quangos
CO Folder number four in box twenty-seven/ Second folder in box with same title/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 1032 [= AC 1033-1037]
CN AR M/ MISC5 [Box 27]/ /
DA 1979-1983
FO Papers/ Minutes/ Memos/ Notes
SU Miscellaneous, unrelated items
KW Labour Movement/ Centre for Policy Studies
CO Found loose after folder four in box twenty-seven
LE 4

AN AC 1033
CN AR M/ MISC5 [Box 27]/ // 1
DA 29 November 1979
FO Paper
FR Alfred Sherman(?)
TI Know the Labour Movement!
SU Need for Conservative to develop a better understanding of the labour movement
KW Labour movement/ Conservatism
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 1034
CN AR M/ MISC5 [Box 27]/ // 2
DA 1984(?)
FO Note
FR Alfred Sherman
TI real groups
SU Status of Policy Study Groups at the Centre for Policy
Studies after
Sherman's departure
KW Centre for Policy Studies/ Policy Study Groups/ Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 1035
CN AR M/ MISC5 [Box 27]/ // 3
DA n. d.
FO Correspondence
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Page two of a letter which appears to deal with
arrangements
surrounding
Sherman's departure from the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Centre for Policy Studies
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 1036
CN AR M/ MISC5 [Box 27]/ // 4
DA 14 April 1983
FO Memo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
TI New Budget for the Centre for Policy Studies
SU Proposal to increase the Centre for Policy Studies'
level
of funding
KW Centre for Policy Studies, finance
CO Three copies
LE 5

AN AC 1037
CN AR M/ MISC5 [Box 27]/ // 5
DA 13 December 1983
FO Minutes
TI Meeting of the Directors
SU Minutes of meeting
KW Centre for Policy Studies/ Centre for Policy Studies,
Publications/ Centre for Policy Studies, Policy Study Groups
LE 5

AN AC 1038 [= AC 1043-1060]
CN AR M/ MISC6 [Box 28]
DA 1975-1983
FO Research Materials
TI MISC6
SU Miscellaneous research materials
KW Policy/ Labour/ Industrial policy/ Housing/ Land
reclamation
LE 3

AN AC 1043
CN AR M/ MISC6 [Box 28]/ 1/ 1
DA n. d.
FO Paper
TI Application of the "AMOS" Concept of Semi-Independent
Franchised Labour
SU Franchised labour
KW Labour, franchised/ AMOS Ltd./ Transport
LE 5

AN AC 1042 [= AC 1043-1044]
CN AR M/ MISC [Box 28]/ 1
DA n. d.
FO Papers
SU Two items related to private sector innovations in labour policy
KW Labour, franchised/ Trade unions
LE 4

AN AC 1044
CN AR M/ MISC [Box 28]/ 1
DA n. d.
FO Paper
TI Participation in the Equity of Service Industry Companies: A Trade Union Policy Option
SU Participation of trade unions in the ownership of service ownership
KW Trade unions/ Service industry/ AMOS Ltd.
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 1045
CN AR M/ MISC [Box 28]/ 2
DA 1982-1983
FO Memos/ Correspondence
TI Industry Paper
SU Correspondence related to a study by A. W. Houston, on behalf of the Centre for Policy Studies on mergers and managements buyouts
KW Industrial Policy/ Mergers/ Management buyouts/ Houston, A. W.
CO Folder number two in box twenty-eight/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 1046 [= AC 1047-1058]
CN AR M/ MISC [Box 28]/ 3
DA 1982-1984
FO Correspondence
SU Miscellaneous correspondence
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Centre for Policy Studies
CO Folder number three in box twenty-eight
LE 4

AN AC 1047
CN AR M/ MISC [Box 28]/ 3/ 1
DA 1983-1984
FO Correspondence
SU A collection of items dealing with arrangement for Sherman's
appearance in
BBC TV’s “People and Power” and BBFO Radio’s “Any Questions”
KW Sherman, Alfred/ "People in Power"/ "Any Questions"
LE 5

AN AC 1048
CN AR M/ MISC6 [Box 28]/ 3/ 2
DA 18 January 1984
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Brenda Utting
SU CTU * [Congress of Trade Unions?]
KW CTU *
LE 5

AN AC 1049
CN AR M/ MISC6 [Box 28]/ 3/ 3
DA 8 December 1982
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Michael Spicer
SU Relationship between Conservative Party and the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Conservative Party/ Centre for Policy Studies/ Cropper, Peter/ Mount, Ferdinand
LE 5

AN AC 1050
CN AR M/ MISC6 [Box 28]/ 3/ 4
DA 31 August 1982
FO Correspondence
TO J. B. Shepard
FR Nathalie Brooke
SU Placement of evidence given by the Centre for Policy Studies before the Committee on Enforcement Powers of the Revenue Departments in the Public Records Office
KW Centre for Policy Studies/ Committee on Enforcement Powers of the Revenue Departments
LE 5

AN AC 1051
CN AR M/ MISC6 [Box 28]/ 3/ 5
DA 14 September 1982
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Lynda * [conservative research dept.]
SU Thanks for a chart from the Centre for Policy Studies on economics
KW Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 1052
CN AR M/ MISC6 [Box 28]/ 3/ 6
DA n. d.
FO Correspondence
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Page two of a letter appearing to deal with a change of
Sherman’s duties at
the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 1053
CN AR M/ MISC6 [Box 28]/ 3/ 7
DA 30 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Sherman’s sabbatical
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 1054
CN AR M/ MISC6 [Box 28]/ 3/ 8
DA 29 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Nathalie Brooke
SU Cryptic letter about condition of Sherman’s
sabbatical
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 1055
CN AR M/ MISC6 [Box 28]/ 3/ 9
DA 6 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Lord Bellwin *
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Local Government and Housing Policy Study Group
KW Local Government and Housing Policy Study Group
LE 5

AN AC 1056
CN AR M/ MISC6 [Box 28]/ 3/ 10
DA 13 July 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Robert Flach
SU Cooperation between the Centre for Policy Studies and
the
Conservative
Research Department
KW Centre for Policy Studies/ Conservative Research Department
LE 5

AN AC 1057
CN AR M/ MISC6 [Box 28]/ 3/ 11
DA 23 March 1982
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Richard Rose
SU Thanks for copy of "The Job Support Machine"
KW Centre for the Study of Public Policy
LE 5
AN AC 1058
CN AR M/ MISC6 [Box 28]/ 3/ 12
DA 13 January 1984
FO Correspondence
TO Michael Noar
FR Allan Dashwood
SU European Community Policy Study Group
KW European Community Policy Study Group/ Argonauts
LE 5

AN AC 1059
CN AR M/ MISC6 [Box 28]/ 4
DA 1976
FO Correspondence
SU Correspondence regarding a proposed series of joint seminars with the Fabian Society, Centre for Studies of Social Policy and the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Economics/ Fabian Society/ Common Ground
CO Folder number four in box twenty-eight/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 44/ 5

AN AC 1060
CN AR M/ MISC6 [Box 28]/ //
DA 1984-1986
FO Research Material/ Correspondence
SU Research material dealing with reclamation of derelict land for housing
KW Land reclamation/ Derelict land/ Housing
CO Loose papers found after folder number four in box twenty-eight/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 1061 [= AC 1063-1151]
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]
DA 1978-1987
FO Correspondence/ Minutes/ Research Materials/ Notes
TI MISC7
SU Miscellaneous materials on a range of topics
CO Box number twenty-nine
LE 3

AN AC 1062 [= AC 1063-1084]
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 1
DA 1978-1984
FO Correspondence/ Notes/ Research Materials
SU Miscellaneous items
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Centre for Policy Studies/ Interthought/ Industrial policy/ Labour policy
CO Folder number one in box twenty-nine
LE 4
AN AC 1063
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 1/ 1
DA December 1983
FO Research Material/ Pamphlet/ Command Paper
TI Regional Industrial Development, (London: HMSO), Cmnd. 9111
SU Regional industrial policy
KW Industrial policy
LE 5

AN AC 1064
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 1/ 2
DA 30 May 1984
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Vernon Bogdanor
SU Request for copy of Sherman's LSE lecture on the organisation of central government
KW Central government
LE 5

AN AC 1065
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 1/ 3
DA 23 August 1984
FO Correspondence
TO John Peterson
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Central American and Venezuelan gold-mining/ Policy Search/ Sherman, Alfred
KW Policy Search
LE 5

AN AC 1066
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 1/ 4
DA 20 June 1984
FO Minutes
FR David S. Pritchard
TI Minutes of a Meeting Held at 12 Golden Square on Thursday 14 June at 12:45 PM
SU Initiation of a defence matters study group
KW Defence policy
LE 5

AN AC 1067
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 1/ 5
FO Correspondence
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The future of our association
SU Nature of Sherman's advisory relationship with Thatcher after his disengagement from the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Thatcher, Margaret
LE 5
FR Alfred Sherman (?)
TI Menu of Medium Term Issues
SU Important political of 1983
KW Social policy/ Labour policy/ Economic policy/ Government
LE 5

AN AC 1074
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 1/ 12
DA 1979
FOMemo
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman (?)
TI Notes - Towards a Re-Structuring of the CPS
SU Restructuring of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 1075
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 1/ 13
DA n. d.
FOMemo
FR Alfred Sherman (?)
TI Early thoughts on post-election strategies
SU Consolidation of Conservative Party's position after the 1979 election victory
KW Conservative Government/ 1979 General Election
LE 5

AN AC 1076
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 1/ 14
DA 13 July 1977
FOMemo
TO Keith Joseph
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Territorial Army of Advisers
SU Recruiting ministerial advisors in anticipation of a Conservative victory in the 1979 General Election
KW Advisors
LE 5

AN AC 1077
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 1/ 15
DA 17 July 1983
FOCorrespondence
TO David Wolfson
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Richard King and the CPS dispute
SU Circumstance leading to Sherman leaving the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Centre for Policy Studies/ King, Richard/ Thomas, Hugh
LE 5

AN AC 1078
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 1/ 16
DA n. d.
FOMemo
FR Alfred Sherman (?)
TI The Labour Party - Opportunity, Mutual Lack of Knowledge, Lack of Channels
SU Proposed establishment of a body to study the Labour Party
KW Labour Party
LE 5

AN AC 1079
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 1/ 17
DA n. d.
FO memo
SU Pages two and three of a three page memo describing the purpose of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 1080
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 1/ 18
DA n. d.
FO Note
TI Terms of Reference for Alfred Sherman
SU Appears to be list of duties and responsibilities of Sherman drawn up during the early days of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 1081
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 1/ 19
DA 26 July 1983
FO Correspondence
TO David Wolfson
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Hugh Thomas' behaviour
KW Thomas, Hugh
LE 5

AN AC 1082
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 1/ 20
DA 21 January 1984
FO Article
TI "Mrs. Thatcher starts to plan for her third term,"
Economist, p. 19
SU History and current activities of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 1083
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 1/ 21
DA n. d. (1984?)
FO Note
SU Sherman's future plans after leaving the Centre for Policy
Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 1084
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 1/ 22
DA 5 December 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Trevor Morse
SU Request from Morse for job contacts
KW Morse, Trevor
LE 5

AN AC 1085 [= AC 1086-1111]
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 2
DA 1981-1984
FO Correspondence/ Articles
SU Miscellaneous items
KW Sherman, Alfred
CO Folder number two box twenty-nine
LE 4

AN AC 1086
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 2/ 1
DA 22 March 1984
FO Correspondence
TO Janet Woolf
FR Jane Burrows
SU List of invitees to Sherman's lecture at the London
School
of Economics 1
May 1984
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 1087
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 2/ 2
DA 23 March 1984
FO Bibliography
TO Anne Burns
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Snape letters
SU List of articles by Sherman
KW Sherman, Alfred
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 1088
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 2/ 3
DA March 1984
FO Article
FR Alan Walters
TI "How to Reduce the Burden of Debt--Honestly!" The AEI
Economist, pp. 1-7
SU Trading in United States Treasury bonds and bills
KW United States Treasury instruments/ United States federal debt
LE 5
AN AC 1089
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 2/ 4
DA 26 May 1981
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman(?)
TI Sir Terence's Camel
SU Confederation of British Industry
KW Confederation of British Industry
LE 5

AN AC 1090
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 2/ 5
DA 28 February 1984
FO Correspondence
TO Mary Price
FR Jane Burrows
SU Sherman's forthcoming appearance on Any Questions
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Any Questions
LE 5

AN AC 1091
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 2/ 6
DA 20 March 1984
FO Correspondence
TO Nathalie Brooke
FR Jane Burrows
SU Invoice from Peter Carter-Ruck and Partners/ Request for copy of Walter, Alan, "Role of Economic Advisors"
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Walters, Alan
LE 5

AN AC 1092
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 2/ 7
DA n. d.
FO Note
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Note
SU Derelict land
KW Land reclamation/ Derelict land
LE 5

AN AC 1093
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 2/ 8
DA 9 April 1984
FO Memo
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Derelict land
KW Derelict land/ Land reclamation
LE 5

AN AC 1094
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 2/ 9
DA April 1984
FO Memo
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The BBC. What can be done?
SU BBC
AN AC 1095
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 2/ 10
DA 6 April 1984
FO Correspondence
TO R. Dahrendorf *
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Extension of Sherman's academic visitorship at the
London
School of
Economics
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 1096
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 2/ 11
DA 8 April 1984
FO memo
TO Trevor Morse
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Attention Trevor Morse
SU Derelict land
KW Derelict land/ Land reclamation
LE 5

AN AC 1097
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 2/ 12
DA n. d.
FO Notes
TI Replies to questions
SU Appears to be a researcher's report on the history of
Glastonbury Abby
KW Glastonbury Abby
LE 5

AN AC 1098
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 2/ 13
DA 17 April 1984
FO Correspondence
TO Caroline Cox
FR Jane Burrows
SU Peace studies project
KW Peace studies
LE 5

AN AC 1099
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 2/ 14
DA 1984(?)
FO Autobiographical sketch
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Sir Alfred Sherman as he would like to see himself
SU Alfred Sherman
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 1100
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 2/ 15
SU Miscellaneous items
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Centre for Policy Studies
CO Papers found loose between folders two and three
LE 4

AN AC 1113
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ // 1
DA 4 July 1983
FO Notes
TO David Wolfson/ Elizabeth Cottrell
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Notes for DW and EC on the CPS Annual Report, prepared Feb. 1983
SU Status of Policy Study Groups
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Policy Study Groups/ Policy Study Groups
LE 5

AN AC 1114
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ // 2
DA August 1978
FONotes
FR Alfred Sherman (?)
TI Notes from Professor Sykes
SU Acquisition of trade union association of Members of Parliament
KW Trade unions
LE 5

AN AC 1115
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ // 3
DA 24 August 1978
FONotes
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Institute for Labour Studies: Proposal to Found
SU Institute for Labour Studies
KW Institute for Labour Studies
LE 5

AN AC 1116
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ // 4
DA 20 October 1983
FONote/ Illustration
TI "Londoner's Diary: Argonauts adieu to Alfred," Standard, p. 6
SU Farewell dinner for Sherman on his departure from the Centre for Policy Studies/ Caricature of Sherman by Andrzej Krauze
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Centre for Policy Studies/ Argonauts
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 1117
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ // 5
DA 20 June 1983
FONotes
TO Members of the Argonauts Study Group
FR Michael Noar
TI Argonauts Lunch, 24 June 1983
SU Luncheon arrangements to avoid photographers
KW Argonauts
LE 5

AN AC 1118
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ / 6
DA 12 January 1983
FOMemo
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Appears to be topics for study under the funding of the
Grussgott Trust
KW Grussgott Trust
LE 5

AN AC 1119
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ / 7
DA 28 February 1983
FOMinutes
TI Centre for Policy Studies Report of Speeches at the Annual
Meeting
SU Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 1120 [= AC 1121-1137]
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 3
DA 1976-1984
FOCorrespondence/ Papers/ Ephemera
SU Range of items on miscellaneous topics
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Miners' Strike/ Greater London Council/
Social Democratic Party
CO Folder number three in box twenty-nine
LE 4

AN AC 1121
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 3/ 1-25
DA 1984
FOCorrespondence/ Ephemera
SU Miscellaneous items dealing largely with office
correspondence and day to
day matters
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Any Questions/ Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 1122
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 3/ 26
DA June 1984
FONewsletter
TI Association of Political Risk Analysts, European
Region,
No. 2.
SU Activities of the Association of Political Risk
Analysts
KW Association of Political Risk Analysts/ Biggs, David James
LE 5
AN AC 1123
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 3/ 27
DA 10 May 1984
FOMinutes
FR Alfred Sherman (?)
TI Friends of Public Transport Seminar held on Thursday, 10 may 1984, at 5.00pm at the London School of Economics
SU Public transport
KW Transport/ Transport, public/ Friends of Public Transport
CO Marked "Draft"/ Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 1124
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 3/ 28
DA n.d.
FOPaper
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The CPRS's 13-Year life-cycle
SU Conservative Party Research Service
KW Conservative Party Research Service
CO Some research materials for paper attached to manuscript
LE 5

AN AC 1125
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 3/ 29
DA 10 June 1984
FOArticle
FR Alan Osborn
TI "Tory Think-Tank Unveils Its 20-Year Vision For Europe,"
SU Centre for Policy Studies' strategy for the Common Market
KW Common Market/ Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 1126
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 3/ 30
DA 21 October 1976
FOPress Release
FR Conservative Central Office
TI Dismounting from the Tiger: Wage Bargaining in the Post-Inflationary Era
SU Extracts from a speech by Keith Joseph on wage bargaining and monetarist policy
KW Joseph, Keith/ Wage bargaining/ Monetarism
LE 5

AN AC 1127
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 3/ 31
DA 12 June 1984
FOArticle
FR Caroline Cox
TI If education must be cut, why not poly-anarchists first?
SU A proposal to close down the North London Polytechnic
KW Education/ North London Polytechnic
CO Three copies
LE 5

AN AC 1128
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 3/ 32
DA 16 July 1984
FOMemo
FR Douglas Eden
SU Intimidation in the National Union of Mineworkers
KW National Union of Mineworkers
LE 5

AN AC 1129
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 3/ 33-35
DA 1-9 May 1984
FOPress Releases
FR Social Democratic Party
SU Statements by Douglas Eden,, SDP Alliance Candidate for the European Parliament on the Miners' Strike
KW Miners' Strike/ Eden, Douglas
LE 5

AN AC 1130
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 3/ 34
DA 1984 (?)
FOResearch material
FR Alfred Sherman (?)
TI Affiliation of Miners Branches to Barnsley C. L. P.
SU History of miners's support of the Barnsley Constituency Labour Party
KW Miners' Strike/ Barnsley Constituency Labour Party
CO Illegible note on bottom of second page gives source of data
LE 5

AN AC 1131
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 3/ 35-38
DA 8 December 1980 - 9 April 1982
FOArticles/ Research Materials
SU Miscellaneous articles, from the Barnsley Chronicle, about the miners' political influence
KW Miners
LE 5

AN AC 1132
CN AR M/ MISC7 [Box 29]/ 3/ 39
DA 24 November 1980
FOMinutes
FR National Union of Mineworkers
TI Ordinary Council Meeting held at the Miners's Offices, Barnsley on Monday 24th November, 1980
SU Adherence to Union policy
Notice of meeting of delegates of the National Union of Mineworkers prior to the Annual General Meeting of the Barnsley Constituency Labour Party

Arthur Scargill's opposition to the reselection of Peter Hardy

Influence of the National Union of Mineworkers in the Labour Party

Sherman's fees for consultancy on a proposed privatisation policy project in the Philippines

Mr. Schaeffer *

Sherman, Alfred/ Webley, Simon/ Schaeffer */ Philippines

Two copies

Annie Schaeffer *

Sherman, Alfred/ Webley, Simon/ Schaeffer */ Philippines

Two copies
The f

The future of Study Groups
SU The Centre for Policy Studies' Policy Study Groups
KW Centre for Policy Studies/ Centre for Policy Studies, Policy Study Groups
LE 5

Clerical/Secretarial Work Load (post 15.7.80)
SU Secretarial requirements for Centre for Policy Studies'
Policy Study Groups
and Forums
KW Centre for Policy Studies, administration
LE 5

Yugoslavia Letters & information to Alfred Sherman
SU Asylum for Aleska Djilas
KW Djilas, Aleska/ Sherman, Alfred/ Yugoslavia
CO Folder number five in box twenty-nine/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

Yugoslavia - Articles by Alfred Sherman
SU Articles by Sherman about Yugoslavia
KW Yugoslavia/ Tito
CO Folder number six in box twenty-nine
LE 4
Articles
TI MISC 8
SU Miscellaneous items many dealing with education
KW Education
CO Box number thirty
LE 3

AN AC 1162 [= AC 1163-1164]
CN AR M/ MISC8 [Box 30]/ /
DA 1976
FO Press Releases/ Articles
SU Miscellaneous items
KW Entrepreneurship/ Jewish vote
CO Loose papers found before folder one in box thirty
LE 4

AN AC 1163
CN AR M/ MISC8 [Box 30]/ // 1
DA 30 October 1976
FO Press Release
FR Conservative Central Office
TI The Job-Creators: The Missing Dimension in Our Economic Thinking
SU Entrepreneurship and job creation
KW Entrepreneurship/ Joseph, Keith
LE 5

AN AC 1164
CN AR M/ MISC8 [Box 30]/ // 2
DA n. d.
FO Article/ Book Review
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "The Jewish Vote"?
SU Review of Alderman, Geoffrey, The Jewish Community in British Politics,
(Oxford: OUP)
KW Jews/ Jewish vote/ Alderman, Geoffrey
LE 5

AN AC 1165 [= AC 1165-1176]
CN AR M/ MISC8 [Box 30]/ 1
DA 1962-1982
FO Articles
TI Foreign Affairs
SU Articles about foreign affairs
KW Foreign policy
CO Folder number one in box thirty
LE 4

AN AC 1166
CN AR M/ MISC8 [Box 30]/ 1/ 1
DA 31 August 1962
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "Cuba: The Castro Dream," The Spectator, pp. 297-300
SU Communism in Cuba
KW Castro/ Cuba
LE 5
Re-Appraisal
SU Middle Eastern Nationalism
KW Middle Eastern Nationalism/ Middle East
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 1173
CN AR M/ MISC8 [Box 30]/ 1/ 10
DA May 1982
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI "World Opinion": The Brownie-Points Foot-rule
SU Effect of public opinion on international politics
KW Public opinion/ World opinion
LE 5

AN AC 1174
CN AR M/ MISC8 [Box 30]/ 1/ 11
DA n. d.
FO Article
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Tito--A Reluctant Revisionist
SU Tito
KW Tito/ Yugoslavia
CO Chapter Eighteen of an unspecified book/ Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 1175
CN AR M/ MISC8 [Box 30]/ 1/ 12-13
DA n. d.
FO Paper
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Hong Kong 2,000 AD, Parts I & II
SU Immigration from Hong Kong
KW Hong Kong/ Immigration/ British Nationality Bill
LE 5

AN AC 1176
CN AR M/ MISC8 [Box 30]/ 1/ 14
DA n. d.
FO Paper
FR Aleph Shem [Alfred Sherman]
TI The Far East is Near, V
SU Hong Kong
KW Far East/ Hong Kong
LE 5

AN AC 1178
CN AR M/ MISC8 [Box 30]/ 2
DA March-May 1984
FO Correspondence/ Articles/ Notes/ Speech
SU Items related to Sherman's speech on "Leadership and Advisership" given at the London School of Economics 1 May 1984
KW Advisership/ Civil Service/ Government
CO Folder number two in box thirty/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content
and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 1179
CN AR M/ MISC8 [Box 30]/ 3
DA 1973-1983
FO Correspondence/ Research Materials
TI (AS) Education ARTIC/copies
SU Miscellaneous items related to education policy
KW Education
CO Folder number three in box thirty/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 1180
CN AR M/ MISC8 [Box 30]/ 4
DA 1982-1983
FO Correspondence/ Articles/ Research Materials
TI STUDENT
SU Miscellaneous items regarding university student affairs and finance
KW Education/ Federation of Conservative Students
CO Folder number four in box thirty/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 1181 [= AC 1182-1184]
CN AR M/ MISC8 [Box 30]/ 5
DA 1974-1981
FO Correspondence/ Papers
TI Education
SU Miscellaneous items dealing with education
KW Education
CO Folder number five in box thirty
LE 4

AN AC 1182
CN AR M/ MISC8 [Box 30]/ 5/ 1
DA n. d.
FO Correspondence
FR Foundation for Education with Production
SU Invitation to participate in conference "Has work a future? - Alternative strategies for work and education"
KW Education
LE 5

AN AC 1183
CN AR M/ MISC8 [Box 30]/ 5/ 2
DA 26 November 1981
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Auriol Stevens
SU Centre for Policy Studies' education publications
KW Centre for Policy Studies, publications/ Education
LE 5

AN AC 1184
CN AR M/ MISC8 [Box 30]/ 5/ 3
DA 28 June 1974
FO Article
FR Alan Maynard
TI Vouchers for Education
SU Voucher finance for education
KW Education
LE 5

AN AC 1185[ = AC 1187-1208]
CN AR EW [Box 31]
DA 1973-1983
FO Correspondence/ Articles/ Speeches/ Memos
TI Eden to Weidenfeld
SU Miscellaneous items on a broad range of topics
KW Webster, David/ Jones, R. V. */ Garrett, Leslie
CO Box number thirty-one/ TI of box is not an accurate
description of contents/ Box contains two empty folders named
"Douglas Eden" and "Sir
Ian Gilmour"
LE 3

AN AC 1186 [= AC 1187-1196]
CN AR EW [Box 31]/ 1
DA 1978-1983
FO Correspondence/ Articles/ Speeches
TI David Webster
SU Miscellaneous items many of them involving David Webster
KW Webster, David
LE 4

AN AC 1187
CN AR EW [Box 31]/ 1/ 1
DA 8 February 1980
FO Article
FR David Wood
SU Gilmour's Oxford lecture on Conservatism
KW Gilmour, Ian/ Conservatism
CO Two copies
LE EW [Box 31]5/ 1

AN AC 1188
CN AR EW [Box 31]/ 1/ 2
DA 7 February 1980
FO Speech
TI Lecture at the Cambridge Union on 7th February 1980
SU Conservatism
KW Conservatism
LE 5

AN AC 1189
CN AR EW [Box 31]/ 1/ 3
DA 23 November 1978
FO Memo
FR Alfred Sherman (?)
SU Gilmour, Ian, "Inside Right"
KW Gilmour, Ian/ Conservatism/ "Inside Right"/ Incomes policy
LE 5

AN AC 1190
CN AR EW [Box 31]/ 1/ 4
DA n. d.
FO Memo
SU Ian Gilmour's speech at Oxford about Conservatism
KW Gilmour, Ian/ Conservatism
LE 5

AN AC 1191
CN AR EW [Box 31]/ 1/ 5
DA n. d.
FO Memo
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Extremists of the Left - Revolutionary
Marxist-Leninists,
Communists with a
Small "c" Etc.
SU Cover note for enclosure with articles by Douglas Eden
KW Eden, Douglas
CO Four copies
LE 5

AN AC 1192
CN AR EW [Box 31]/ 1/ 6
DA 1 June 1983
FO Article
FR Douglas Eden
TI Extremism in the Labour Party
SU Collection of articles by Eden relating to extreme
left-wing influences in
the Labour Party
KW Labour Party/ Left
CO Four copies
LE 5

AN AC 1193
CN AR EW [Box 31]/ 1/ 7
DA 18 February 1980
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Antony Flew
SU Comments on Ian Gilmour's Oxford speech on
Conservatism
KW Conservatism/ Gilmour, Ian
LE 5

AN AC 1194
CN AR EW [Box 31]/ 1/ 8
DA 21 February 1980
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR S.L. Andreski *
SU Comments on Ian Gilmour's Oxford speech on
Conservatism
KW Gilmour, Ian/ Conservatism/ Hayekianism
LE 5

AN AC 1195
CN AR EW [Box 31]/ 1/ 9
DA 7 August 1982
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR David Webster
SU Proposed seminar on the social democracy and Hayekianism
KW Hayekianism/ Bosanquet, Nicholas
LE 5

AN AC 1196
CN AR EW [Box 31]/ 1/ 10-12
DA 19 January 1982-19 February 1982
FO Correspondence
SU Correspondence between Sherman and David Webster preparatory to proposal for a seminal on social democracy and Hayekianism
KW Webster, David/ Housing/ Social Democracy/ Socialism/ Hayekianism
LE 5

AN AC 1197 [= AC 1198-1207]
CN AR EW [Box 31]/ 2
DA 1979-1983
FO Articles/ Speeches/ Correspondence
TI Prof R V Jones
SU Articles by Douglas Eden and R. V. Jones
KW Defence
CO Folder number two in box thirty-one
LE 4

AN AC 1198
CN AR EW [Box 31]/ 2/ 1-4
DA 1983
FO Articles
FR Douglas Eden
SU Four undated articles from unattributed newspaper by Eden about left-wing extremism in the Labour Party
KW Labour Party/ Labour Party Extremism
LE 5

AN AC 1199
CN AR EW [Box 31]/ 2/ 5
DA 28 October 1978
FO Speech
FR R. V. Jones *
TI The Nation in Science and Defence
SU Text of lecture delivered at the University of St. Andrews/ Science and the State
KW State/ Science
LE 5
AN AC 1200
CN AR EW [Box 31]/ 2/ 6
DA Summer 1976
FO Article/ Offprint
FR R. V. Jones *
TI "Knowledge and Power: Thoughts on Intelligence in a Democracy," Minerva, vol. XIV, no. 2, pp. 241-250
SU Intelligence gathering in a democratic society
KW Intelligence gathering/ Democracy
LE 5

AN AC 1201
CN AR EW [Box 31]/ 2/ 7
DA 1976
FO Article
FR R. V. Jones
SU Education policy
KW Education
LE 5

AN AC 1202
CN AR EW [Box 31]/ 2/ 8-10
DA 17 September 1981-19 July 1982
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR R. V. Jones *
SU Acknowledgments of telephone calls and luncheon engagements
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Jones, R. V. *
LE 5

AN AC 1203
CN AR EW [Box 31]/ 2/ 11
DA 17 August 1981
FO Article
FR R. V. Jones *
TI Genius and Genocide
KW Science and defence
LE 5

AN AC 1204
CN AR EW [Box 31]/ 2/ 12
DA 11 June 1981
FO Letter to Editor
FR R. V. Jones *
TI Churchill's countermeasures to V-weapons
SU Allegation by Robert Harris of Churchill's intention to use chemical and biological weapons during the Second World War
activities of the Centre
for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies
CO Box number thirty-two
LE 3

AN AC 1210 [= AC 1211-1212]
CN AR M/ MISC9 [Box 32]/ /
DA 1980-
FO Papers/ Finances
SU Miscellaneous items related to activities of the Centre
for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies/ Government
CO Items found loose before folder number one in box
thirty-two
LE 4

AN AC 1211
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ // 1
DA 7 March 1980
FO Paper
FR John Hoskyns
TI Government Strategy: Review of Progress of to Date
SU Assessment of performance of Conservative Government
KW Conservative Government
CO Three copies
LE 5

AN AC 1212
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ // 2
DA 30 September 1981
FO Finance
TI Centre for Policy Studies Limited (A Company Limited by
Guarantee) Accounts
SU Centre for Policy Studies' accounts
KW Centre for Policy Studies, finance
LE 5

AN AC 1213 [= AC 1214-1217]
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ 1
DA 1983
FO Memos
FR Alfred Sherman
TI History of the Centre for Policy Studies
SU History of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies, history
LE 4

AN AC 1214
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ 1/ 1
DA 1983
FO Memo
FR Alfred Sherman
TI The Centre for Policy Studies, May 1979 - August 1983. A
Brief Survey of
Objectives, activities and achievements.
SU Sherman's account of his time at the Centre for Policy
Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Centre for Policy Studies
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 1215
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ 1/ 2
DA n. d.
FO Note
FR Alfred Sherman
TI F. N. CHANGES an aide memoire
SU Changes made on 6 September 1980 to the terms of reference for the Centre
KW Centre for Policy Studies, aims and objectives
CO Three copies
LE 5

AN AC 1216
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ 1
DA n. d. (1980?)
FO Terms of Reference
TI The Centre for Policy Studies Terms of Reference
SU Centre for Policy Studies' operational terms of reference
KW Centre for Policy Studies
CO Four copies
LE 5

AN AC 1217
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ 1/ 4
FO Memo
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Insert
SU Advisory function of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 1218 [= AC 1219-1222]
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ 2
DA 1976-1978
FO Memos/ Schedule
TI CPS - Seminars
SU Miscellaneous items related to Centre for Policy Studies' Seminars
KW Centre for Policy Studies, Seminars
CO Folder number two in box thirty-two
LE 4

AN AC 1219
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ 2/ 1
DA 22 October 1976
FO Memo
FR Alfred Sherman
TI European Right-Centre Intellectual Exchanges
SU Association between the Centre for Policy Studies and
similar groups on the continent
KW Centre for Policy Studies and Europe
CO Three copies
LE 5

AN AC 1220
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ 2/ 2
DA 24 January 1977
FO Memo
FR Alfred Sherman
TI CPS Student Weekend Seminar
SU Plan for a series of Centre for Policy Studies seminars for students
KW Centre for Policy Studies, seminars/ Students/ Education
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 1221
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ 2/ 3
DA 1979
FO Schedule/ Programme
TI The CPS Seminar 1979
SU Schedule and programmes for Centre for Policy Studies Student Weekend Seminars
KW Centre for Policy Studies, seminars/ Students/ Education
CO Three copies
LE 5

AN AC 1222 [= AC 1224-1227]
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ 2/ 4
DA 20 June 1978
FO Schedule/ Report
TI Student Seminars Held Since Last Management Board Meeting
SU Breakdown of attendance by university and a programme of Centre for Policy Studies' Student Weekend Seminars for May and June 1978
KW Centre for Policy Studies, seminars/ Students/ Education
CO Three copies
LE 5

AN AC 1223 [= AC 1224-1227]
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ ///
DA Mid 1970's-1982
FO Minutes/ Memos/ Chart/ Legal
SU Miscellaneous items relating to the finance and administration of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies
CO Loose papers found between folders two an three in box thirty-two
LE 4

AN AC 1224
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ /// 1
DA Mid '70's
FO Minutes
TI Minutes of special meeting held on Tuesday, September 26th, to discuss the future of CPS
SU Future of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies

AN AC 1225
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ /// 2
DA 10 January 1977
FO Memo
FR Alfred Sherman (?)
TI Restructuring the Centre
SU Administrative reorganisation of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies

AN AC 1226
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ /// 3
DA n. d.
FO Chart
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Appears to be breakdown (not fully implemented) of a classification scheme for the papers in this archive
KW Sherman, Alfred

AN AC 1227
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ /// 4
DA 10 March 1982
FO Legal
FR Stephen Barclay/ Arthur Levin/ Simon Webley
TI Institute for Policy Research Declaration of Trust
SU Establishment of the Institute for Policy Research as a trust
KW Institute for Policy Research/ Barclay, Stephen/ Levin, Arthur / Webley, Simon

AN AC 1228 [= AC 1229-1231]
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ 3
DA 1985-1986
FO Correspondence/ Memos
TI CPS Education Group
SU Correspondence regarding Centre for Policy Studies' Education Policy Study
Group and a memo about pharmacists
KW Education/ Centre for Policy Studies/ Pharmacists
CO Folder number three in box thirty-two

AN AC 1229
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ 3/ 1
DA 20 September 1986
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Angela Rumbold
SU Acceptance of an invitation to attend a meeting of the
Education Policy
Study Group
KW Education Policy Study Group
LE 5

AN AC 1230
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ 3/ 2
DA 19 February 1987
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Caroline Cox
SU Request, on Hugh Thomas' behalf that Sherman resign from
the Centre for
Policy Studies' Education Policy Study Group
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Thomas, Hugh/ Education Policy Study
Group/ Centre for Policy Studies
CO Eleven copies
LE 5

AN AC 1231
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ 3/ 3
DA March 1986
FO Memo
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Comment on D. Willet's note on NHS dispensing proposal
SU A critique of a memo by David Willet's memo to
Margaret
Thatcher on
pharmacists (attached). Purpose of critique is to assess the
person chosen to
replace Sherman at the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Centre for Policy Studies/ National Health
Service
LE 5

AN AC 1232 [= AC 1233-1238]
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ 4
DA 1984-1987
FO Minutes/ Correspondence/ Memo
TI C. P. S.
SU Miscellaneous items related to the Centre for Policy
Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies/ Sherman, Alfred
CO Folder number four in box thirty-two
LE 4

AN AC 1233
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ 4/ 1
DA 9 April 1987
FO Minutes
TI Centre for Policy Studies Annual Meeting held at
Institution
of Civil
Engineers . . .
SU Transcript of speeches given at the Annual Meeting of
the Centre for
Policy Studies
SU Tax reform
KW Tax reform
LE 5

AN AC 1239 [= AC 1240-1244]
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ 5
DA 1983-1984
FO Correspondence/ Press releases
TI CPS
SU Miscellaneous items on a range of subjects
KW Health care/ Benefits/ Morgan, Patricia/ Pensions/ Centre for
Policy Studies
CO Folder number five in box thirty-two
LE 4

AN AC 1240
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ 5/ 1
DA 18 December 1984
FO Correspondence
TO George ?
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Health Policy Study Group
KW Health Policy Study Group
LE 5

AN AC 1241
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ 5/ 2
DA September 1984
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman/ Hugh Thomas/ Patricia Morgan
FR Patricia Morgan/ Alfred Sherman
SU Correspondence regarding Morgan's draft paper on
benefits
submitted to the
Centre for Policy Studies
KW Benefits/ Patricia Morgan
CO Five related letters classified as one item because of content
LE 5

AN AC 1242
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ 5/ 3
DA 17 July 1984
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Philip Chappell
SU Norman Fowler's announcement of Government's plan for
portable personal
pensions. Thank Sherman for help given towards this reform
KW Pensions/ Sherman, Alfred
CO Includes press release from Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 1243
CN AR M/ MISC 9 [Box 32]/ 5/ 4
DA 16 May 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Ian Gow
DA 1977-1983
FO Correspondence/ Memos/ Papers
TI CPS 1983 Correspondence
SU Miscellaneous items on a range of subjects. Folder title inaccurate
KW Sherman, Alfred/ Centre for Policy Studies/ Social democracy
CO Folder number one in box thirty-four
LE 4

AN AC 1249
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1/ 1
DA 28 October 1977
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Richard Ryder
SU Request from Thatcher for Sherman to draft a paper on the theme "we are heirs to the Social-Democratic heritage"
KW Thatcher/ Social democracy
LE 5

AN AC 1250
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1/ 2
DA 16 February 1979
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Bridge Building to Social Democrats and Labour Supporters
SU Recruitment of disillusioned Labour Party and trade unions supporter to the Conservative Party
KW Labour Party/ Trade unions/ Conservative Party
LE 5

AN AC 1251
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1/ 3
DA n. d.
FO Correspondence
TO Ian Gow
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Wing Commander Geoffrey Cooper
KW Cooper, Geoffrey
LE 5

AN AC 1252
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1/ 4
DA 6 July 1983
FO Memo
TO David Wolfson
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Future administrative arrangements for the Centre for Policy Studies after Sherman's departure on sabbatical
SU Role of advisor in government
KW Advisors
LE 5

AN AC 1258
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1/ 10
DA 1 July 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Cecil Parkinson
FR Simon Webley/ Keith Boyfield/ John Hatch/ John Redwood
SU Congratulations to Parkinson on his appointment as
Secretary
for Trade and
Industry/ Offer of the facilities from the Centre for Policy Studies'
Nationalised
Industries Policy Study Group
KW Parkinson, Cecil/ Nationalised industry/ Nationalised
Industries Policy Study Group
LE 5

AN AC 1259
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1/ 11
DA 19 November 1986
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Robert Cain
SU George Nathan and Spain
KW Nathan, George/ Spain
CO Appears to be incomplete
LE 5

AN AC 1260
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1/ 12
DA 18 December 1986
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Illegible/ on Metropolitan Police stationary
SU Thank-you note for dinner
KW Sherman, Alfred
LE 5

AN AC 1261
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1/ 13
DA n. d.
FO Address list
SU List of various business' addresses
LE 5

AN AC 1262
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1/ 14
DA 20 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Ian Gow
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Future of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies/ Sherman, Alfred
CO Two copies, one with enclosure of copy of letter from Hugh
Thomas inquiring if Sherman has undertaken a contract to write a book "Why Mrs. Thatcher's Government Failed"

LE 5

AN AC 1263
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1/ 15
DA 3 March 1986
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR George ?
SU Appears to be about a writing project for Macmillan's involving Sherman
KW Sherman, Alfred
CO Handwritten and difficult to read
LE 5

AN AC 1264
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1/ 16
DA 10 June 1986
FO Correspondence
TO Antony Iveson
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Collaboration on consultancy between Sherman and McAvoy Werford Bayley
KW Sherman, Alfred / McAvoy Werford Bayley
LE 5

AN AC 1265
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1/ 17
DA 13 February 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Grussgott Trust
KW Grussgott Trust
LE 5

AN AC 1266
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1/ 18
DA 11 March 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Sherman's threat to resign from the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred / Centre for Policy Studies
CO Incomplete/ Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 1267
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1
DA 26 March 1982
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Rumour that Sherman had signed a contract with Lord Weidenfeld to write a
book entitles "Why Mrs. Thatcher's Government Failed"
KW Sherman, Alfred
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 1268
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1/ 20
DA 24 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Terms of Sherman's future association with the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred / Centre for Policy Studies
CO Two copies
LE 5

AN AC 1269
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1
DA 24 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Ian Gow
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Future association of Gow with the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Gow, Ian/ Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 1270
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1/ 22
DA 27 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO David Young
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Sherman's future with the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred / Centre for Policy Studies
CO Refers to an inclosure not attached
LE 5

AN AC 1271
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1/ 23
DA 29 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Hugh Thomas
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Response to Thomas' letter of 24 June 1983 setting down the terms of Sherman's future association with the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred / Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 1272
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1/ 24
DA 29 June 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Nathalie Brooke  
SU Sherman's 1983 Sabbatical and conditions of his return to the Centre for Policy Studies  
KW Sherman, Alfred / Centre for Policy Studies  
CO Two copies  
LE 5

AN AC 1273  
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1/ 25  
DA 29 June 1983  
FO Memo  
TO Hugh Thomas  
FR Alfred Sherman  
SU Contribution of the Centre for Policy Studies to the costs of Sherman's travel expenses during his 1983 sabbatical  
KW Sherman, Alfred  
LE 5

AN AC 1274  
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1/ 26  
DA 30 June 1983  
FO Correspondence  
TO Alfred Sherman  
FR Hugh Thomas  
SU Confirmation of arrangements for Sherman's 1983 sabbatical  
KW Sherman, Alfred / Centre for Policy Studies  
LE 5

AN AC 1275  
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1/ 27  
DA 30 June 1983  
FO Correspondence  
TO Hugh Thomas  
FR Alfred Sherman  
SU Arrangements for Sherman's 1983 sabbatical  
KW Sherman, Alfred  
LE 5

AN AC 1276  
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1/ 28  
DA 1 July 1983  
FO Correspondence  
TO Lord Weidenfeld *  
FR Alfred Sherman  
TI Relevant extracts from letter to Lord Weidenfeld of 25 February 1982. Full letter available if required  
SU Discussion of the subject matter of a proposed book about Margaret Thatcher by Sherman  
KW Sherman, Alfred  
LE 5
Further response to Thomas' letter of 24 June 1983 setting out the terms of Sherman's further association with the Centre for Policy Studies.

Sherman, Alfred / Centre for Policy Studies

LE 5
DA 25 September 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Renomination of Sherman as Director of Studies at the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred / Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 1289
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1/ 40
DA 21 November 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Sherman's association with the Centre for Policy Studies after the completion of his 1983 sabbatical
KW Sherman, Alfred / Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 1290
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1/ 41
DA 30 November 1983
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR Hugh Thomas
SU Sherman's salary
KW Sherman, Alfred / Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 1291
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1/ 42
DA December 1983
FO Notes
FR Alfred Sherman
TI in re Sherman and the CPS
SU Sherman's future relationship with the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Sherman, Alfred / Centre for Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 1292
CN AR CPS/ Correspondence 2 [Box 34]/ 1/ 43
DA n. d.
FO Memo
TO Margaret Thatcher
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Monetarism is Not Enough. High Government spending is generating an inflationary recession which threatens to erode the Prime Minister's political base.
SU Inflation
KW Inflation/ Government spending
LE 5
DA 1970-1984
FO Correspondence/ Research material
SU Miscellaneous items
KW Government/ Democracy
CO Folder number one in box thirty-five
LE 4

AN AC 1299 [= AC 1300-1304]
CN AR M/ MISC 10 [Box 35]/ 1
DA 1970-1984
FO Correspondence/ Research material
SU Miscellaneous items
KW Government/ Democracy
CO Three copies
LE 5

AN AC 1301
CN AR M/ MISC 10 [Box 35]/ 1/ 2
DA 1 May 1985
FO Correspondence
TO Alfred Sherman
FR John Russell
TI Policy Studies
SU Offer of office accommodation to Sherman
KW Sherman, Alfred / Policy Studies
LE 5

AN AC 1302
CN AR M/ MISC 10 [Box 35]/ 1/ 3
DA October 1970
FO Research Material/ Command Paper
TI The Reorganisation of Central Government, Cmnd. 4506
SU Central government
KW Government, central
LE 5

AN AC 1303
CN AR M/ MISC 10 [Box 35]/ 1/ 5
DA n. d.
FO Notes
FR Alfred Sherman
SU Random notes on democracy and local government think-tank
KW Democracy/ Government, local
LE 5

AN AC 1305
CN AR M/ MISC 10 [Box 35]/ 2
DA 23 July 1987
FO Press Releases
TI Free the Airwaves Press Conference Thur 23 July
SU Press pack for Free the Airwaves press conference presented by Policy-Search
KW Media/ Free the Airwaves
CO Folder number two in box thirty-five/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 1306
CN AR M/ MISC 10 [Box 35]/ 3
DA 13 July 1987
FO Press Releases
FR Alfred Sherman
TI Free the Airwaves Memo Ongoing
SU Cover letters for press releases
KW Media/ Free the Airwaves
CO Folder number three in box number thirty-five/ TI on folder inaccurate/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 1307 [= AC 1308-1310]
CN AR M/ MISC 10 [Box 35]/ 4
DA 1986-1987
FO Correspondence/ Lists/ Programmes
TI B. Crozier
SU Miscellaneous items on a range of subjects
KW Centre for Policy Studies/ Morning Star Festival/ Romney Street Group
CO Folder number four in box thirty-five
LE 4

AN AC 1308
CN AR M/ MISC 10 [Box 35]/ 4/ 1
DA 5 June 1986
FO Correspondence
TO Charles G. Palm
FR Brian Crozier
SU Inquiry whether the Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace would be interested in acquiring the archives of the Centre for Policy Studies
KW Centre for Policy Studies/ Hoover Institution on War,
Revolution and Peace
LE 5

AN AC 1309
CN AR M/ MISC 10 [Box 35]/ 4/ 2
DA n. d.
FO List
TI BB 5 Addendum Morning Star Festival
SU List of organisations participating in the Morning Star Festival
KW Morning Star Festival
LE 5

AN AC 1310
CN AR M/ MISC 10 [Box 35]/ 4/ 3
DA 5 May 1987
FO Programme
TI Romney Street Group Summer Programme
SU Schedule of Romney Street Group activities for summer of 1987 and membership list
KW Romney Street Group
LE 5

AN AC 1311
CN AR M/ MISC 10 [Box 35]/ 5
DA 1985-1987
FO Correspondence/ Research Materials/ Reports
SU Miscellaneous items related to the Defence Policy Study Group of Policy-Search
KW Defence/ Policy-Search
CO Folder number five in box thirty-five/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 1312
CN AR M/ MISC 10 [Box 35]/ 6
DA 1975
FO Research Materials/ Paper
TI Immigration
SU Research material bearing on immigration
KW Immigration
CO Folder number six in box thirty-five/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5

AN AC 1313
CN AR M/ MISC 10 [Box 35]/ 7
DA 1987
FO Correspondence/ Research Materials
SU Conservation and Conservatism/ Largely correspondence with members of the Green movement
KW Ecology/ Conservation/ Greenpeace/ Friends of the Earth/
Porritt, Jonathon
CO Folder number seven in box thirty-five/ Classified as a level five, as well as a level four, item because of content and structure of content
LE 4/ 5